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l
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l
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l
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l
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1.

10 Converse Place

2.

Warrant Articles

Documents:
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2.

Warrant Articles

Documents:
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May 5, 2022
BY EMAIL ONLY
Zeke Nims, Chair
Winchester Conservation Commission
Beth Rudolph
Acting Town Manager
Richard M. Mucci, Chair
Select Board
71 Mount Vernon Street
Town Hall
Winchester, MA 01890
Re:

10 Converse Place, Winchester, MA
DEP File Number: 346-0533

Dear Messrs. Nims and Mucci and Ms. Rudolph:
This office represents 10 Converse Place, LLC (the “LLC”), the owner of record of the
property at 10 Converse Place, Winchester, MA (the “Property”). The LLC is the applicant in a
Notice of Intent filed with the Winchester Conservation Commission (the “Commission”) in
November, 2021, DEP File Number 346-0533 (the “NOI”) for the Property. The NOI seeks state
and local wetlands permitting for a large-scale, mixed-use, residential and commercial
redevelopment of the Property (the “Project”). The purpose of this letter is to implore the Town
of Winchester’s leadership to take measures to restore regular order, and to purge prejudgment
bias from the proceedings before the Commission on the LLC’s NOI for the Project.
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In particular, the LLC respectfully requests that the following remedial measures be taken
by the Town of Winchester (the “Town”):
1. Commissioner Stephen N. Cohn recuse himself from further hearing, and exercising
decision making authority over, the NOI for the Project;
2. The Commission rescind its vote to seek, and have the LLC pay for, a legal peer
review consultant, under G.L. c. 44, §53G, to advise on questions of state and local
wetlands laws; and
3. The Town leadership authorize and invite Town Counsel to attend the remaining
hearings on the NOI to instruct and advise the Commission about the legal issues that
have emerged in the same.
The LLC has spent over two years, through innumerable public meetings, and many thousands of
dollars with some of the preeminent design professionals in Massachusetts, ensuring that the
Town would have fulsome input over the redevelopment Project at the Property, and that the
Project would optimally meet the Town’s needs. The Project was tailored to conform with the
Planned Unit Development overlay district enacted by Winchester Town Meeting in Spring
2015. After the Special Permit application for the Project was filed in August 2021 with the
Planning Board, it was redesigned many times to meet the preferences of the Planning Board, the
Design Review Committee and other Town boards, all before an NOI could be properly filed in
November 2021 with the Commission.
The Project was reviewed by the Planning Board through 14 public hearings, culminating
in the decision filed with the Town Clerk’s Office on April 8, 2022, granting the LLC’s
application (the “Decision”). The 20-day appeal period under G.L. c. 40A, § 17 having expired
with no appeal having been taken, the Decision is now final. The Property has been developed
since the late 17th Century, and the Mill Pond, as the name indicates, was first impounded for
proto-industrial and industrial purposes.
To date, through eight (8) public hearings before the Commission, only two legal issues
have been raised: (1) “aesthetics” under the Winchester Wetlands Bylaw (the “Bylaw”), and (2)
whether the Property qualifies as a redevelopment site pursuant to 310 CMR 10.58(5), the state
riverfront regulations. No facts bearing on these issues have been controverted via substantial
evidence. Our office has rendered two (2) opinion letters dated March 17, 2022, and April 21,
2022, respectively, on these issues, which are incorporated by reference herein and attached
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hereto as Exhibits 1 & 2. These letters explain why (A) the Commission lacks jurisdiction over
“aesthetics” as a matter of local wetlands law, because view sheds of the Mill Pond from
adjacent public spaces will be enhanced, not detracted, by the Project; and (B) the Property
qualifies as a redevelopment site per 310 CMR 10.58(5), since it was improved by a building,
paved parking area, and filled soil under a turf lawn, all before August 7, 1996, as required by
the state regulation. The Town should further note that the interpretation of 310 CMR 10.58(5)
posited by our opinion letter was derived from and is, therefore, supported by the only published
decision from a Mass DEP administrative law judge to pass on this issue (the “ALJ Decision”).
Rather than seek the advice of Town Counsel, who has specialized expertise in
environmental legal matters, Commissioner Stephen N. Cohn (“Cohn”) has taken it upon himself
to prepare and submit four memoranda to the Commission and to make multiple substantive
presentations of the law to the Commission about the two legal issues in question during the NOI
hearings, and while sitting as a voting member thereon. Cohn is not a lawyer. These memoranda
and presentations by Cohn demonstrate his hostility and prejudgment bias towards the NOI, as
they directly contradict the positions espoused in our opinion letters, and stake the position that
the Commission should deny the NOI based on these two legal issues. Cohn has adopted these
positions even though the public hearing on the NOI has not come to a close, and the taking of
evidence by the Commission has not ended. These actions are highly inappropriate for a
Commissioner in a quasi-judicial hearing.
Moreover, the Commission has voted, at the LLC’s expense, to engage a third-party legal
peer review consultant under G.L. c. 44, §53G. Per statements from the Chair at the April 26th
hearing, the Commission is not part of the Town, does not answer to the Town and Town
Counsel is “too close” to the issues to present the Commission with objective legal advice. It
further came to light that, before any official request for proposal (“RFP”) had issued (and
ostensibly even before the matter of a legal peer review had been broached with the applicant),
Cohn and Commissioner David Miller (“Miller”) had conducted ex parte telephone conferences,
outside the Open Meeting process, with two candidates for the legal peer review consultant.
In addition, based on the Town’s production in response to our public records request, we
have learned that the Commission has had, in its possession, the ALJ Decision since September
of 2021. And, yet, the Commission failed to provide this favorable legal authority to its wetlands
peer review consultant, BSC Group, Inc. (“BSC”). The Commission engendered a completely
atypical peer review process, in which there was none of the ordinary dialogue between the peer
review consultant and the applicant’s environmental professional, Beals Associates, Inc.
(“Beals”), as BSC completed its Notice of Intent Peer Review Letter dated March 4, 2022 (the
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“BSC Peer Review”). While withholding favorable legal authority, the Commission provided
BSC with three (3) unpublished first-tier administrative-level, decisional and quasi-decisional
documents (two of which are mere requests for information) that have no precedential value,
concerning different properties, different applicants, different projects and different riverfront
resource areas than presently at issue; all ostensibly for the purpose of eliciting a particular legal
outcome.
As demonstrated by the last two plus years of informal and formal permitting
proceedings, the LLC has been more than willing to oblige the Town’s regulatory authority, and
work with the Town to create the best possible version of the Project. The LLC’s goal is, and has
always been, to avoid conflict and foster consensus with Town stakeholders. This letter is offered
in that spirit. The LLC does not relish the prospect of conflict, controversy and particularly
litigation, in pursuing its redevelopment plan for the Property. But, respectfully, how the present
proceedings have been conducted is truly alarming.
We are presented with quasi-judicial proceedings in which one member of the quasijudicial body, Cohn, has been hostile to the Project since months before the NOI was filed. Cohn
created a memorandum in the summer of 2021 that reads as a blueprint to deny permits to the
Project. Cohn then composed three additional memoranda, and was permitted to make long
presentations in the Open Meeting process, particularly advocating to his colleagues that they
deny the LLC’s NOI. In each instance, the applicant was not allowed a contemporaneous
response.
The LLC was initially asked to pay for a peer review by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc
(“VHB”), which had worked with the Town for years, to which the LLC agreed. That
comprehensive review resolved with no outstanding issues. The Commission, however, in spite
of the acknowledged competence of VHB, insisted on requesting an additional peer review by
BSC, to which the LLC acquiesced in deference to cooperation with the Commission. BSC,
nonetheless, as noted above, was supplied cherry-picked legal documents by the Commission, in
order to suggest that the NOI was incomplete. They were also walled off from the normal
dialogue with Beals. And now, without Town Counsel being consulted in spite of the pure legal
issues that have been raised, two Commissioners, one of whom is a known antagonist of the
Project, went outside the Open Meeting process, and have ostensibly gone expert shopping for a
preordained legal result. Enough is enough.
What the LLC seeks is a fair hearing. A fair hearing does not necessarily mean the grant
of requested relief. However, none of the legal issues that have been raised can withstand
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meaningful scrutiny. Sometimes, projects are well composed, thoughtfully planned, and
consistent with the criteria of state and local land-use regulatory laws. In other words,
sometimes, it is unlawful to deny permits. This appears to be one of those instances but, because
the NOI process is not yet finished, the LLC, in the interim, would settle for a fair hearing. The
only way to ensure a fair hearing at this point is for the Town to heed this request that remedial
measures be taken to cure the irregularity and bias of the proceedings to date. We thank you, in
advance, for your anticipated thoughtful consideration of the LLC’s requests in this regard.
I.

BACKGROUND FACTS: PATTERN OF PREJUDGMENT BIAS AND
IRREGULARITY.

Even before the NOI was filed, Cohn was marshalling legal arguments against the
Project. On or about July 12, 2021, months before the NOI was filed in November 2021, Cohn
prepared and submitted to the Commission a memorandum, providing an analysis of the Project
without the benefit of the NOI. In particular, in that memorandum, Cohn began staking the
position that “[r]edevelopment [of the Property is] confined to the existing degraded areas[.]”
This is the erroneous legal position that formed the basis of the BSC Peer Review. Under the
circumstances, discussed further below, this consonance in position is not a coincidence.
Cohn proceeds in his first memorandum to calculate, with no NOI filing and no evidence,
the alleged degraded and not degraded areas of the Property, while ignoring completely the fact
that the First Methodist Church occupied the site at Mt. Vernon Street from 1876 until 1958.
Having made this calculation, Cohn concludes that this approach “likely precludes development
of existing lawn and shrub areas that lie within the 100-ft riverfront boundary.” In other words,
Cohn was already reconnoitering a legal theory whereby the LLC would be forced to
substantially scale back the Project. Otherwise, Cohn notes the jurisdictional provision of the
Section 3 of the Bylaw, presaging the first legal argument that he would eventually make in the
Open Meeting process against the Project.
By email dated September 21, 2021, again, before the NOI was filed, Elaine Vreeland
(“Vreeland”), the Commission’s Administrator, sent Cohn slides and information regarding
redevelopment within previously developed riverfront areas under 310 CMR 10.58(5), as well as
the ALJ Decision and a superseding order of conditions. The superseding order of conditions
was one of the three documents provided to BSC. Again, the ALJ Decision was not provided to
BSC.
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On November 9, 2021, the NOI was filed. The Town and the Commission should note
that the NOI includes substantial evidence concerning inter alia the presently degraded nature of
the entire Property, including publicly produced and available soil maps, and about how the
Project complies with 310 CMR 10.58(4)’s performance standards. On December 20, 2021,
Cohn emailed Miller, outside of the Open Meeting process, questioning the calculation of
impervious surfaces by Beals in the NOI filings. Cohn further called into doubt whether 310
CMR 10.58 was correctly applied by Beals in the NOI.
On January 20, 2022, Cohn submitted another memorandum. Cohn’s second
memorandum focuses on the matter of “aesthetics” under the local Bylaw. In preparing his
second memorandum, Cohn “took photos from multiple locations along Mount Vernon Street,
then superimposed on those images the perspective-adjusted street-facing façade of the proposed
structure, yielding a series of before/after (existing/proposed) image pairs to demonstrate impact
on visual access to Mill Pond and the surrounding open space stretching across Mill Pond to
Town Hall, the Public Library, and across Mystic Valley Parkway to the Lincoln School.” In
other words, Cohn purports to have engaged in what amounts to an expert view shed analysis of
Mill Pond from Mount Vernon Street.
Based upon this pseudo-expert analysis, Cohn alleges in his second memorandum that
“[t]he proposed development, in particular the face of the building fronting on Mount Vernon
Street, restricts the view of Mill Pond.” Cohn asserts that “[t]he before/after image pairs in
Figures 3-5 clearly demonstrate that the proposed development significantly obstructs views
from Mount Vernon Street to [sic] Mill Pond and surrounding natural scenery.” Cohn, then,
acknowledges that “[t]he applicant argues that enhancing the path on the west side of Mill Pond
and adding a 1,000 square foot, publicly accessible gathering space along the path, would more
than compensate for the degraded views along Mount Vernon Street. This invites the question,
from which points do town residents and those passing through actually benefit from views of
Mill Pond and the surrounding natural scenery?”
To answer this question in a manner to scuttle the Project, Cohn then proceeds to engage
in an ersatz traffic study, arguing that, because of the present traffic level on Mount Vernon
Street, a major thoroughfare in Winchester Town Center, views on Mount Vernon Street are
more important than views along the bike path. Apart from the fact he is not a traffic engineer,
Cohn does not engage with the reality that the improvements to the bike path and area directly
adjacent to the Mill Pond, proposed in connection with the Project, are intended and designed to
drive more traffic and use by the public along the bike path and areas directly adjacent to the
Mill Pond. Cohn also repeatedly values the view sheds of motorists, operating their vehicles, on
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Mount Vernon Street over “the minority of the public traveling on foot or by bicycle” traversing
the bike path in direct proximity of the Mill Pond.
To these self-apparent factual errors in his reasoning, Cohn’s second memorandum also
posits an obviously erroneous interpretation of the Bylaw, as follows:
1. Does the Bylaw language provide for exceptions to detracting from visual
access to an identified resource because there exist alternate locations from
which to view that same resource?
2. Does the Bylaw language provide for compensation for detracting from
visual access to an identified resource from one location by enhancing visual
access to that identified same resource somewhere else?
No, the Bylaw language does not prescribe any such trade-offs.
As set forth in our opinion letter on aesthetics, here, Cohn is espousing a position to his
colleagues that runs directly afoul of the plain meaning of the Bylaw’s provisions on aesthetics.
The Commission’s jurisdiction over aesthetics is only triggered, if, in the aggregate,
visual access, here, to the Mill Pond from adjacent public spaces is diminished. And, if such
“detract[ion]” would occur as a result of a project, then the Commission must assess, holistically,
whether a given project’s benefits to the interests that the Bylaw is intended to protect outweigh
the project’s corresponding burdens, i.e., if aesthetics jurisdiction is operative, then such
triggering of permitting authority itself does not alone justify denial. It simply means that the
Commission must exercise its permit granting authority—determine whether a permit allowing
for such “detract[ion]” ought, on all of the evidence, be granted. Instead, Cohn asserts to the
Commission that the triggering of aesthetics jurisdiction itself alone requires the denial of an
order of conditions under the Bylaw. This is flatly wrong, as the Bylaw expressly refers to
“except as permitted by the Commission” in Section 3, in relation to the acts otherwise
prohibited by that provision.
Finally, Cohn concludes his second memorandum with a paean to open space, and the
efforts of Winchester’s progenitors to ensure that the Town has not become like Boston. In this
way, Cohn shows his cards. Through the guise of regulating aesthetics, Cohn has an agenda to
try to force the LLC to render more of the Property, in essence, de facto open green space than is
proposed in the NOI. The Bylaw simply does not provide for this overly expansive exercise of
the Commission’s aesthetics-based jurisdiction.
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However, regardless of the obvious factual and legal flaws in his reasoning, Cohn is a
Commissioner. Cohn is a member of the quasi-judicial board that is hearing and deciding the
LLC’s NOI; he is not an abutter or project opponent. His official, quasi-judicial role begs the
larger question of why it is appropriate for Cohn to provide the Commission with memorandum
that reads as if it were prepared by an abutter or project opponent. Further, on or about January
20, 2022, Cohn circulated his second memorandum to, inter alia, to you, Ms. Rudolph, and Sally
Dale, the sole no-voting member of the Planning Board.
On March 8, 2022, Cohn submitted his third memorandum, which he presented during
the March 8th public hearing. Cohn’s memorandum purports to be a response to Beals’ letter
dated February 5, 2022 in which the LLC staked the legal position that the Commission does not
have jurisdiction over aesthetics as there will be no “detract[ion]” of visual access to the Mill
Pond resulting from the Project. In his third memorandum, Cohn expressly contests the LLC’s
assertion, relying on the photographs that he personally took on February 12, 2022. Cohn asserts
“[t]his is important to the applicant and to the Conservation Commission because the
Jurisdication [sic] clause specifically states that no person SHALL detract from visual access
to Mill Pond, -- unless we decide to permit it . . . Note that nowhere in the Bylaw does it say
we must permit it.” (Emphasis in original.) Cohn, thus, sought to use “evidence” that he himself
gathered as grounds to deny the NOI.
At the hearing on March 8, 2022, the Chair permitted Cohn to make a 45-minute oral
presentation regarding the granular grammatical arguments raised in his third memorandum.
Cohn erroneously interprets the definition of “[a]esthetics” under the Bylaw, and takes liberties
with the original authors’ intent, as follows: “They wanted to protect existing visual access to
Mill Pond (and the other listed wetlands), but not of all areas, only existing visual access
accessible to the public from public locations. A more limited meaning than the main clause
alone.” In other words, defying the plain text of the Bylaw, Cohn asserts that all that matters to
trigger the Commission’s aesthetics-based jurisdiction, and its evaluation of aesthetics, are
existing view sheds, and not view sheds that might be created by an NOI and project. This
narrow and erroneous reading, of course, allows Cohn to reach his predetermined outcome: that
“[t]he proposed development detracts from that visual access.” (Emphasis in original.)
In response to Cohn’s multiple memoranda and presentations before the Commission, we
submitted our opinion letter dated March 17, 2022. Beals also provided a view shed analysis plan
set, demonstrating that the aggregate square footage of directly-adjacent public spaces with
quality view sheds of the Mill Pond will be expanded post-Project as compared to present
conditions. In our letter, we posited that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over aesthetics under
the Bylaw because of this aggregate increase in visual accessibility of the Mill Pond from public
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spaces. We also provided what we understand to be the overall standard that the Commission is
required to apply in determining whether to permit an applicant to “detract” from visual access
from protected wetlands under the Bylaw.
We asked, informally, at the time, whether Town Counsel could begin attending hearings
to help the Commission resolve the legal issues that have been raised during the proceedings. To
this request, we were advised that the Commission, Town Manager or Select Board would need
to authorize and invite Town Counsel to so attend. Given what has transpired in the interim, the
LLC is concerned that Town Counsel has not been invited to subsequent hearings because the
Commission does not like the legal advice that Town Counsel would be inclined to provide.
Meanwhile, in early 2022, BSC had been engaged as the NOI’s primary peer review
wetlands consultant. BSC’s scope of review was broad ranging, and it contractually committed
to review the full NOI package. However, between the time that BSC was engaged and it
submitted the BSC Peer Review on March 4, 2022, and unlike in the ordinary course of peer
reviews of notices of intent, there was virtually no communication between BSC and Beals.
There was none of the normal dialogue that occurs in these cases, in which the peer review
consultant raises issues and questions to the applicant’s professional, and the applicant’s
professional assists the peer review consultant, to ensure that the peer review is accurate and
streamlined.
As a consequence, the BSC Peer Review erroneously posits that not all of the Property
qualifies as a redevelopment site pursuant to 310 CMR 10.58(5), and that the LLC failed to
demonstrate compliance with 310 CMR 10.58(4)’s performance standards. BSC did not have the
benefit of having Beals identify where in the NOI filing BSC would find the publicly created and
available soil maps that code the Property as urban, filled soils. Nor did BSC have the benefit of
test pit results further demonstrating that the turf lawn at the Property is comprised of disturbed
and degraded land. Nor was BSC aware of the materials in the NOI, showing the Project’s
compliance with the performance standards of 310 CMR 10.58(4). And, because BSC was
provided cherry-picked decisional and quasi-decisional documents from Mass DEP, rather than
the ALJ Decision, the BSC Peer Review was premised on a legally-incorrect reading of the
regulation in the first place.
Further, prior to the BSC Peer Review being circulated, by email dated Feburary 7, 2022,
Cohn informed Miller that he was “independently evaluating the project in the context of
10.58(4) and 10.58(5) compliance to prepare for [] review of the BSC reviews, as well as being
prepared to argue the matter if such becomes necessary.” Further, in the same email, Cohn
asserted that his “hope is that [he] will be satisfied with BSC’s review, obviating any need to
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write another memo [himself].” After the BSC Peer Review, by email dated March 8, 2022,
Cohn stated as follows to Miller regarding the BSC Peer Review: “No surprises in the BSC
memo. It appears professional and came to the conclusions Elaine and I expected. I think BSC
was the right choice. Thanks for marshalling this along . . . ([]it’s surely helpful to have
independent confirmation.)” (emphases added). Thus, these emails further demonstrate both that
Cohn has prejudged the NOI, and has been invested in a particular outcome in these proceedings.
It should be noted that, apart from the application of the riverfront regulations, the BSC
Peer Review both supported our office’s interpretation of aesthetics under the Bylaw, and
affirmed that the NOI overall honors the interests that the state Wetlands Protection Act and the
Bylaw are intended to protect. According to the BSC Peer Review, the only outsanding issues
with the NOI was that it is putatively incomplete because it allegedly fails to show compliance
with 310 CMR 10.58(4)’s performance standards. But, again, this positon is factually and legally
mistaken, and all of BSC’s mistakes were sought to be corrected by our letter of April 21, 2022,
and the memorandum of Beals of even date.
Nevertheless, at the hearing conducted on April 12, 2022, after BSC made its oral
presentation on its peer review, the Commission voted to engage a legal peer review consultant,
under G.L. c. 44, §53G, because the Commissioners indicated that the NOI poses complex legal
questions. At that hearing, the LLC assented to this vote, with the understanding that LLC would
be offered the opportunity to comment on possible attorneys for conflict purposes and
appropriate experience, as the applicant is entitled under G.L. c. 44, §53G. The LLC further
understood that another premises of this peer review would be that the Commission would read
any legal peer review report, and listen to instruction about what the law provides, with an open
mind, as a neutral and dispassionate quasi-judicial body. Beals also specifically asked to be
provided the RFP for this third peer review consultant, particularly in light of the highly irregular
instructions given to BSC originally, which had to be materially modified by the Commission.
In the intervening two weeks, Beals asked Vreeland for the RFP, and Vreeland responded
that the matter would be discussed at the next hearing. No RFP was provided. Then, on April 26,
2022, Cohn submitted his fourth memorandum via a slideshow presentation to the Commission.
Cohn’s fourth memorandum provides an erroneous analysis of 310 CMR 10.58 à la the BSC
Peer Review. In his fourth memorandum, Cohn claims that 11,000 square feet of lawn at the
Project is not “degraded” under 310 CMR 10.58(5) as it is not an impervious surface, and the
portion of the Project extending over this area must comply with 310 CMR 10.58(4). To support
this specious claim, Cohn proceeds to intentionally misquote 310 CMR 10.58(5)(a), by omitting
the phrase “portion of the” from the following sentence in the regulation: “When a lot is
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previously developed but no portion of the riverfront area is degraded, the requirements of 310
CMR 10.58(4) shall be met.” 310 CMR 10.58(5)(a) (emphasis added).
At the hearing on April 26, 2022, the LLC came prepared to respond to the BSC Peer
Review, as the written materials in response had been filed by the Thursday before the hearing as
required by the Commission to be considered, and this was the next hearing after BSC presented
its peer review. See Exhibit 3. It is common practice that the next hearing after a peer review
presentation is when the applicant is afforded the opportunity to respond. Regardless, this
riverfront has been degraded for centuries and is today.
However, instead, the Commission planned only to discuss its two chosen legal peer
review consultants, and whether the LLC had any thoughts or preferences about the same. But,
again, the Commission had shared no RFP, and the identity of these candidates were sprung on
the LLC and its team at the hearing, with no prior notice. Moreover, it soon came to light that
there was no formal RFP to date, even though two experts had been identified, and Miller
indicated that he and Cohn had conducted calls, outside the Open Meeting process, with the two
candidates weeks ago. When the LLC suggested Anderson & Kreiger for the “peer review,” the
Commission was receptive to the potential of having an attorney other than Attorneys Kreiger or
Makarious appointed.
When deliberating the potential of having Town Counsel provide legal advice, in lieu of
hiring yet another peer review consultant, the Chair indicated that the Commission is separate
from the Town and Town Counsel is “too close” to this matter. When pressed on the indicia of
Cohn’s prejudgment bias, and the LLC’s legimitate concern about Cohn’s role in selecting
candidates, outside the Open Meeting process and without a formal RFP, the Chair indicated that
a quasi-judicial board, being quasi-judicial, is not like a court, and suggested that an analogy to a
Justice of the Supreme Court presenting a powerpoint to his or her colleagues as to why a litigant
is wrong on the law to what Cohn has done here as “hyperbole.”
Yet, we would point out that, both in terms of the expenditures made to date in
permitting, and the financial ramifications of, the Project, more money is at stake in these
proceedings than in a majority of civil litigation in the courts of this Commonwealth. The blythe
disregard for the LLC’s Due Process interests throughout these proceedings is troubling and
offensive. Cohn is afforded 45 minutes to make partisan presentations against the Project to his
colleagues, and commensurate time can be dedicated to reading citizens’ opposition letters into
the record at hearings, but Beals had to grapple with the Commission to make his presentation in
response to the BSC Peer Review at the last hearing. A fair hearing does not equate with a
Commissioner being permitted to act as a stand-in for community opposition, and the LLC has
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totally and reasonably lost faith in the impartiality and neutrality of the present proceedings.
Something must be done. We ask that the Town’s leadership take reasonable remedial steps to
reinstate regularity and purge the taint of prejudgment bias from these proceedings.
II.

ANALYSIS: COHN’S PREJUDGMENT BIAS IS DISQUALIFYING AND A
LEGAL PEER REVIEW IS BOTH OF DUBIOUS LEGALITY AND
PRACTICALLY UNNECESSARY.
A. Cohn’s Prejudgment Bias Requires Recusal.

It is a basic tenet of the rule of law that a litigant before a judicial or quasi-judicial body
is entitled to an impartial arbiter. It is equally well settled law that the Commission, acting on the
LLC’s NOI, is a quasi-judicial body as to which Article 29 of the Massachusetts Declaration of
Rights applies. As such, Cohn’s longstanding pattern of egregiously-partisan advocacy against
the Project disqualifies him from continuing to participate in these proceedings. Accordingly, on
behalf of the LLC, we respectfully request that Cohn recuse himself from hearing and deciding
the NOI.
Article 29 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights specifically provides for procedural
Due Process rights to all of the Commonwealth’s citizens, as follows:
It is essential to the preservation of the rights of every individual, his life, liberty,
property, and character, that there be an impartial interpretation of the laws, and
administration of justice. It is the right of every citizen to be tried by judges as free,
impartial and independent as the lot of humanity will admit.
“‘Article 29 extends beyond judges “to all persons authorized to decide the rights of litigants.”’”
Alford v. Boston Zoning Comm’n, 84 Mass. App. Ct. 359, 365 (2013), quoting Police Commr.
of Boston v. Municipal Ct. of the W. Roxbury Dist., 368 Mass. 501, 507 (1975), quoting from
Beauregard v. Dailey, 294 Mass. 315, 324 (1936). See, e.g., Pierce v. Mulhern, 2003 Mass.
Super. LEXIS 488, at *22 (2003) (applying Art. 29 to proceedings before the Winchester Zoning
Board of Appeals). Whether judicial impartiality and neutrality is required of a local municipal
board, thus, hinges on whether a proceeding “should be considered adjudicatory.” Alford, supra.
“‘[A]n adjudicatory proceeding is one involving “particular persons, their business or
property, and their relation to a particular transaction [rather than a question involving] . . .
governmental policy.”’” Alford, 84 Mass. App. Ct. at 365, quoting Mullin v. Planning Bd. of
Brewster, 17 Mass. App. Ct. 139, 142-143 (1983), ultimately quoting Cast Iron Soil Pipe Inst. v.
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State Examrs. of Plumbers & Gas Fitters, 8 Mass. App. Ct. 575, 586 (1979). There can be little
question that these proceedings on the NOI involve a particular person, the LLC, its business and
property, and its relationship to the Project. Indeed, it is well settled law that local conservation
commissions, acting on notice of intent applications, in contrast to when they take enforcement
action(s), act in a quasi-judicial capacity, and that abutters may appeal such decisions. Compare
Friedman v. Conservation Comm’n of Edgartown, 62 Mass. App. Ct. 539, 542-543 & 542 n. 5
(2004); with Garrity v. Conservation Comm'n of Hingham, 462 Mass. 779, 792 (2012).
Therefore, with due respect to the Chair, quasi-judicial does not mean “not adjudicatory.”
Article 29 and its requirements for fair and impartial adjudications apply to these proceedings.
Prejudgment bias of a member of the Commission runs directly afoul of Article 29’s dictates.
See Pierce v. Mulhern, 2003 Mass. Super. LEXIS 488, at *25-*28 and cases cited. Here, Cohn
has made repeated “public statements against the [Project], [and] public comment and efforts to
work against the [Project].” Id. Cohn has literally composed four memoranda and made multiple
lengthy legal and factual presentations to his colleagues against the Project, in the public Open
Meeting process, in which he is a member of the relevant adjudicatory body, on the very topics
that the Commission now seeks a legal peer review consultant whom he has helped to select. See
Mass. G. Evid. § 605 (ed. 2022) and cases cited (presiding judge may not testify as witness at
trial). Consonant with Article 29, Cohn cannot possibly continue to hear and decide the NOI. His
prejudgment bias must be purged from these proceedings. He must recuse himself.
B. General Laws Chapter 44, Section 53G Does Not Contemplate Peer Review of
Pure Questions of Law, and a Legal Peer Review Consultant Is Practically
Unnecessary, Considering Town Counsel Has Not Yet Been Consulted, Nor
Given Legal Advice to the Commission.
The Commission’s recent search for a legal peer review consultant, firstly, is tainted by
Cohn’s prejudgment bias. The LLC assented to the potential engagement of a legal peer review
consultant predicated on the Commission’s neutrality and impartiality, and a seat at the table in
the selection of such a consultant, through review and comment of the RFP. But, no RFP was
issued. By Miller’s own admission at the last hearing, he and Cohn themselves, outside the Open
Meeting process, were the ones to interview and select candidates for the Commission’s ultimate
consideration and engagement. This is wholly unacceptable and, from the LLC’s perspective, the
two candidates identified by Miller and Cohn are per se conflicted and disqualified given the
overall circumstances.
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Moreover, there is a serious question of whether a legal peer review consultant is legally
appropriate in quasi-judicial proceedings. It is exceedingly well established evidentiary law that
no witness is competent to testify as to a pure question of law. See, e.g., Commonwealth v.
Brady, 370 Mass. 630, 635 (1976); Perry v. Medeiros, 369 Mass. 836, 842 (1976). However, it is
precisely this type of testimony that the Commission has in mind. Yet, lawyers, such as the
undersigned and Town Counsel, render legal, in contrast to factual, opinions and make legal
arguments. As lawyers, we do not give testimony, which can only cover factual matters. If we
had to give factual testimony, then under our ethical rules we would need to be disqualified from
legal representation at trial. Thus, a legal peer review consultant is a contradiction in terms.
Finally, a legal peer review consultant is totally, practically unnecessary. Town Counsel
is the firm of Anderson & Kreiger, in general, and Art Kreiger, Esq. and Mina Makarious, Esq.,
in particular. Town Counsel has specialized knowledge in administrative, municipal and
environmental law. There is no good reason why the Commission cannot rely upon the advice of
Town Counsel through the Open Meeting process. Town Counsel is not “too close” to this
matter, and the Commission, constituted pursuant to G.L. c. 40, § 8C, is a subdivision,
department and/or organ of Town government. It is the Town.
The unfortunate inference that the LLC must draw from these circumstances is that Town
Counsel has informally advised the Commission, in privileged communications, and certain
Commissioners do not like the content and substance of that advice. An invitation to Town
Counsel to attend and give legal advice and instruction at the remaining hearings on the NOI
would do substantial work to re-instill the LLC’s faith in the neutrality and impartiality of these
proceedings. The LLC respectfully requests that Town Counsel provide its advice on the legal
issues that have emerged in these proceedings, in the Open Meeting process, in the cleansing
light of public accountability.
III.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the LLC respectfully requests that Cohn recuse himself, that the
Commission rescind its vote to seek a legal peer review consultant, and that Town Counsel be
invited to the remaining hearings on the NOI to provide the needed advice about the legal
controversies that have arose in these proceedings.
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Sincerely,
/s/ Nicholas P. Shapiro
Nicholas P. Shapiro
NPS/hs
Cc:
Client
Arthur P. Kreiger, Esq.
Mina S. Makarious, Esq.
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March 17, 2022
BY EMAIL ONLY
Zeke Nims, Chair
Winchester Conservation Commissioner
71 Mount Vernon Street
Town Hall
Winchester, MA 01890
Re:

10 Converse Place, Winchester, MA
DEP File Number: 346-0533

Dear Chairperson Nims:
As you may be aware, our office represents 10 Converse Place, LLC (the “LLC”), the
owner of record of the property at 10 Converse Place (the “Property”), Winchester, MA; and the
applicant in the Notice of Intent, DEP File Number 346-0533, filed in November 2021 (the “NOI”)
for the Property, seeking State and local wetlands permitting for large-scale, mixed-use, residential
and commercial redevelopment of the Property (the “Project”). It is our understanding, from
monitoring these proceedings, that two (2) legal issues of saliency have emerged: (1) the scope of
jurisdiction and review of “aesthetics” under the local Winchester Bylaw, Chapter 13 (the
“Wetlands Bylaw”); and (2) the proper interpretation of 310 CMR § 10.58 (2022) and its
application to the Project. Given the prominence of these issues, our client has requested that we
provide the Winchester Conservation Commission (the “Commission”) with our opinion and
analysis as to these matters.
As an initial matter, our office has serious concerns about the construction given to 310
CMR § 10.58(5) in the Notice of Intent Peer Review Letter of BSC Group, Inc. (“BSC”) dated
March 4, 2022 (the “BSC Peer Review”), because it ignores the plain text of the regulations.
Instead, without identifying how the Project fails to comply with the applicable performance
standards, the BSC Peer Review posits that the NOI is incomplete because, putatively, it does not
demonstrate compliance with the criteria set forth in 310 CMR § 10.58(4). For the proposition that
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310 CMR § 10.58(4) applies to the Project, the BSC Peer Review relies on three (3) unpublished,
administrative-level documents, which have no precedential value. Indeed, these documents are
not even decisions issued by Mass DEP administrative law judges, let alone from the
Massachusetts Judiciary. Moreover, they concern projects, properties with prior development
histories, and adjoining rivers that are materially different than those that are at issue in these
proceedings. These legal concerns, however, will be detailed, in coordination with Beals
Associates, Inc. (“Beals”), the LLC’s environmental engineer, when the formal responses to the
BSC Peer Review is submitted to the Commission in the coming weeks, after BSC’s scheduled
presentation at the next scheduled hearing on Tuesday, March 22, 2022.
Accordingly, this letter is intended to provide our office’s legal analysis of the meaning
and effect of “aesthetics” regulations contained in the Wetlands Bylaw—legal issue (1) only. As
detailed below, it is our office’s opinion that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over the
“aesthetics” of the Project since the Project will not “detract from visual access to . . . the Mill
Pond[.]” This is so because public view sheds of the Mill Pond will increase as a result of the
Project, not decrease. Only when view sheds of the enumerated major wetlands in Town are
diminished, in the aggregate, from public spaces by development projects is jurisdiction over
“aesthetics” triggered under the Wetlands Bylaw. This is simply not, factually, the case here. Thus,
with due respect, the extended discussion of “aesthetics” in these proceedings has been misplaced.
Nevertheless, even where jurisdiction over “aesthetics” is triggered, the Wetlands Bylaw’s
jurisdictional provision strongly implies, if not explicitly denotes, the Commission’s authority to
permit an NOI applicant to “detract from visual access to . . . the Mill Pond” “from a public area
or public way.” Such “detract[ion]” alone does not itself provide grounds to deny relief. Instead,
when a project will “detract from visual access to” one of the enumerated wetlands, the
Commission’s decision-making discretion is implicated, to act neutrally and objectively in a quasijudicial capacity, i.e., find facts, and apply the applicable legal standards to those facts.
For this analysis, we have assumed that the Wetlands Bylaw is not void for vagueness as
to the legal standard for “aesthetics,” even though the bylaw does not contain any express, let alone
explicit, criteria to administer, or frame and fetter the Commission’s decision-making discretion,
on the issue. Nonetheless, because the Wetlands Bylaw is silent on the standard to apply to
development that “detract[s] from visual access” to the listed wetlands, we have attempted to infer
from the Wetlands Bylaw, as a whole and from its purposes, the legal standard for this issue.
Applying this standard to the merits, below, and for many of the same reasons that our
office believes that there is no “aesthetics”-based jurisdiction here, with due deference to the
Commission, it would be arbitrary and capricious, and lacking in substantial evidence for the
Commission to deny an order of conditions on aesthetic grounds. In the aggregate and viewed
holistically, visual access to the Mill Pond, as well as conditions bearing on the protection of the
Mill Pond’s ecology, will be improved by the Project. But, setting this ultimate conclusion aside,
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one point is essential to the Commission’s decision making with respect to the Project: “aesthetics”
does not provide the Commission an open-ended opportunity (after multiple Town boards have
already weighed-in) to re-design the Project to its liking. Its jurisdiction, if even applicable, is
highly-circumscribed, and must be properly and practically moored to wetlands protection.
I.

“Aesthetics”-Based Jurisdiction under the Wetlands Bylaw: Legal Context and
Relevant Text.

It is well established that cities and towns, consonant with Home Rule principles, may
adopt their own wetlands bylaws and ordinances; that the State Wetlands Protection Act, G.L. c.
131, § 40 (the “WPA”), provides the floor and not the ceiling; and that local permitting proceedings
will not be preempted by State WPA permitting, when local wetlands laws are more stringent than
the WPA, and those more stringent regulations apply to a particular NOI and project. See
Lovequist v. Conservation Commission of Dennis, 379 Mass. 7, 11-17 (1979); Oyster Creek Pres.,
Inc. v. Conservation Comm’n of Harwich, 449 Mass. 859, 864-866 (2007); Parkview Electronics
Trust v. Conservation Comm’n of Winchester, 88 Mass. App. Ct. 833, 836-838 & n. 7 (2016);
Healer v. Department of Envtl. Prot., 73 Mass. App. Ct. 714, 717-719 (2009); DeGrace v.
Conservation Comm’n of Harwich, 31 Mass. App. Ct. 132, 135 (1991). Here, it is undisputed that
the Wetlands Bylaw is more stringent than the WPA by regulating interests not directly regulated
by the WPA including, for instance, “recreation,” see Rogers v. Conservation Comm’n of
Barnstable, 67 Mass. App. Ct. 200, 204-205 (2006); by requiring a permit for all development
within the 100-foot buffer zone imposed by the Wetlands Bylaw, see Conroy v. Conservation
Comm'n of Lexington, 73 Mass. App. Ct. 552, 553 (2009); and having a broader definition of
“land subject to flooding” than under the WPA. See Parkview Electronics Trust, supra.
“Aesthetics” is also an equity not specifically or directly regulated by the WPA, but is
included as an interest of concern under the Wetlands Bylaw. However, that the Wetlands Bylaw
includes this additional interest does not mean, or necessarily entail, that “aesthetics” must be a
consideration of the Commission acting on every NOI. As the Commission knows first-hand,
frequently permitting criteria are simply not applicable or relevant, depending on the specifics of
an NOI, property and project. A close reading of the pertinent provisions of the Wetlands Bylaw,
taken with the undisputed existing conditions of the Property in relation to the Mill Pond and how
those conditions will change post-Project, establishes that “aesthetics” is an inapplicable criterion
to the NOI and the Project.
“When interpreting [local] bylaws,” Massachusetts courts “resort to familiar rules of
statutory construction.” Plainville Asphalt Corp. v. Town of Plainville, 83 Mass. App. Ct. 710, 712
(2013). “‘“Where the language of a statute is clear and unambiguous, it is conclusive as to
legislative intent,’ and ‘courts enforce the statute according to its plain wording … so long as its
application would not lead to an absurd result.’” Conservation Commission of Norton v. Pesa, 488
Mass. 325, 331 (2021), quoting Worcester v. College Hill Props., LLC, 465 Mass. 134, 138 (2013),
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ultimately quoting Martha’s Vineyard Land Bank Comm’n v. Assessors of W. Tisbury, 62 Mass.
App. Ct. 25, 27-28 (2004). These “applicable rules of statutory construction require courts to
‘construe statutes that relate to the same subject matter as a harmonious whole and avoid absurd
results.’” Connors v. Annino, 460 Mass. 790, 796 (2011), quoting Canton v. Commissioner of the
Mass. Highway Dep’t, 455 Mass. 783, 791-792 (2010), and cases cited.
Of particular relevance, Section 3 of the Wetlands Bylaw sets forth the jurisdiction of the
Commission, as follows:
Except as permitted by the commission or as provided in this by-law no person
shall remove, fill, dredge, alter, or build upon or within one hundred (100) feet of
any freshwater wetland, wet meadow, bog, or swamp; within one hundred (100)
feet of any bank; upon or within one hundred (100) feet of any lake, river, pond,
stream; upon any land under said waters; upon any land subject to flooding or
inundation by groundwater or surface water; or within the foregoing areas in such
a way as to detract from visual access to the Aberjona River, Horn Pond Brook,
Winter Pond, Wedge Pond, Judkins Pond, Mill Pond, Smith Pond or Mystic Lake.
(Emphases added.) See Parkview Electronics Trust, 88 Mass. App. Ct. at 834 n. 2, quoting same.
Section 2, likewise, defines “[a]esthetics” as “the natural scenery and quiet of an area which is
visually accessible from a public area or public way.” Wetlands Bylaw, § 2.4 (emphasis added).
Read together, as a harmonious whole, the Commission’s jurisdiction over “aesthetics” is
limited to instances in which a project would “detract from visual access to” one of the listed major
wetlands in Town. To “detract” means “to diminish the importance, value, or effectiveness of
something—often use with from[.]” See https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/detract
(emphasis in original). In assessing such “detract[ion]” from “aesthetics,” given the individualized
nature of all review of NOI filings, the “public area[s]” and/or “public way[s]” from which a listed
wetland are visually accessible, and which the Commission is charged with assessing, logically,
must be those public spaces directly adjacent to the project locus, i.e., in direct proximity.
Accordingly, for jurisdiction over “aesthetics” to be triggered under the Wetlands Bylaw,
an NOI and project must “diminish the importance, value, or effectiveness of” “visual access to .
. . the Mill Pond” from directly-adjacent or contiguous public areas and public ways. We would
submit that this language requires consideration of an NOI and project’s holistic and aggregate
impact on visual access to one of the listed wetlands from contiguous public spaces. If that effect
from an NOI and project is a net positive, i.e., more public areas by square foot than the status quo
ante, then the Commission has no jurisdiction over “aesthetics,” in the first place, because there
has been no “detract[ion] from visual access[.]” Only where an NOI and a project contemplate a
net decrease in visual access to the listed wetlands from public spaces is “aesthetics”-based
jurisdiction operative. And, even so, the Wetlands Bylaw, then, requires the Commission to
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consider and decide, objectively, whether an order of conditions to allow such “detract[ion]”
should properly issue. See Wetlands Bylaw, § 3 (“[e]xcept as permitted by the commission”). We
believe that it is simply legally-incorrect to posit that “aesthetics” can or should be parsed; or that,
if one or two existing view sheds are reduced or impaired, acontextually, then, regardless of the
net impact on visual access of wetlands from public spaces resulting from an NOI or project,
jurisdiction is triggered. This is not what the plain text of Section 3 of the Wetlands Bylaw
provides.
Beyond being supported by the plain meaning of the text of the Wetlands Bylaw, this
limited scope of the Commission’s “aesthetics”-based jurisdiction is consistent with the overall
land-use regulatory legal context; which takes a highly limited view of the propriety of regulating
aesthetics generally. See, e.g., Kenner v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals of Chatham, 459 Mass. 115, 120
(2011) (view and aesthetics not generally within the zone of concern of local zoning laws); In re
Opinion of Justices to Senate, 333 Mass. 773, 778 (1955) (“aesthetic considerations alone are not
enough [to justify land-use regulation], but . . . may be taken into account, if the primary objects
of the regulation are sufficient to justify it”). Indeed, as Commissioner Miller himself stated at the
February 8, 2022 hearing, aesthetic concerns are generally subjective; but, as a quasi-judicial body,
the Commission is charged with acting objectively. See, e.g., Fafard v. Conservation Comm’n of
Reading, 41 Mass. App. Ct. 565, 568 (1996) (if local conservation commission “has acted for
reasons that are extraneous to the prescriptions of the regulatory scheme, but are related, rather, to
an ad hoc agenda, then [it] has acted arbitrarily because the basis for action is not uniform, and, it
follows, is not predictable”). Here, the necessary objectivity for the aesthetics criterion comes
directly from the Wetlands Bylaw’s text, which highly limits consideration of matters of aesthetics.
The Commission simply cannot consider aesthetics unless visual access from area public spaces—
in the aggregate—is diminished.
Based on the last hearing, and in response to Comment 10 of the BSC Peer Review, Beals
has prepared, and is submitting contemporaneously with this letter, a detailed view shed analysis
plan set. According to that plan set, the public areas from which the Mill Pond will be visually
accessible will be increased. It is an undisputed fact that there will be more public areas,
contiguous to the Project site, with better quality view sheds, than presently exist. In fact, the
Planning Board made specific oral findings to this effect, at its hearing on March 15, 2022, in
granting the LLC the requested zoning relief, and in administering cognate provisions of the
Winchester Zoning Bylaw, intended to protect the same exact equity that is discussed in this letter
under the Wetlands Bylaw. We submit that this evidence, and these findings of the Planning Board,
establish that “aesthetics” is simply not a live jurisdictional issue under the Wetlands Bylaw in
these proceedings.
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II.

Even if “Aesthetics”-Based Jurisdiction Has Been Triggered, Applying the
Correct, Implied Standard, the Commission Should Grant an OOC.

As Commissioner Cohn himself conceded in his presentation, “[n]ote that the bylaw does
not provide any guidance regarding conditions under which we might allow degradation of visual
access or permit harm to specified interests. However, it does grant us the authority to do so, if in
the judgment of a majority of us, such harm is justified.” Exhibit 1 hereto – Transcript of
Proceedings of March 8, 2022, at p. 16, Par. 3. 1 Indeed, it is true that the Wetlands Bylaw lacks
any express or explicit criteria, or jurisprudential rules of decision, with respect to “aesthetics.”
This raises the obvious specter of the void for vagueness doctrine. See, e.g., Realm Realty Corp.
v. Fasano, 13 LCR 589, 592 (Dec. 2, 2005) (Misc. Case No. 298152) (Long, J.). “‘For the plaintiff
to succeed on a void for vagueness argument, the statute must be so vague that men of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application, thereby allowing
untrammeled [administrative] discretion . . . and arbitrary and capricious decisions.’” Id., quoting
Daddario v. Cape Cod Comm’n, 56 Mass. App. Ct. 764, 770 (2002) (quotation marks and citations
omitted).
As in Realm Realty, supra, the Wetlands Bylaw “is silent as to what factors” bear on
whether an individualized “detract[ion]” from visual access to the listed wetlands from area public
spaces might be permissible or not. And, the Purpose (§ 1) and Burden of Proof (§ 15) provisions
likely supply “too slippery [of] term[s] to provide [their] own content in” this quasi-judicial, landuse regulatory “context” on the question of permissible “detract[ion]” from “aesthetics.” Id.
“Without any such factors or guidelines,” the Commission “can use different criteria and standards
from project to project.” Id. “‘In the administration of controls limiting the use of land--as with
any exercise of the police power--uniformity of standards and enforcement are of the essence. If
the laws are not applied equally they do not protect equally.’” Id., quoting Fafard, 41 Mass. App.
Ct. at 569. Nevertheless, our client, the LLC, is not unduly attempting to evade the Commission’s
regulation, and our office is mindful that “[b]ylaws, if possible, are to be construed to avoid
‘vagueness’ problems.” Realm Realty, supra, citing Kramer v. Board of Appeals of Somerville, 65
Mass. App. Ct. 186 (2005). See also Parkview Electronics Trust, 88 Mass. App. Ct. at 838-839.
Therefore, while reserving all rights, we will proceed on the assumption that the Wetlands Bylaw,
read as a whole and in light of its animating purpose, contains or, by inference, provides sufficient
standards so that the Commission could make a rational and legal decision on “aesthetics” in this
matter. But, the question remains, what are those standards?

1

BSC makes the same basic observation in the BSC Peer Review: “There is no performance standard or provision
that provides any level of allowable impact to the interests of the Bylaw, including visual access to Mill Pond.” BSC
Peer Review, p. 5. “However, the Bylaw states that, “except as permitted by the commission…no person
shall…detract from visual access to the Aberjona River [or] Mill Pond.” The Commission therefore has the authority
to permit work that would affect the interests of the Bylaw and may do so with conditions that it feels will protect
the interests of the Bylaw.” Id.
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The matter of “aesthetics” textually only arises three (3) times in the Wetlands Bylaw: (1)
“‘Aesthetics’ shall mean the natural scenery and quiet of an area which is visually accessible from
a public area or public way[,]” § 2, Definitions; “[e]xcept as permitted by the commission . . . no
person shall . . . build . . . within one hundred (100) feet of any bank . . . in such a way as to detract
from visual access to the . . . Mill Pond,” § 3, Jurisdiction; and “[t]he purpose of this by-law is to
protect . . . aesthetics,” § 1, Purpose. The latter intent provision, then, goes on to provide an nonexhaustive enumeration of what constitutes “[a]dverse effects[,]” none of which overtly concern
or refer to “aesthetics” as discussed above and herein. What is apparent is that these references,
themselves, do not answer the question.
We would agree with Commissioner Cohn that the Burden of Proof provision (§ 15) is
potentially illuminating:
The applicant for a permit shall have the burden of proving by a preponderance of
the credible evidence that the work proposed in the application will not harm the
interests protected by this by-law. Failure to provide supporting evidence that the
proposed work will not harm the interests protected by this by-law shall be
sufficient cause for the commission to deny a permit, or grant with conditions or
continue the hearing to another date.
However, mindful that disparate bylaw provisions must be read as a harmonious whole, see
Connors, 460 Mass. at 796; here, in particular, the “harm” assessment requires a holistic analysis.
This is so because, to trigger “aesthetics” jurisdiction, there must be some harm. Moreover, every
project that requires an order of conditions, in general, poses some potential for harm to resource
areas – hence the need for permitting. Therefore, we would posit that the standard to be applied
should be individualized, and include the weighing of multiple factors; the isolated presence of
discrete harms, without consideration of the entire context of, and concomitant benefits from, an
NOI filing, would not be grounds for a rational and, therefore, lawful denial.
The first factor should always be a qualitative assessment of existing viewsheds from area
public spaces to the enumerated wetlands. In this regard, applying something in the nature of a
sliding-scale, the Commission should be more favorably disposed to authorize “detract[ion]” from
low quality existing viewsheds than classic, high quality public vistas of wetlands. For instance,
the Commission is duty-bound to credit the difference between a lookout in a public park
overlooking a great pond versus a largely-obstructed view from a public sidewalk along a loud and
busy public thoroughfare in a village center. Second and relatedly, the Commission should
consider the degree of “detract[ion]” to those existing viewsheds. Third, the Commission should
evaluate the post-project viewsheds in comparison to existing conditions, including any new public
viewsheds created by the project. Fourth and finally, the Commission should include the foregoing
as comprising the “aesthetics” factor in its overall decision making. In the final analysis, the
Commission should do a holistic weighing of the benefits and burdens posed by a given NOI
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within the total context of the Wetlands Bylaw and all of the interests that it seeks to protect. In
other words, the overall “harm,” contemplated by Section 15 of the Wetlands Bylaw, refers to
aggregate harm versus aggregate benefit. If, as a matter of fact, the aggregate benefits to protected
interests of an NOI and project outweigh the aggregate harms, an order of condition ought, legally,
to issue.
To recap, the following is a summary, in bullet point form, of what our office believes the
legal standard should be for the analysis of “aesthetics” (as well as analog considerations to any
other protected interest) under the Wetlands Bylaw:
•

A Qualitative Assessment of Existing View Sheds from Adjacent Public Spaces.

•

An Evaluation of the Effect of the NOI/Project on those Existing Public View Sheds.

•

A Qualitative Comparison of Public View Sheds Pre- and Post-Project.

•

The Inclusion of the Foregoing Analysis as the "Aesthetics” Factor in an Overall
Holistic Assessment of the Aggregate Burdens and Benefits of an NOI/Project – If the
Aggregate Benefits Outweigh the Aggregate Burdens, then an OOC Should Issue.

The Commission should note that this construction of the Wetlands Bylaw is consistent
with the opinion of BSC, the Town’s own peer review consultant. The BSC Peer Review suggests
that “[a] more thorough evaluation of existing and proposed conditions, including a quantification
of proposed impact to the aesthetics interest as measured by visual access to the Aberjona River
and Mill Pond may be instructive and assist the Commission in its understanding of the magnitude
of impact to visual access that the project would cause and to a finding as to whether such impact
may be permitted.” To this end, Comment 10 of the BSC Peer Review recommends precisely the
type of individualized viewshed analysis, pre- and post-Project that this letter posits, and the Beals
viewshed analysis plan set provides.
Moreover, as BSC further suggests, “[t]he Applicant’s evaluation that visual access to Mill
Pond will be ‘improved compared to its present conditions through the removal of invasive species
and the planting of native species’ may be viewed favorably by the Commission if it is
demonstrated that the relative amount of visual accessibility that the project will diminish is de
minimus [sic] or is adequately offset by the proposed improvements to the resource over existing
conditions.” In other words, BSC is espousing precisely the type of holistic analysis that we
contend is implied and required by the Wetlands Bylaw.
Applying this standard to the Project, and considering the substantial evidence provided by
the LLC to date, including in the voluminous NOI package itself, the letter submitted by Beals on
or about February 5, 2022, and the Beals viewshed analysis plan set, as well as what will come in
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the formal response to the BSC Peer Review, the LLC has met its burden under the Wetlands
Bylaw. To the extent even applicable, this satisfaction of the LLC’s burden extends to “aesthetics.”
Public viewsheds of the Mill Pond will be improved by the Project. But, even setting this reality
aside, the NOI poses aggregate benefits to other interests protected by the Wetlands Bylaw, such
as “recreation” by creating increased public use spaces in the area, and stormwater management
by radically improving the system so that it can handle a 100-year storm event. Thus, both
specifically and generally, “aesthetics” does not present a rational or substantiated basis to deny
the NOI. The Commission should grant the requested Order of Conditions.

Sincerely,

/s/ Nicholas P. Shapiro
Nicholas P. Shapiro
NPS/hs
Cc:

Client
Arthur P. Kreiger, Esq.
Mina S. Makarious, Esq.
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Zeke:
Okay. We have a quorum, more than a quorum, which is great. It's March 8th, which is amazing. It is
Conservation Commission in Winchester. The first order of business is a continuation of a public hearing.
Notice Of Intent for 10 Converse Place. Sorry, I'll open this up. I'll make a motion to reopen this public
hearing if I can get that second.
Larry:
Second.
Zeke:
All in favor?
Speaker 1:
Ay.
David:
Ay.
Zeke:
Okay. Excellent. With us tonight, I believe we have Larry [Belles 00:00:46], [Pat Donnelly 00:00:46].
Larry, is there anyone else within your team?
Larry:
I thought I saw Paul Sutley. Paul Sutley is here from Ad Meloria, the owners.
Zeke:
Yep. Wonderful. In our last hearing, now more than a month, we didn't have time, and the schedule was
such that you didn't get to present a slide deck that you had prepared. Larry, are you still interested in
providing that or presenting that slide deck?
Larry:
Yes.
Zeke:
Excellent. Great. I will make you co-host. I'll stop sharing. Commissioners unless there's any... Larry,
before you start, what I'd like to do tonight is to enable what we had agreed upon two meetings ago or a
month ago, to let you present an interpretation of a discussion we had had at this point, back in early
February. After that, we also have Steve Cohen who would like to make a presentation. But we also
want to consider people that are here in public, that would like to make commentary so that it doesn't
drag on throughout the whole evening. Depending on how the flow is going, Larry, after your
presentation, we can decide whether to go forward with Steve Cohen's commentary or open it up for
some public comments. We also have quite a bit of written comments tonight, and Elaine's going to
read those into the minutes or into in the video. So it will be long, very quickly, or it'll get long pretty
quickly. So Larry, I'm going to let you share now. I'll stop talking, and you can go ahead.
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Anne:
Hi, everybody. Can you hear me [inaudible 00:02:44]? If it's [inaudible 00:02:44] can you hear me?
Zeke:
Did anyone hear that?
Speaker 1:
Who was that?
Larry:
I heard someone say, "Can you hear me?"
Speaker 2:
I can hear it. Yeah, it's AnneAnne:
It's Anne [crosstalk 00:02:57], can you hear me?
Speaker 2:
Hi, Anne.
Anne:
It's Anne. My computer is not working, so I'm on the phone.
Zeke:
Perfect. We can hear you now.
Anne:
Okay. Thank you.
Larry:
Okay, Zeke can you see my screen at this point?
Zeke:
I can see it, I believe everyone else can see it and we can hear you, so you can knock yourself out.
Larry:
Okay.
Zeke:
Thanks.
Larry:
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So we rewind the clock a bit. We had submitted a letter dated February 5th, prior to the February 8th
meeting. It was not submitted on a Thursday, so we didn't cover it at that hearing. Subsequently, we put
together this PowerPoint presentation to more or less summarize what was in the February 5th letter.
So now we're on March 8th and I seem to be getting back... I hear a lot of sound and I want you to know
it's not I that's generating that sound, but I'll justZeke:
If everyone can go on mute unless you're talking. Thanks.
Larry:
Thanks, Zeke. So this is a Notice Of Intent for the DEP File Number 346-0533. It's continued hearing
numbers 6. At the time, the subject matter was the analysis, the Winchester wetland bylaw that was
written in 1987, and that's what we intend to cover tonight. So some of the points that have been
discussed is that these regulations aren't absolute. Under jurisdiction it begins with a statement that,
except is permitted by the Commission, or is provided in this bylaw, no person shall. It goes through a
whole list of things that no person shall, or within the foregoing areas in such a way is to detract from
visual access to Mill Pond. So we read that to say that if you're anticipating doing any one of those
activities, then you need to file with the Commission because it's not permitted unless the Commission
grants that permission. So let me catch up with my notes here.
Larry:
The important thing is, which I just said is except as permitted by the Commission. The whole purpose of
us filing a Notice Of Intent for 10 Converse on behalf of Ad Meloria, the owner, is to seek the permission
from the Commission for the activities proposed within 100 feet of the pond, which is a wetland
resource area. Then key to the jurisdiction, the subject matter for tonight. Tonight is except as permitted
by the Commission. The jurisdiction also extends reviewing activities within the buffer zone in such a
way as to detract from visual access to Mill Pond. As we cited in the letter, a commonly accepted
definition of detract is to diminish the importance, value, or effective of something. It's not a presence
or absence, but it's an assessment of whether the activity diminishes the importance, value, or
effectiveness of something. When we designed this project, weSpeaker 3:
[inaudible 00:06:34]
Larry:
That must be somebody else. But the project is submitted, has been designed in our belief in such a way
is to not detract from the visual access. So these are citations out of the regulations and aesthetics is
defined in Section 2 definitions of the local bylaw. It's on the bottom of the page here, 2.4, "Aesthetics,"
shall mean the natural scenery and quiet of an area, which is visually accessible from a public area or a
public way. As we said in the letter, and it's shown in the slide, the definition specifically states visual
access from a public area or a public way. So we interpret that to mean that it's important to maintain
visual access from a public way or a public area.
Larry:
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The definition does not state that visual ability has to be from every or all public areas and public ways.
One of the things that we want to discuss tonight is how we believe we protected the important views
out there from the public ways or public areas. This is a photograph that was taken standing on this
sidewalk on Mount Vernon Street. You can tell it was taken a few months ago when we were on the
agenda because there's snow. But this is shot with a 200 millimeter lens, which is intended to give a
clear resolution all the way across the pond. When you stand on that sidewalk on Mount Vernon Street,
and look towards the middle school or look a southerly direction, you cannot see the surface of Mill
Pond, it's not visible. Just for reference, we've marked up this slide, so that starting on the top, if we
start up here, those are the rooftops of the cars parked on Mystic valley Parkway. The Parkway is here.
Larry:
These are walls that are off grading from Mystic Valley Parkway. Then this is the slope on the far side of
the pond. This is the curve located on the edge of the pavement at 10 Converse, and this is the 10
Converse parking lot. What's interesting is same photo taken from being on the site. What this
illustrates is that under existing conditions, this is a parking lot where my laser pointer is. You can see
this car blocks at view, if a comparable car were parked in this location, likewise, it would block the view.
So already the view is blocked by the building in the parking lot. Again for reference and we can provide
a copy of this PowerPoint to the Commission if it wishes, but these are the cars on Mystic Valley
Parkway, these are the walls, this is the slope on the far side of the pond, and this is the curb.
Larry:
At the hearing that we were responding to, the fourth hearing, it was represented that Mill Pond is
visible from Mount Vernon Street. We don't dispute the fact that if you look from the sidewalk in this
direction towards the town hall, you can see the pond. I think that's the pond. I struggle to discern it. So
we blew it up a bit. If you look across in a southerly directions towards the middle school, you can't see
any pond surface, but I think you get a glimpse of the pond here. To some extent, our building that
comes out where I'm tracing with the laser pointer might obstruct the view of the pond at that location
until you simply walk further down this sidewalk. Frankly, the best view of the pond, one of the best
views is from main street, looking over the Center Falls dams, or from the Mount Vernon Street, looking
towards the middle school.
Larry:
So we grabbed the photo out of that presentation and enlarged it, and cannot see any water surface at
this location. You can see the mystic valley Parkway, the wall, the wall, and then it drops below the
embankment on this side of the pond. For reference, we've got the Lincoln Elementary School, the far
side slope, the far side wall, the near side, the vegetation, and then the 10 Converse parking lot.
Larry:
So we're debating, is there visual access from Mount Vernon Street to Mill Pond? We contend that we
have a very limited view of Mill Pond. But whether there is visual access from Mount Vernon street to
Mill Pond, we believe it, and the design was done in a manner to capture the more significantly better
public areas or public ways that provides superior visual access and a more tangible connection to the
pond. We'll walk through the plans and show you where those areas. The bylaw is written such as the
proposed project must be designed and approved by the Commission to not detract from visual access
to Mill Pond for either a public way or a public area. So you all have this plan. It was part of the initial
submission in the Notice Of Intent, it's part of the base plan.
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Larry:
But if you look closely at that plan, you'll see that there is an easement that I'm tracing well, it's it shown
in green, I'm tracing it with a laser pointer. This is the east side of that easement, the south side. This is
the part that traverses some of the converse place property. This is on the Alta survey. This easement,
and if you look real carefully here, this is now a formally town of Winchester. So the town of Winchester
owns this property, it also owns the easement. That was taken by eminent domain back in the late '40s.
If you look at the deed, I provided a copy of the plan and the deed to [inaudible 00:13:33], if you
examine the deed, it talks about essentially this easement area is intended for all purposes that a public
way is intended for.
Larry:
So for reference, this is Mount Vernon Street. This is the Mount Vernon street sidewalk. Our contention
is that if you're going to enjoy the pond, and if you want to enjoy the aesthetics and the quiet
enjoyment of the area, it's much more visually accessible being on the edge. If you want to truly
experience the pond, you're better locating in this easement on the edge of the pond, as opposed to
standing on this sidewalk, trying to look across the parking lot, trying to look around the building, trying
to look over or under the cars or over the curb. It just seems like this is far superior. That's what it looks
like in the middle of winter on the ground. I'm standing in the center of that easement. I'm taking a
picture and I believe this demonstrates that it's much better accessSpeaker 4:
You have that access now, what do you mean much better?
Larry:
I'm sorry, who asked that question?
David:
Someone who's not muted.
Larry:
Okay. So Zeke, I'll assume that I'll just walk through this presentation.
Zeke:
Yeah, I was assuming, unless there's an interruption from the Commission and we'll have some public
commentary either after this, if there's lots of raised hands or I'll be able to pivot over to Steve Cohen
following.
Larry:
Okay. Thank you.
Zeke:
Larry feel free to keep going. Thanks.
Larry:
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Okay. So the point that I was making that apparently somebody didn't get was the fact that this is a
public way and a public area. The bylaw is intended to protect the visual access from these areas. I
believe that this design, the design of the building in this area is done in such a way that it does not
detract from the visual access in this green area of the pond. This, standing right in the middle of it. The
whole project is proposed to the right hand side of this photograph. The only proposal in this area would
be a cooperative effort with this conservation Commission with Select Board and the Aberjona initiative
to perhaps enhance and landscape and improve the ecology of this area as part of this project.
Larry:
So I think there's other considerations for the 10 Converse Place proposal, looking at the project in its
entirety. The existing building is not attractive. It's out date. It has no stormwater management, and it's
no longer appropriate for the Center of Winchester adjacent to Mill Pond. Replacing the building with
the proposed design would certainly improve the aesthetics of the general area, including the area
adjacent to Mill Pond. The bylaw talks about the quiet enjoyment, and I believe that that public way,
that parallels the edge of the pond, the right of way that was taken by the selectman in the '40s is far
superior to Mount Vernon Street, which is noisy and congested with a lot of vehicle traffic. So if it were I
on the site, I would prefer to be next to the pond, as opposed to standing on Mount Vernon Street. The
current landscape architectural plan improves the pond edge to enhance the natural scenery in the
quiet of the area. Right now, vegetation is simply being weed whacked and replaced with mulch. I think
it could be done better.
Larry:
The natural scenery and the quieted Mill Pond area is better enjoyed at the edge of the pond instead of
traveling on Mount Vernon Street in a vehicle or walking along the sidewalk, detached from anything
close to Mill Pond and have a connection to Mill Pond. As I said earlier, one of the best views I believe of
Mill Pond is from the Mount Vernon Street bridge. We do nothing to that view. I'm a little concerned
about drivers on Mount Vernon Street because they should be concentrating on driving due to the other
vehicles, the pedestrians and the presence of a fire station that has emergency vehicles entering and
exiting. In fact, we met with the fire safety officer a while back to talk about this. He asked that we
consider installing a warning sign of some sort to let people know that there's fire station.
Larry:
Because they very frequently have conflicts with the distracted drivers or inattentive drivers traveling in
front of the fire station. So I think by all standards, being in that public way along the edge of the pond is
a better experience with the pond. So we thought we look into how has the Commission handled this
issue, this part of the bylaw in the past. So we went back and looked at all the orders that had been
issued by the Commission over a period of many years. We found this one, the address is 10 Robinson
Park, and you can see in 2006, this was an undeveloped area. It was worn in vegetation. I believe it was
a larger lot that probably was included in one of the adjacent lots, and it was subdivided. So this is the
area as it looked in 2006, this is the area as it looked in 2015. This is a current view from Robinson Park
towards Mystic Lake.
Larry:
You should know I'm not criticizing this project. I'm just saying, this is an example, obviously where the
conservation Commission considered all the factors, deliberated, and then so seriously the provision
that says, "Except as permitted." The Commission found a way to permit the construction of this house
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in this location, which did block the view of the upper Mystic Lake. So it's not without precedent. This is
a similar one. This is at the corner of Bacon Street and Everev. I believe this land was included originally
with one of the lots and it was probably subdivided to create a buildable lot. You can see that from
Bacon Street, you could look right down that towards the pond towards the fore bay of the upper Mystic
Lake. Then in 2015, I'm not sure when the home was built, but a home was placed within that view card
of the upper mystic lake, the Fore Bay, and this is what it looks like on the ground.
Larry:
So there is a house in there. Again, I think this is great example of, "Except as permitted by the
Commission." The Commission obviously deliberated about this and was concerned about the quiet
enjoyment and the visual access, not to detract from the pond, and they decided that this was worth
approving. This is a project over on Dick Street in 2015. Well, this, this is a building that originated, I
think, is the [inaudible 00:21:21] club. It became a doctor's office and it was permitted. This is what it
looked like in 2015, and then this is what it looks like in 2020. So it's a bigger building that has had more
of an impact on the view of, I believe, it's Wedge Pond behind there.
Larry:
Again, the Commission must have deliberated and figured out a way to permit this because it's
obviously been permitted. Then lastly, there is 12 Niles Lane. Undeveloped site looked like this in 2008.
If you look closely at this photo, there's a building here in 2015 and this building is what it looks like on
the ground. You can see the Upper Mystic Lake in the background at this point in the photo. So this
PowerPoint is intended to supplement the letter that we submitted to the Commission. We believe that
the proposed design does protect the interest of the Wetlands Protection Act and the Winchester
wetland bylaw, including aesthetics. We've had discussions that we've greatly improved the storm water
management. We have erosion control and sedimentation control. There a lot of positives to this
project. I think the one issue that remains is aesthetics and whether or not we've adequately addressed
that.
Larry:
As I said, we've put this PowerPoint together to efficiently present the information, knowing that time is
very important to you. We want to leave with the conclusion that we're prepared to discuss conditions
with the Commission that could be included in an order of conditions to facilitate approval of the
proposed project. There has been discussion of collaborative effort to improve the edge of Mill Pond,
but any proposed work will require approval from the Conservation Commission and the Select Board,
because most of that work would be on the pond embankment and it's located within town on land. So
what could that be? Well, the collaborative effort is permitted by the Commission and the Select Board
could be listed in the order of conditions. They could include such items as, protect and improve the
bank of Mill Pond, which has been described as the heartbeat of the town.
Larry:
Mill Pond is the heartbeat of the town, and I think that the embankment surrounding that mill pond is
critical. We can upgrade the hard-scape and the soft-scape in the area. Right now there's little
consideration for how to landscape that area. The proposal would be the classic bridge to bridge going
from the Center Falls Dam to the Mount Vernon street bridge. We would follow any or all of the
recommendations of the Aberjona initiative that has closely studied this area. I think we recognize what
has been recognized is that there's tremendous underutilized potential along that entire edge, not to
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mention, we could certainly improve the ecology. We could improve the lighting along Mill Pond to
make it more attractive and perhaps inviting at night and more secure at night. Remove invasive plants
and reestablish native vegetation species to improve the ecology of the pond embankment.
Larry:
Then the ownership is willing to participate in some form of ongoing maintenance of the restored pond
embankment in the public areas adjacent to 10 Converse. That's just the pond embankment, but the
project has also been designed to include a lot of open space across the south face of the building,
which is the area directly adjacent to the public way that was outlined in green and directly adjacent to
Mill Pond. So improving that space and then adding to it with the proposed design of the project, I think
could make it a very nice area to enjoy the Mill Pond water body. So Zeke, I probably won't go through
these. We added into the meat to the PowerPoint, some sections for the landscape architecture. I
believe we shared these at the last meeting, but I'm happy to run through them again if it creates the
proper visual image for everyone. It's your call.
Zeke:
Larry, I think it's worth... Keep going on this last couple points. So yes, keep going.
Larry:
Okay. So just to reorient everybody, my laser pointer right now, this is Mount Vernon Street. This is the
Mount Vernon Street bridge. The edge of the pond is generally in this area. So the area that's referred to
as bridge to bridge, this is the Mount Vernon Street bridge. Then the Center Falls Dam is just below
where it says, "Section cuts." So north is this direction and this is the area that we're talking about
potentially improving. These are all concepts. Much of this work is on town owned land. We don't have
permission to do this, but if we were granted the permission, we'd be willing to do it. So I'll highlight a
few key areas. The sections are going to run from A to E and there's landscaping in this area. This is that
large oval open space adjacent to the pond.
Larry:
One idea is some steps down to the pond, granite steps that would allow people to actually be directly
adjacent, if not touch the pond. Another landscaped area, an overlooking area, and landscaped area.
What they look like going from A to E is like this. So this is A, southeast corner of the site. So the main
street would be to your back. This is some of the green open space, building is located at this wall, open
space. We're talking about improving the bike path in that area as a multiuse path. Then slope
stabilization right here. None of it exists right now, so I think this could be a big plus for the pond.
Moving to the next one, this is where the steps are. Building's over here. We're proposing a seat wall
where people can sit and look out over the pond. It would be landscaped. The multipurpose path is
here, benches, and then stepped terrace down to the water.
Larry:
Moving into another landscaped section. These are plantings, the multi-use path, slope stabilization.
Then this would be an overlook so that there's plantings, the path, then this place is built up with a
retaining wall. So it can get you at a higher elevation looking over the pond area and then slope
stabilization, which is approved or proposed along the entire length of the pond edge. Then this is theDavid:
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Larry?
Larry:
Yes.
David:
Sorry, in the last picture, previous figure, could you mark roughly where you think your property ends,
the developer's property ends and town's begins? If you follow.
Larry:
No, I follow you. These are the landscape architect's drawings. David, if I could back up to one of our site
plans, I could be much more accurate. I'm not sure. I'll take an educated guess. It's probably this line
right here. Okay? If that makes sense.
David:
Thank you.
Larry:
I'm not certain of that.
David:
Okay.
Larry:
Let me finish these. Then I'll back up to the site plan.
David:
Sure.
Larry:
We'll look at the plan view with the sections, I think that will provide that same plan, betterPART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:30:04]
Larry:
End view with the sections. I think that will provide that same, better clarity than I certainly have done.
And then this is section E, so this is a soft edge next to the pond, a soft edge next to the property and
primarily landscaping and the bike path. So let me go back to, so, this... David, your question was town
owned land versus?
Speaker 6:
See I come up as June [inaudible 00:30:34].
Speaker 5:
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That's okay.
Speaker 6:
[inaudible 00:30:36].
Larry:
David.
David:
Can you hear anything?
Speaker 5:
Yeah.
Larry:
Your question was town owned land?
David:
Correct.
Larry:
Let me do this.
David:
I looked into this drawings, you know? I mean...
Larry:
Okay, so I'll trace the property line. It's coming along here. Okay? And it's... So I believe in this section,
this sidewalk is on 10 Converse and then it goes back onto town owned land here. And I want to
emphasize, this is a proposal. This is just one concept of what could be done. This path could be moved
out this direction. It can't be moved too much further onto our site because the building is there. But I
believe what the landscape architect is trying to achieve is planting. And then some interest. Rather than
just having a sort of a straight raceway along the edge of the pond, you put this bend in here, it calms
the bikes, it calms the pedestrians and achieve an overlook here and the connection down to the pond.
What I'll do for subsequent meetings is I'll put together a much clearer drawing that highlights the
property line and highlights it in terms of these sections.
David:
That would be helpful. Thanks.
Larry:
Okay. So the good news, that's the end of our presentation. There's nothing new here that we didn't
present earlier. And just on behalf of the owner, we'd like to thank the commission for consideration of
the information contained in our response letter, as well as this. And I think throughout this process,
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we've received a number of thoughtful comments, questions, and ideas from the commission, and
they've helped us improve the project. And we're looking to continue to do that. So with that Zeke, I am
done and I will turn it back to you and I can stop my screen sharing if that's helpful or I can keep it.
Zeke:
No reason to change it yet, Larry. This is a good focal picture for what were talking about tonight. I don't
have a better one. There are 20 some odd people online, and I think it's part of our duty to allow public
commentary and questions. So I'll make a motion to open a public comment section, and if I can get that
seconded from a member in the commission.
Carrie:
Second.
Zeke:
Thank you, Carrie. All in favor?
Carrie:
Aye.
David:
Aye.
Zeke:
Hey folks. This is about where my skill level of zoom fails with raising hands. It's hard to always see it
with this many. Would anyone from the public like to make the first comment or question regarding the
presentation or any other aspects of the project for 10 Converse Place?
Deborah:
I can't seem to find the raise hand feature. So can you just figure me in at some point if possible. This is
Deborah Johnson.
Zeke:
Deborah Johnson. You're first up anyway. So go right ahead.
Deborah:
Oh, thank you. I'll be very brief. I appreciate the presentation. I've been trying to follow this as carefully
as possible, but I know there's things I missed, so forgive me if I'm repeating things. I just wanted to
reiterate a couple of the points that were made. I know that the presenter kept talking about the edge
of the water, the edge of the water, but we're talking about the Wetlands Bylaw includes a hundred feet
of land adjoining the edge of the water. So the appreciation of that beauty and that natural area is not
just the edge of the water.
Deborah:
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The second thing I wanted to talk about was just the downtown area there. If you look just across the
pond, we have the library lawn. We have a large meeting area and a relaxation area in our Mill Pond
area already. I'm concerned about losing some of the naturalness of that water's edge. I look at the
pathway, the multi-use pathway. I was on that multi-use pathway the other day when it was 70 degrees.
It was gorgeous out. There was a ton of people on it. There were kids on scooters. There were bikers on
it. There were people jogging with strollers, and there were a lot of people strolling. And if anyone's ever
walked on that pathway before in a busy day, you know that there's almost like a traffic jam, and you
have to be careful that you don't get hit as people pass by. I anticipate that bike way will only get more
busy as time goes on, as it gets improvements, as people become more aware of it.
Deborah:
So I'm really concerned about this idea of having steps on the water that you get to cross the bike path
to get back into the commercial space. I'm concerned about the way the bike path loops close to those
three live work units that are on the ground floor, especially since they may not have bedrooms.
Someone who designs, who purchases that unit that may not have a bedroom wall, so it may just be a
studio, and you've got the walkway is I think, I don't know how many feet is it? 10, 15 feet from the
windows. If you've ever walked through a city and you peeked in on someone's bedroom, you'll know
what I'm talking about. And to get people in and out of that open space between kind of the view of the
town hall, that view right there, that the east side of the building faces on, they're going to be crossing
the bike path on either end, which just doesn't make sense to me. So, that's a couple of the different
things I'm just concerned about.
Deborah:
I'm concerned about the quiet of downtown. You know, what's that commercial space going to be? Is it
going to be a yogurt shop? And it's going to be a lot of garbage and you know, who's going to maintain
that outdoor, you know, garbage cans? As it is next to the spillway over by the corner of Main Street,
you get a lot of garbage there where people just hang out and have their ice cream. So, that
consideration I'm just a little concerned about. And my final point is that the presenter mentioned the
aesthetics of the area and mentioned how the current building is not appropriate, that it doesn't look
nice, that it's out of date. But in all honesty to me, the new building design looks like it's much better set
to go on Burlington Mall Road. It looks like any of those large office buildings, just non-descript, bulky
five times the land size of the current building. So if you're talking about just from aesthetics, I would say
that the aesthetics of the new building do not impress me any more than the aesthetics of the old
building. I know that's just a personal interpretation, but thank you. That's my main points. Thank you
very much.
Larry:
Thank you.
Zeke:
Thank you, Deborah. I'm not seeing any raised hands. So anyone who would like to make a comment,
jump. Anyone else from the public who would like to make any comments? Hearing no more, we can
continue public commentary for a future time. And Steve Cohn, I think there's time, unless there's other
questions from the board, from what Larry's been presenting right now, I think there's time to allow
Steve Cohn to present. Commissioners? That seem reasonable? Okay. So Larry, if I could ask you to stop
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sharing so I can then assign it over to Steve Cohn. Sorry. Steve, I've made you co-host. You should be
able to share your screen at this point and be able to present the slides you've prepared.
Steve:
Okay. You can hear me and you can see a title slide.
Zeke:
Yes.
Steve:
All right. Well, tonight I'm going to focus on, I guess what I view as ongoing disagreements with the
applicants team regarding the interpretation of the regulations specified in the Winchester Wetlands
Bylaw, and also some facts of the case. And if this feels like count point counterpoint, Mr. Beals
conveniently went through his presentation in the same order that his memo took, and I will take the
same order. So specifically, I'm responding to the 13-page memo that they submitted to the commission
on February 5th.
Steve:
And so these are the items. This just lists the principle points that are raised in that letter and where
most of them were recently just presented. You might ask why the applicant wrote a 13-page letter and
why I must respond. The letter responds to the memo that I wrote in the presentation I made January
25th during an earlier session of this ongoing hearing. And the applicant aims in that memo to counter
my evidence and arguments and to persuade us to approve the project as proposed. For me, I'm kind of
a stickler for making decisions based on valid evidence and a correct, and more importantly, consistent
interpretation of the regulations we enforce. And consequently, I put some effort into ferreting out
what I view are errors in the evidence the applicant has presented as well as investigating some of the
novel regulatory interpretations that they are proposing we accept and support of their project. So I'll
proceed to address each of the items on this list.
Steve:
Let's start. The applicant clearly states that there's no visual access to the water of Mill Pond, thereby
arguing that the jurisdiction section of the bylaw does not apply in this case. This is important to the
applicant because the jurisdiction clause is very specific. No person shall detract from the visual access
to Mill Pond. Unless of course, we've decided to permit it. Yeah, that's a simplified version of the
statement, but that's its essential meeting. Note that nowhere in the bylaw does it say we must permit
it. I will note that both the jurisdiction clause and the bylaw's explicit definition of aesthetics refer to
visual access. So the following photos, which I shot on February 12th, that was the day after, I think was
the day after we had a site visit with the peer reviewer BFC, demonstrate, in fact that the waters of Mill
Pond are visible from Mount Vernon, from the Mount Vernon Street sidewalk, which we agree is a
public way.
Steve:
Now I may be a few inches taller than Mr. Beals. I don't know. But I'm not that outrageously tall. So you
can see what I took. This photograph was taken, again on the 12th of February. I shot it at eye level,
standing on the sidewalk, right opposite a blue flag there that marks the hundred foot, the edge, the
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outer edge of a hundred foot buffer from Mill Pond. So the conservation commission's regulatory
authority is to the left of this flag. And that line runs from about this flag off in this direction here. Can't
see much from this photo, but wait, there's more. So I also shot a series of zoom pictures. This is the
same photo that was on the previous slide but in a smaller enlargement. Each of these boxes mark a
zoom photo that I took. Actually, this is in a series of eight photos. You can actually see, you see the
group of three people.
Steve:
So from the left of that group of three people all the way around to here, you can actually see the Mill
Pond with the exception of where it's blocked by the enclosure around their dumpster. And so you can
see here, again, this is my eye level. I stand 6'3", so this is probably shot at the standing on the sidewalk
at a height of about 5'9", something like that. You can see the water. This one, just to the right of this
major tree, again, you can see the water. And this one over here, you see the water in the culvert that
comes out, I guess, underneath the town hall parking lot.
Steve:
So basically, the evidence in my view supports the conclusion that the Mill Pond is, in fact, visible. The
point made that snow and parked cars can block visual access at times. Sure, I agree with of that. But we
know that snow occurs during limited intervals each year and outside of normal working hours, which is
when I've shot most of my photos, the parking lot is empty. That corresponds to about half the daylight
hours. So in terms of the opportunity for people to actually experience visual access to Mill Pond and
see the waters, there's half the daylight hours. There's no problem viewing them.
Steve:
The applicant claims that are our bylaw definition of aesthetics was not meant and not intended to
mean that explicitly, that existing publicly accessible visual access to a listed wetland resource should be
protected. Instead, they argue that the authors of the bylaw meant that by writing from a public area, if
visual access was available from some location, visual access from other locations was not protected.
The applicant claims this because the evidence is clear that the proposed structure detracts from the
visual access to Mill Pond from Mount Vernon Street, where by far people passing the site actually
experience that visual access. Since the applicant bases a lot of their arguments on this interpretation, I
think it warrants a response. I'll tell you, I've never been fond of grammar, but I'm afraid that's the
domain for this claim. So we're going to dive in.
Steve:
First of all, the indefinite article "a" has multiple meanings. It can mean one, that's the case where it
proceeds a quantifier in a singular form. That's a pretty precise statement. The example is "a dozen
birds." "Dozen" is the quantifier, "a" introduces the dozen birds. It means one dozen or 12 birds. If you
have 24 or more birds, you leave out the "a" and say, "dozens of birds." This is how the applicant wants
to interpret it. The mistake is that grammatically the word area, which is what appears in the bylaw
jurisdiction clause, I'm sorry, the definition clause, is not a quantifier. So the indefinite article "a," sorry
about this. I'm getting a little pedantic. But the article "a" also serves to introduce a noun to divine,
define it as nonspecific. For example, "she wants a ball," meaning any ball, not a specific ball. Also "a"
can be used to indicate the instance of a subtype of a category. For example, "he saw it from a safe
distance." That's nonspecific. Did he see it multiple times or from multiple distances? It's unclear. In the
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bylaw definition for aesthetics, we have the analogous phrase: "accessible from a public area." Like he
saw it from a safe distance. So the language doesn't support the applicant's interpretation.
Steve:
However, as I will explain resolving this ambiguity really doesn't matter that much for two reasons, one
grammatically and second, because the bylaw provides redundant directives protecting existing visual
access. And I'll go into those. I'll address the grammatical point first, and the bylaw second statements
will follow. Sorry for this. I hope some of you enjoyed grammar at one time. I never did. So the bylaw
makes clear that one of its objectives is to protect aesthetics. It states that clearly in section one: the
purpose. The purpose of this bylaw is to protect the wetlands, related water resources, and adjoining
land areas in the town, I leave out a few bits that aren't relevant, and control activities deemed to have
an adverse effect on wetland values, including aesthetics. I will show that the applicant misunderstands
the grammar of the sentence to finding the word aesthetics.
Steve:
First of all, note that this sentence is located in a section called definitions, not purpose, not jurisdiction,
not exceptions. So let's examine the main clause. "Aesthetics shall mean the natural scenery and quiet
of an area." That's pretty clear. That's specific, albeit narrower definition of the term aesthetics than we
use in common language. Natural means having or constituting a classification based on features
existing in nature. Scenery means a picturesque view or landscape. Quiet means marked by little or no
motion or activity or free from noise and uproar. So we know what that means. We're talking about
water bodies, rock, soil, flora, and fauna of an area, and a sense of calm.
Steve:
Now, just suppose we wanted to add a non-restrictive clause. That is a clause that adds some
information but doesn't further define the nouns in the clause. The writers of the bylaw could have
added this non-restrictive clause, "which is what we want members of the public to experience when
they travel around Winchester." It doesn't really change the meaning of the original clause, But this isn't
what they wanted to say. As you see, the clause still stands. They sought to narrow the meaning.
Instead, the authors of the bylaw wrote this: "which is visually accessible from a public area or a public
way." First thing to point out is present tense. That's means it was an existing view, right? What they
were trying to do was to narrow the definition of the primary clause, the main clause of this sentence.
They wanted to protect existing visual access to Mill Pond, as well as the other listed wetlands, but not
all areas, only existing visual access accessible to the public from public locations, a more limited
meaning than the main clause alone.
Steve:
So in English grammar, the role of the restrictive clause is to modify the associated nouns. That's in this
case, aesthetics and its definition in a meaningful way as it does here. And its sole purpose is for this
phrase, "which is visually accessible from a public area or public way" is to define the main clause so that
it applies only to the public's existing visual access from public locations. That is, it does not apply to
visual access from private locations. That's the purpose of this clause. To draw from this clause that it
means something about what the applicant has claimed is just not consistent with the grammar.
Steve:
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So let's return to the applicant's claim that it's sufficient to satisfy the aesthetics clause if there's one
area from which you see this water body. Obviously, the applicant would like this to be true. But let's
explore the counterfactual. Suppose the authors of the bylaw intended that the word aesthetics were
used in other section of the bylaw was intended to mean if members of the public currently enjoy views
of or over protected wetland from multiple public locations, then at least one of those views must be
presented. This captures the essence of the applicant's claim. If that was what the authors intended,
they would've written something just as clear. But they didn't. What if the applicants claim were true? If
so, then it would mean that our waterways could be surrounded by tall buildings, as long as you could
view them from a nearby bridge and nowhere else. There's no evidence in the bylaw language to
support such an interpretation.
Steve:
Furthermore, we see in the bylaw language, multiple statements directing the protection of visual
access to these listed wetland resources. Stripping out the verbiage irrelevant to this case, section one
of the bylaw states... I'll let you read it. Note that aesthetics is specifically identified as an interest. The
bylaw defines aesthetics as natural scenery, which is visually accessible. As I've already discussed, the
jurisdiction section of the bylaw states, "no person shall detract from visual access to Mill Pond," unless,
of course, we choose to permit it.
Steve:
And then we have the burden of proof section, which states the applicant for a permit shall have the
burden of proving by a preponderance of the credible evidence that the work proposed in the
application will not harm the interests protected by this bylaw. So the bylaw directs us with four
separate instructions to the permitting authority, that's us, the conservation commission, to protect the
features the writers of the bylaw valued. These features include wetlands, adjoining lands, natural
scenery, and existing public visual access to those areas. The bylaw statements are consistent and
convey clearly what they intended. Note that the bylaw does not provide any guidance regarding
conditions under which we might allow degradation of visual access or permit harm to specified
interests. However, it does grant us the authority to do so, if in the judgment of a majority of us, such
harm is justified. These passages in the bylaw are consistent and leave little confusion about what the
writers intended.
Steve:
Now let's move on to the there are better locations from which to view Mill Pond issue. The applicant
desires to construct a building that would block the existing visual access to Mill Pond and the
surrounding area from one of Winchester's most heavily trafficked streets, both on foot and by car.
Incidentally, since I performed my own 20 minute spot measurement, I've viewed a recent professional
traffic study that shows even higher vehicle traffic on Mount Vernon Street occurring during several
different hour long periods during the day, reinforcing the importance of this visual access to Mill Pond
from Mount Vernon Street. We're talking about thousands of people. Well, on an order of a thousand
people an hour.
Steve:
So the problem is that half of the applicant site lies within the bylaw's protected zone and also offers
existing visual access to Mill Pond. The applicant repeatedly justifies the harms to the protected interest
posed by their proposed project, by arguing that because there are other locations from which to view
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Mill Pond, we should allow them to significantly degrade visual access from Mount Vernon Street.
Unfortunately, as I've reviewed, the bylaw states in four sections that we should protect visual access
and does not address anywhere about trading off visual access from one location for another.
Arguments that there are alternate locations from which to view Mill Pond are irrelevant to determining
compliance with the Winchester Wetlands Bylaw. Why? Because there is no language in the bylaw
supporting such an interpretation.
Steve:
So, the applicant has made offers to do some landscaping and other configuration along the town
owned properties abutting Mill Pond in exchange for eliminating essentially forever existing public
benefits, which are protected by the bylaw and enjoyed by many thousands of people every day. They
offer this small one time incentive as compensation. In addition to the bylaw's silence regarding this
argument, this seems like a bad deal for the town and for the thousands of people who pass by on
Mount Vernon Street each day by car and on foot. For the much smaller cohort who walk or pedal daily
over this stretch of the town's paved walkway along Mill Pond, they already enjoy most of the bylaw
protected pastoral benefits of the Mill Pond area. And they will continue to do so whether or not this
building gets built. If the town values improving this particular 500 feet of wetland bank, there are other
low cost means to achieve these improvements without degrading this key town center, protected
public resource, which we're risking losing forever by allowing construction of this building.
PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [01:00:04]
Steve:
Their fifth point argues that the bike path and pedestrian path located on town property qualifies as a
public way. I'm not aware of anybody arguing that the town's existing path along Mill Pond is not a
public way as the bylaw mandates protecting visual access to Mill Pond. And it's surprising surrounding
open space from existing viewing locations. I don't think this argument is material to the commission's
permitting decision. Again, they argue, the applicant argues that we have the authority to approve
construction. Yes. Speaking for the commission, I believe we agree that the bylaw grants authority to the
commission to permit or deny activities within our area of jurisdiction.
Steve:
Our duty, however, is to protect the interest listed in the bylaw. You may recall, I showed this slide on
January 25th. It shows in the blue area [illuminate 01:01:19] by this darker blue line and the bank on Mill
Pond. The area of our jurisdiction declared by the Winchester Wetlands bylaw. As you can see the
footprint of the proposed structure is this red outline and excluding the existing building which is
effectively grandfathered. The, about half of the proposed structure is actually inside the area of
jurisdiction under the Conservation Commission and as awarded by the Winchester Wetlands bylaw. So
you can see why this matters but this whole area here is basically within the Conservation Commissions
jurisdiction.
Steve:
Their seventh point is that the existing building isn't attractive. Note that they use the word aesthetics in
a very different way than the meaning defined in the bylaw. That's okay. We just need to understand
that. I'm sorry. Other town bodies, in this case, the Planning Board and the Design Review Committee
have authority to address matters of building appearance and compatibility with town architecture.
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Building appearance is not a factor in any of the interests protected by the Wetlands bylaw. So this
argument is basically outside the purview of the Conservation Commission and we need not consider it
further.
Steve:
The applicant argues that drivers should not be enjoying views of the open spaces for safety reasons.
Yes, of course. Drivers should keep their eyes on the road as necessary to drive safely. But people do
have peripheral vision and would be well aware that their view is blocked by a 70 foot tall building set
two feet back from the present sidewalk. Also, let us not forget that there are passengers in some of
those vehicles. And we also have, of course have pedestrians who are walking down the street. Again,
this argument, the safety argument lies outside the purview of the Conservation Commission and need
not be considered further.
Steve:
The applicant argues in over four and a half pages of the 13 page memo, essentially that they're being
singled out and not treated as others have been treated by the Commission. I have examined the
evidence presented in these four pages of the memo, examined the evidence in the office files. And I
have visited all of the sites that they reference. The photos that they present do not support their
claims. Furthermore, most of these developments cited in these examples did not in fact detract from
visual access from public ways to the protected water bodies. But rather they appear to have improved
visual access to those water bodies. And there's documentation to show it. I'm not going to belabor that
here but it just seems like a very weak case to me. So in conclusion, the claims in the applicant's memo
are not adequately supported by the evidence that they provide. The Winchester Wetlands bylaw
defines visual access to Mill Pond from public locations as an interest protected by the bylaw.
Steve:
In four separate sections, it mandates protecting this interest. The key interest, visual access to Mill
Pond from Mount Vernon Street exists today. The provost development detracts from that visual access.
The bylaw is clear in its section on burden of proof. The applicant shall prove by a preponderance of the
credible evidence that the work proposed in the a application will not harm the interest protected by
this bylaw.
Steve:
The applicant, therefore faces challenges meeting the bylaws prescribed burden of proof on multiple
fronts. One, demonstrating that the proposed work will not harm the interest protected by the bylaw.
Two, identifying a valid provision in the town's Wetlands bylaw that supports trading visual access to a
protected resource from one location for another. And third, justifying their notion that visual access
from a single area is sufficient to satisfy the prescribed protection of aesthetic interest defined in the
bylaw. So in summary, the conservation commission is charged by town meeting to protect the interests
listed in the town bylaw. And so each commissioner bears the duty to decide whether the applicant has
met the mandated burden of proof that their proposed development does not harm those interests.
And that's what I have to say. Thank you for your attention. And if anybody has questions, I'm happy to
address them.
Zeke:
Steve, thank you. Commission members, any comments or-
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David:
I wanted to make one comment if I could
Zeke:
Yeah.
David:
actually. So the members of the commission will remember that in our conversations about town forest
and whether the trees that were adjacent to [a butters 01:07:24] were on a public way or not came up
and it's worth saying because of Steve didn't quite catch this. That public way is actually a defined term
in Massachusetts and the definition is. Any street or highway that is open to the public and is controlled
and maintained by some level of government is a public way. So that bike path is in fact not a public
way. It may be a public area but it's not a public way.
Steve:
Thank you.
Zeke:
Dave, if it were plowed by the DPW like the way that the sidewalk plow. Does its streets, would that be
then considered maintained by?
David:
No, it says any street or highway is how it's introduced.
Zeke:
Not sidewalk? Is that what you're suggesting?
David:
Not sidewalk. Nope. Street or highway.
Zeke:
All right.
David:
And in fact like that willow tree everyone talks about that is not a public shade tree. That is a town tree.
Zeke:
Thank you for the clarifications. Commission members, other comments or questions about either of
these?
Speaker 7:
Can I comment on that quickly? Say we do an answer. It's something we reached out to one of the
parking. Oh sure. It's David to bank in with has Senior Associates, that project architects. We have been,
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we have reached out to the one parking vendor that we've been dealing with to coordinate the garage
layout to ask that question and they do have while the details aren't figured out in how they apply it
directly to this design and how many spaces we get. They do have a way of accommodating that
essentially when you, I believe when you pull the car in, you're on a tray. You plug into that [crosstalk
01:09:20]
Larry:
I think he may be crossing.
Speaker 7:
go down to [crosstalk 01:09:23] basement. It's brought to someLarry:
Can you just mute him?
Zeke:
Yeah. Okay. That'sLarry:
Same project different [port 01:09:34]. Hey, can I, and see, could I just follow up on the comment about
the bike path? What I was trying to explain about that easement. I did pull the deed from the registry of
deeds and I agree with David that definition of what constitutes a public way is pretty well established in
Massachusetts. And in 1947, there was an order of taking whereby the Board of Selectman took that
easement by eminent domain. And the exact language out of the deed says to use for all the purposes of
a town way for the use of said, town of Winchester. So for a selectman, took that 40 foot easement by
eminent domain especially for the purpose to use for all purposes of a town way. For the use of said
town of Winchester.
Zeke:
Are you suggesting Larry that maybe that was meant to be a road?
Larry:
It was a lease, I have no idea what it was meant to do. All I can do is look at the record and live within
the four corners of the deed. And the deed says they took that 40 foot strip a land that wraps around
the compost property to use for all purposes of a town way for the use of the town of Winchester.
Zeke:
Dave Miller. What do you think of that?
David:
Well, like everything in this conversation there's got to be a little bit of gray area around the edges. And
so, we each read these things the way we read them. I read what the state definition of what public way
is and it seems to apply whether it makes a good point that there's something in the deep. They may
called that into question but the state's definition of a public ways stands.
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Zeke:
Fair. Okay. Anyone from the public who would like to make any comments at this time? I think
everyone's over in the planning board must be. Larry, would you like to make any reply or commentary
about what's Steve Cone has presented tonight?
Larry:
Sure. But I want to be very respectful of your time. I didn't have a chance to review this before it was
presented and we're running out of time. It's 20 minutes of nine. My request would be... See, when I
logged on it informed me that this whole thing was being recorded.
Zeke:
It is on.
Larry:
And I got a little lost in the grammar. So can we get a copy of this recording so that we can begin to
develop a response? I would be completely incapable of responding comprehensively right now in five
minutes.
Zeke:
Yes, of course, Larry. We're handling these through the town at this point and we're going to be able to
host those. But I'll be able to forward you a direct link after the end of this meeting when the link gets
generated just to circumvent the bureaucracy. I'll just get that over you.
Larry:
So we'll get the video and the audio?
Zeke:
Yeah. And I usually, I get yelled at by zoom within a day because it always goes over the gigabyte of
allotted volume.
Larry:
Okay.
Zeke:
I have to get it off their site sooner than later to make sure I have, we have a hard copy and put that. So
that link will be live for a couple days.
Larry:
So Steve presented a lot of information and warrants a response. So we'll take care of that.
Zeke:
Fantastic. Bear with me while I got it from my other notes. Any other comments from the
commissioners? Okay.
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Anne:
[inaudible 01:13:35]
Zeke:
Anne, we can barely hear you.
Anne:
Okay, let me put it up here. How about now?
Zeke:
That's much better.
Anne:
So my question is kind to everybody. The visual access to me also is the open space that the mill can
creates. And it's not just whether you could see water but you're seeing this massive amount of open
area and the visual access across the pond. I just wonder to see that, how that reflected maybe in the
bylaw?
Zeke:
Thank you, Anne. It is a large open space over that pond. And it's a great opportunity to, for the town to
make sure that that is preserved.
Zeke:
Hearing a dearth of comments. Larry, I'd like to walk through maybe, what I see in the next hearing in
terms of scheduling. We've just received the peer review from BSC. And I think by two weeks from now,
we should have time to review that document as well. You review that document. I'll invite BSC in to
present or be available for discussion. I assume that you'll have, Larry you'll have some points to, of
interest or counterpoints whatever you'd like to call, categorize them as. And at the end of the next
hearing before we're done with that discussion. If it continues, that's great. But I'd like to start walking
through our process for what will be three separate checklists to evaluate this project so that we can
ensure that those projects are separated or that our decisions are separate. That's hopeful for next
hearing. But I think that the peer review will provide a significant amount of meat for the next hearing. If
you... So I'd like to propose that's what we do in the next hearing.
Larry:
So just to make sure I understand, the next hearing will be a presentation by BSC and a response by the
applicant.
Zeke:
That's sounds good. If BSC is available of course for the presentation. And then the timeMatt:
I have it on my calendar.
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Zeke:
Excellent. Thanks man.
Matt:
Yeah.
Zeke:
Thanks Matt. Fantastic. And Matt, thanks for joining in tonight. I don't know if you were expecting us to
discuss your review tonight.
Matt:
No, I knew you weren't.
Zeke:
Okay. Excellent. Which members, any other comments before I continue the hearing till our first or
second meeting in March?
Carrie:
Can I raise one question that I don't, I know we won't answer tonight but that is on my mind and I think
we need to define before it comes down to a vote.
Zeke:
Yeah.
Carrie:
We have brought up, we have to work together, right? We have that section of townlands that is right
next to the property. And some of the hardscape development that we're seeing is by the projects arch
landscape architect. And we have the work of the Aberjona initiative sort of coming in and it's been
mention that they're willing to contribute to upgrades along the waterfront and maintenance of the
natural landscape and building out the hardscape. But that would require an easement. And I really
want to make sure that we make some time to consider how that interface is going to work and whether
commercial real estate is not going to last in one set of hands as long as the town is going to last in our
own hands. And I just think we need to think through the options there. And I don't know, go for it.
[crosstalk 01:17:58]
Zeke:
Yeah, go ahead Larry.
Larry:
I'll just provide a brief update, Carrie. We met with the Select Board I think last week and the question...
So you raise a very interesting point because this collaborative effort's going to involve if it comes to
fruitions it's going to involve approval by the Conservation Commission and the Board of Select. So the
Select Board was gracious enough to give us spot on their agenda. And we discussed the idea saying
that, "Look, if we're going to improve the edge of Mill Pond, we'll have to prepare a notice of intent."
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And the question to the Select Board was we're willing to prepare it as the representative but the Select
Board would have to sign as both the owner and the applicant. And we went, we discussed it in very
general terms. Nobody said, "Yeah, we're going to support it," but they said "We would." I think the
consensus with the Select Board was that they would consider engaging in the process.
Larry:
And if we produce a notice of intent it would be reviewed by the Select Board. It be reviewed by the
town manager, the town engineer. And once, if everybody gets to a point where every interested party
is comfortable with the application then they would allow us to submit it. And then it would be up to the
commission to review the plans and information and condition and adjust it, revise it, or we be back into
a process. But we, the purpose would be to have an order of conditions on the land and then in order on
these 10 converse property. And then in order of conditions on the town owned land adjacent to it. So
[crosstalk 01:19:49]
Carrie:
Has it been looked at whether it's worth your while from a tax perspective to put an easement for the
town on your land or a conservation restriction on your land?
Larry:
We have to do that because there are parts where the bike path fears onto 10 converse. And so thereCarrie:
So are you already giving the maximum that you can? Is that, how is that factored into what we're
looking at when you're drawing out your line in our lines?
Larry:
Well, an easement's not a property line. So to the extent that we're doing something within our
property that's our land. And we control that to the extent that we grant an easement to the town
assuming it would be in perpetuity for a bike path to cut a corner onto 10 converse, then that would be
an easement granted to the town to provide the right to do whatever's within that easement.
Carrie:
And you're saying that's already factored into the plan?
Larry:
It's on the landscape plans. Yes, it's it, that pathway is shown.
Carrie:
Okay.
Larry:
That's what we reviewed a little bit earlier. And the, I guess Beth Rudolph is both the town manager and
the town engineers. So she's looked at it from both perspectives and flag for us that, "Look, we need a
permanent easement for that if the bike path is going to go on here land."
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Carrie:
Again, it's something I need to read up more on. I just wanted to make sure that's really prominent in
our discussion because that's going to be such an important piece of how it gets passed on once you
guys kind of move on.
Larry:
Well an order of conditions runs with the land. So if you write conditions that are in perpetuity they
would run with the land in perpetuity. And as they say, "You can't fight city hall." So the town has quite a
bit of power.
Steve:
Question for you, Larry. Why does the town need a separate easement given that it already has that 40
foot easement that basically runs right along the east side of your building footprint?
Larry:
It doesn't. It's only in the areas where town improvements on the 10 converse property and not on town
own land. So if that bike path remains exactly where it is in the same condition that it is today. There's
no need to grant an easement. The landscape architects have suggest that perhaps winding that a bit,
making it a little bit more serpentine could be a better design, a more pleasant environment. And if we
do that it beers off onto the 10 converse property and that would need an easement.
Steve:
No, no. I'm referring to the 1947 easement. I mean, I note that notice that your current footprint stays
outside of that easement. I don't know if that's required but given that the town has that 1947
easement it's... And that easement basically runs along the footprint on the east side. Why does the
town need another easement for the winding path?
Larry:
Well, it, in the areas where it goes outside that easement. I meanSteve:
So it actually goes outside the 40 foot easement.
Larry:
Yes, it well. As shown in the concept plans and this wasn't something we invented, Steve. This was a
suggestion by the town manager, town engineer saying that there are areas where some of the, where
the bike path is on private property and we'll need a permanent easement for that. And our response is
a normal response. Will do that. Why would we not do it?
Steve:
Okay.
Zeke:
Any other questions from the commission? I've been reminded [crosstalk 01:24:05]
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Speaker 8:
He's got his hand up. He's got his hand up.
Zeke:
Hi, Reed.
Reed:
Hi, just quick question going back to your order of meeting for our next meeting. I think it's on the 22nd.
So you're going to have BSC present. And then you said you were going to let be of the applicant
respond or so there going to be a spot in between for the commissioners to address BSC first?
Zeke:
That's good clarification, Reed. I think what you just suggested makes sense. I do commonly see these as
more of a three way discussion. But yeah, if you'd like to formalize it we could have our session first, our
question and answers first.
David:
[crosstalk 01:24:52] I have one comment as well. Sorry.
Zeke:
Okay.
David:
So Carrie raises some very very good points about any questions of interest with regard to the
landscaping. The majority of which it's outside of the developers land. I'd like to, if I may be so bold is to
suggest to my fellow commissioners that we focus on what's in the NOI. As Larry himself just said,
"There's a multi-step process which may or may not happen, which allows those landscaping plans to
become true," right? That, well, he laid out the steps and you all heard that. The NOI covers just the
building and that building doesn't get within 20 feet of the shore. So if we focus on the building I think
things become a little bit easier. And let me also add that whatever becomes of this building, if it shrinks
by two thirds something will still happen on that shoreline either through the Aberjona initiative or
through the developers. It isn't like, this is our only chance to get that done, right? Something will
happen there. So it isn't, either we do this and that happens or if we don't do this it will still happen. My
thought. So.
Zeke:
Thanks, David. Any other comments you have from anyone online?
Anne:
[inaudible 01:26:27] Can you hear me?
Zeke:
Anne, sorry. I can hear you. And then with you Deborah.
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Anne:
My question is regarding the idea steps going down to the water. Is that under the DEP jurisdiction?
Could Elaine speak to that?
Zeke:
Elaine?
David:
I, we couldn't hear the question.
Larry:
I actually heard the question so I could respond to it.
Zeke:
Yeah. Feel free. Larry.
Larry:
So the question was, are the steps down to the water under DEP jurisdiction? And the answer is any
work done within a hundred feet of the edge of the resource areas within DEP jurisdiction and the
Conservation Commission jurisdiction. And by no means, is that a assumed to be a complete, it's a
suggestion. And if this commission decides that granted steps down to the water was a bad idea and
we'll revise the plans but it was a landscape architect stepping out of the box a little bit and saying,
"Look, here's a tremendous opportunity to really do something creative." I think we even had a
discussion on the site that there's granted over in the town forest that is from the old Middlesex Canal.
So, wouldn't it be terrific to build some granite steps out of Middlesex Canal material down to the
average, down to the Mill Pond? So it's a suggestion, it's completely under the jurisdiction of the
Conservation Commission Wetlands Protection Act and DEP and it cannot happen unless this
commission approves it.
Zeke:
Thanks, Larry.
Elaine Vreeland:
Zeke. Could I add one thing before we're, when we're talking about commission comments and thatZeke:
Elaine, go ahead.
Elaine Vreeland:
That is, there have been some storm water changes and we still don't have a final review from VHB. So
we still have to take care of that as well.
Zeke:
Larry, what's the update on that?
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Larry:
Let me explain that. Along the... We designed the outfall in what we believe was the optimum location
which happens to be on town own land and through subsequent reviews it was pointed out that we
would need, as we've just discussed the permanent easement for anything that we're doing on town
own land. And we reassessed it and determined that redesigning it and putting that outfall onto 10
numbers is a much easier process. It was suggested that easement would require town meeting vote.
And so we're taking a much easier course. So we're going to move that outfall over a few feet located on
our property. And then that issue goes away a hundred percent. It doesn't change the dynamics of the
storm water management system. All the calculations remain the same. It's just the location of at that
storm event that exceeds a hundred years probability. That's when the water comes out but up to
hundred year storm, nothing comes out of that pipe.
Zeke:
Thanks for clarifying.
Speaker 9:
I believe...
PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [01:30:04]
Zeke:
Thanks for clarifying.
David:
I believe that BSC report... I think it was mentioned that some math needed to be done on the rip rap
that's being used to be sure that it's the right size.
Larry:
Great comment. However, if we move it.... If we move the outfall, we don't need rip rap because it'll no
longer be on a slope.
David:
Okay.
Elaine:
All this is true. I just want to bring up the fact, we still don't have a final sign off from VHB. I just wanted
to put that on your radar screen.
Zeke:
Thank you, Elaine. I'm going to move to Deborah Johnson for a quick comment from the public. Her
hand has been patiently raised for a minute. And then Elaine has to read in one or two letters that have
been sent in who have been promised that would be right into the record this evening. At that point
we're probably going to be about 20 minutes over our schedule, so we should probably adjourn to the
next hearing. Deborah Johnson.
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Deborah:
Hi. Can you hear me now?
Zeke:
Yes.
Deborah:
Oh, great. Sorry. I'm one of the people that actually has the planning board on my other.... I'm switching
back and forth. I just wanted to make two very quick points. Number one, I may have missed the fine
points with the planning board in my other ear, when Steve Cohn was presenting his presentation and
then, the co-host was responding. He talked about drivers on Mount Vernon Street and what they can
see and whether or not they should be watching traffic or looking at views, but there are also
passengers in the vehicle and we have this lovely nature, loving family. My kids have driven... We are
driving downtown, they've looked out for night errands and they're cognizant of the surrounding areas.
It's not just about drivers versus pedestrians. Second point very quickly.
Deborah:
I sent an email in, there's photographs attached to it. And one of those is a photograph from the corner
of the mill pond on Main Street toward the traffic light. Shooting from that way towards the firehouse.
And if you look at that photo, you'll see the mass of the current laundry building. And then some of the
trees, the more mature trees that we have in the riverbank there, especially going towards the Mount
Vernon Street bridge and how necessary it is to have kind of that with a mass of the laundry building and
having the void of the driveway and having it balanced out by some of those tall trees. I looked at the
developers' plans and currently they have very short landscape trees, which may just be preliminary
plans. But I just wanted to comment that I hope those are going to be very mature height trees in the
final plan as much as possible, because that is a very tall bulky building to balance out. That's it. Thank
you very much.
Zeke:
Elaine, are you available to read the letters that we've received?
Elaine:
I am.
Zeke:
Thank you.
Elaine:
I received a number of letters over the past couple of weeks that people wanted to have read into the
record as public comments. The first one is from Beth Catlow and she requests that the comments be
read and goes to Winchester Planning Board, Winchester Conservation Commission, Winchester Select
Board. " We are writing to express our deep concern about the plan development project for 10
Converse Place. Our concerns cover two issues. One the sheer size, both the height and footprint of the
building. And two, the process by which this development is being undertaken. One, the size, the
building is far too high and has too big a footprint. The current building at 10 Converse Place across from
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China Sky is four stories. It's an eyesore because of its modern design, but also because it's too tall and
too big compared to the buildings in downtown Winchester, the plan development would be a five
story."
Elaine:
" A full story taller than the existing building. The depth would nearly double extending to the bike path
along the river. And it would stretch from the current location all the way to Mount Vernon Street,
nearly tripling the length of the building. It would take over the existing parking lot and a large green
field between mill pond and Converse Place. The five story height of the building would ruin the views
and access to a special spot in Winchester. This is one of the most beautiful spots in Winchester,
pedestrians, bikers, and car passengers can see the average owner river as it winds its way down by
town hall and the library to the bridge on Main Street, a continuous five story building stretching all
along Converse Place in Mount Vernon Street would allow no views or passage to get to the other side,
to enjoy the river and the views of mill pond and Sandy's Island."
Elaine:
" This would be forever blocked from view by all passers by on Converse Place and Mount Vernon
Street. Two, the building would ruin the village like feel of Winchester, other bustling town centers with
lots of pedestrians shopping and eating out. For instance, Belmont Cambridge and Newton villages,
Waltham's moody street have buildings that are only two to three stories high to allow pedestrians to
feel comfortable walking and sitting outside. In fact, most buildings in downtown Winchester are only
one to two stories tall with the bookends building, being three stories, high, broken up by a turret. This
building would be two stories higher than bookends and tower over the rest of downtown its immense
size will loom over downtown Winchester, casting long shadows and making it uncomfortable to walk
along, play outside, or sit outside at a restaurant. Three, the building would ruin Sandy's Island. One of
the secret havens for Winchester residents is this bit of land reaching out into mill pond with views both
up and down the river."
Elaine:
" It's a beautiful spot to rest or have lunch. A five story building looming just across the river will most
certainly destroy the special feeling of this peninsula. Next, there will be little open or a green space.
Today there is a large green space from Converse Place right next to the bike path and the edge of the
water. This would go away with this development. And instead there would be five stories looming over
pedestrians in traffic, along Mount Vernon Street, Converse Place and the bike path along the river. And
Sandy's Island. Next, the units themselves are long dark and unwelcoming, the units within the building
have long corridors without access to much light and unattractive apartments. This makes for a lose-lose
situation, ruining the downtown Winchester area with apartment that people wouldn't enjoy living in.
Next, the parking is not well thought through. "
Elaine:
"There will be 56 underground parking spaces to accommodate 40 units and three living working areas.
Parking will be accessed by a lift, meaning that parking would not be accessible or at least not easily. I
Winchester residence and residents of the building would be much more inclined to park in already
limited street spots or at the Jen center. The impact on parking and traffic in an already very busy area
of Winchester has not been taken into account." Then she goes on to the second part of it. " The review
process for assessing this huge development is flawed. The developer has spent nearly two years
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meeting with committees before filing their application. After so much time spent allowing developer
presentations and meetings. There is a feeling that the project will be approved just because it's been
around so long. Next, there has been little to no outreach of the broader community."
Elaine:
" Most people don't realize there is a big development plan for that space and they have little idea of
the enormity of the building and its impact on Winchester. They don't know where to go for information
and the details of the development are difficult to review for a layman. Next, the developer has used
short form letters to find any positive comments about the development and some are from high school
students. The developer, both a positive comments from the community, but there are just a handful of
very short form letters signed by people. Some high school students who quite obviously have not even
seen the building."
Elaine:
" Next, thoughtful comments and feedback about - structure have been ignored, comment and
suggestions from Winchester residents who have clearly taken the time to review the plans have been
ignored. Multiple requests for a small scale model that will allow the relative size of the huge building
compared to the much smaller existing buildings have been ignored. This is critical to allow residents to
understand the sheer monolithic size of the building significantly bigger in breadth, height, and depth
than any other building anywhere near downtown Winchester, even the Lincoln School. Next, there is
no process for issues and corrections, comments, issues, and suggestions are not being tracked and
responded in any public way. It seems as if there's no way to get issues addressed, the developer nay
say's feedback at the meetings and the Planning Board and Conservation Committee. Next, an onsite
replica using polls and lines on the plot that outlines the height and footprint of the proposed building
should be constructed."
Elaine:
" The residents can see the impact. It's very difficult to tell from two dimensional planes, just how
humongous this monolithic building would be without a replica and a mock-up on the property. Next,
there needs to be broader community outreach, better outreach via the paper, social media and inperson meetings needs to be done so that all Winchester residents have a chance to fully understand
the scope and impact of this proposed development project. Summary, a development of this size part
of downtown Winchester, and next to such a beautiful natural setting along the river needs to be
thought out carefully with a clear vision. Other letters have worded that vision well." And then she has a
series of bullet points, " maintain the views and access to the river in Sandy's Island from Converse Place
in Mount Vernon Streets, green space for recreation, a wide walking slash trail, open areas for outdoor
dining."
Elaine:
" One to two story, separate buildings that create a village feel and allow pedestrians to enjoy shopping
and dining and access to the river. Sufficient and accessible parking for building and Winchester
residents. The proposed development is far too massive and doesn't meet any of these requirements.
We strongly feel that the Winchester Planning Board, Select Board and Conservation Commission should
vote against allowing this development to proceed." And it is signed by Beth and Rich Catlow. The next
one I have is from a[Phonetic 01:41:59] Marcy Trioce and she says, there's a short introduction to me.
And then it says, " I have worked in 10 Converse Place for 17 plus years. I know how wonderful the
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location is along with its view of the pond. However, the currently proposed building is overwhelmingly
large. The fact that it takes up one of the town's last grass slash parks is also troubling."
Elaine:
" Winchester place clearly made an effort to echo the architecture in town as there as a precedent. Why
is this group ignoring this? Finally, this construction project is too close to the pond and many chances to
create irreversible damage to a system we have spent so much money on to mitigate flooding. Could
they use the current filled building's footprint? It could easily contain retail while preserving the view of
the water. So many of us enjoy. I appreciate the time to read and consider my concerns signed Marcy
Trioce 28 Mayflower Road." Next letter, " Dear Conservation Commission Members. I am a Winchester
resident at 45 High Street who move to Winchester in part because of the visual beauty and character of
the town center. I am strongly opposed to the 10 Converse Place development as it has been rendered
because it will do irreparable damage to this beauty and character. "
Elaine:
"I am not anti-progress, but I am anti ugliness. There are many other ways to develop commerce in the
historic and lovely town of Winchester without blocking so much of the visual access to the waterway
that makes our town so special. Please vote to reject this development. Thank you for your
consideration.Best regards Elizabeth Brown." Next letter " To the Conservation Commission. From the
time I was allowed to ride my bike as a young girl, more than a few streets from my home, I spent hours
at the mill pond to observe the wildlife, write poetry in moments of solitude and be mesmerized by the
waterfall at the Main Street bridge across from[Phonetic 01:44:13] fives. And Brigham. I don't know how
many times I was laid for dinner because the time seemed to stop for me at the mill pond, the simplicity
and unpretentiousness of the mill pond setting quietly affirms what is natural, real and enduring in a
world where so much is sadly, none of that."
Elaine:
" It was, and still is a comfort just to sit there. The only building that should replace the old laundry
building should be one that coexist with the present context, it should blend with and not overpower
what came before and remains today as per Winchester's own bylaws quote, " Winchester will not
support isolated individual architectural statements that relate only to themselves." And to that she
references regulations governing the center business district, donning bylaw. Winchester's enviable
town center with its historic buildings and breadth of you from the mill pond is the living gift of residents
from the past to us. And it should be our living gift to the residents of the future. I am not asking the
board to vote to stop time or progress in Winchester center. I am merely asking you to preserve what
those before you had the wisdom to preserve, that which cannot be replaced once it is obscured. Please
vote to require that the dimensions of the proposed new building, do not exceed what came before it
and that its character keeps with the Winchester center mill pond setting."
Elaine:
" Thank you for your consideration. Margo brown, former Canal Street resident, Winchester High School
class of 67." Then the next one begins with a quote from the bylaw section 2.4 " Aesthetics mean the
natural scenery and quiet of an area, which is visually accessible from a public area or public way." And
she emphasizes visually accessible public area and public way. " Dear Commissioners, thank you for the
opportunity to provide public comment regarding the proposed 10 Converse Place Project. I have read
Mr. BES is February 5th, 1922 interpretation of the Winchester wetlands bylaw and disagree with his
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reading of the definition of aesthetics. The intent of the bylaw is to protect visual access to the natural
scenery and quiet of all of the area around mill pond, not just the visual access from Mount Vernon
Street. I agree with John Suhrbier's 2/21/22 comment, that one should consider the entire 360 degree
view shared when evaluating aesthetic impacts."
Elaine:
" When the bylaw uses the word "a" in connection with the words "public area" or "public way" in the
definition of aesthetics it's to distinguish areas that can be seen from public land, from areas that can be
seen from private land only if there is a segment of the average owner river that can only be seen from
someone's privately owned land, the visual access component of the Winchester wetlands bylaw would
not apply. And the Conservation Commission would not have jurisdiction to protect views of the river
from that land. Mill pond, however, is in the center of town, surrounded by multiple public areas and
ways. It is arguably the most public area in Winchester. As I said in my January 30th, 2022 comment to
suggest that the bylaw is satisfied, if it can be seen from one area runs counter to the purpose and spirit
of the bylaw, which is to protect all of the beautiful areas surrounding mill pond, the same argument
applies to the word "or" in this case, the bylaw drafters wanted to expand the protection of no public,
not limited had the bylaw said only public way. "
Elaine:
" Then the commission could arguably be limited to considering views from streets or sidewalks, but by
including the words "public area," it was clear that all of the area around mill pond was to be
considered. For example, how does the proposed building look from Sandy's Island from the footpath
that runs along the mystic valley Parkway from the hill in front of the Lincoln Elementary School, the
Conservation Commission has the duty and the responsibility to consider the aesthetics of the entire
area surrounding mill pond. I continue to be so pleased to hear the design team is working to improve
the water's edge on the converse side of mill pond, but that is not enough. The building itself must be
integrated into area and the proposed design is too tall, too wide and too close to mill pond. It does not
fit into the landscape and will dominate the rest of the town center in a way that will have an adverse
act on wetland values as defined by the bylaw."
Elaine:
"Thank you for your consideration. Maura Sullivan town meeting member, Precinct one 28 Stone
Avenue." I have another one here that says the " Planning Board in two... All Planning Board and
Conservation Commission Members. I am reaching out to you to express my endorsement and support
of the current project proposal at 10 Converse Place. My wife and I have lived in Winchester since 1975
and have seen many changes for the better. I believe that for the town to thrive and grow, it needs to
adapt and change. This project will accomplish that for the following reasons. One, contrary to some
residents' opinion, it's a beautiful design and will add a much needed improvement to the existing space
and pond area without imposing on the natural beauty of that. This area, the developer has been
working with the average own initiative project to make sure the natural beauty of the pond and
wetlands is maintained, but also improved upon."
Elaine:
" Two, the current inclusion of a bike and walk path will attract more residents to use the downtown and
businesses will also benefit. Three, the inclusion of affordable units is a plus while it is a small number,
any number gets us closer to meeting the mandated state requirements. Four, while I have not seen any
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tax revenue estimates, the proposed edition of housing and commercial property will add to the
property tax revenue bates. Five, there is a severe shortage of housing units available for seniors who
are looking to downsize. And this will help. I understand that some residents are wanting to keep
everything the same and not support any changes, but that approach will not serve the town well. I am
also concerned that as the various boards and commissions impose more restrictions, such as reducing
the height and number of units on these kinds of projects, it results in a situation where developers will
no longer look to Winchester for opportunities."
Elaine:
" If we create this kind of reputation, we will be left behind and stand stagnant. To move forward, we
need to be looked at as a progressive and developer friendly community. I urge you to approve the
current proposal, signed Frank Fantasia." Frank Fantasia, he just gives an email address.
Elaine:
Next one, " To members of the Conservation Commission. I am writing to express my concern for the
impact 10 Converse Place will have on the area around mill pond. I'm a 29 year resident of Winchester,
and I've always enjoyed the beauty of the mill pond and its surrounding banks. It is so wonderful to have
such a beautiful piece of nature in our downtown center. And I, especially like the unplanned look of the
banks. I appreciate the work that has been done to remove invasive plant species. And I would like to
see the banks and enjoying adjoining areas look as natural as possible. The fish ladder has brought more
bird species to milk pond and so many human visitors and photographers that enjoy them. Especially the
night Terence, as I am fond of photography, I frequently walk around mill pond and the paved path by
10 Converse Place lot or the frequently muddy path on the mystic valley Parkway side of the pollen. "
Elaine:
" My family has enjoyed many hours relaxing on the library lawn, rather watching a performance on the
temporary stage, taking in the fireworks or simply allowing my sons to stretch their legs and roll down
the hill when they were younger. We especially love Sandy's Island. It is a beautiful place of nature in
our center. I understand that there are bylaws that dictate construction at 10 Converse Place and your
board is discussing the visual access and effect 10 Converse Place will have on the natural scenery and
quiet of the area. I ask you to please do whatever is in your power to protect this area. I have seen
landscape plans that include steps down to the water and small trees around 15 feet in height. I hope to
see our tall trees protected as well as taller species planted, not only to preserve healthy trees, that
support wildlife, clean the air and our aesthetically beautiful, but also to counter the visual of such a
large bulky building. "
Elaine:
" It would be ideal if the building were not so large to retain views and fit better in the surrounding area
regarding the steps down to the water. I am concerned about small children with this feature. And I also
question why it is necessary. A patio area, similar to the one on the of Converse and Main Street with a
fence might be more appropriate. More important to my family is preserving the natural beauty of mill
pond area. As much as possible once trees are removed or agreements reached with the developer,
there's no going back. Other future projects will refer to this one with regard to the interpretation of the
bylaws. Thank you for your consideration. Please find below some photographs of the area I have taken
over many years. "
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Elaine:
"Please note in the fourth photo, how beautiful the firehouse and its cupula look lit up at night from
mystic valley park.... From the mystic valley Parkway side of the Main Street bridge. Thank you, Deborah
Johnson, 29 year resident." And to that, she adds a series of photographs, which I have possession of
here. And I can put up on the town website if I post these comments, which I would be happy to do on
the town website. And those are all the comments that I have received.
Zeke:
Thank you, Elaine heroic. We are officially very late. Although we have one person with a hand raised. I'd
like to take that one comment and then move to adjourn this hearing for the evening and continue on
the 22nd. I see John Stevens with his hand raised.
John Stevens:
Yes. Thank you very much. I wonder whether the developer has conducted a shadow study and if not,
whether the Conservation Commission would center a shadow study helpful in determining the effect of
the proposed structure on mill pond and perhaps even as far as town hall or the slope adjacent to the
library. I noticed that the building is to the west of mill pond and therefore is more likely to create a
shadow. That's all I have to say for now. Thank you.
Zeke:
Any comments about what John just raised? Okay. Larry, I'd like to continue this public hearing till the
22nd. Is that acceptable to you?
Larry:
That's very cool. March 22nd? That's fine. Do you have any idea what time?
Zeke:
Let's do the same thing as we did tonight started off and ...
Larry:
Okay.
Zeke:
... Take as long as we need. I think that we're getting down to some brass tax here and I think that the
BSC evaluation is due in a certain amount of time earlier in the evening than late.
Larry:
Okay. Agreed.
Zeke:
Okay. Thank you for everyone's attention tonight and I'm going to make a motion to continue this public
hearing until the 22nd of March. If I can get out that seconded, all in favor?
Speaker 10:
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Aye.
Zeke:
Okay. Thanks for everyone's participation in this and see you in two weeks.
Larry:
Thanks.
Zeke:
Thank you. Thanks Pat.
Speaker 10:
Thanks.
Zeke:
Okay. The next public hearing is notice of intent for 53 Pond Street, opposed to install a stepping stone
path with landscaping on the side of the house and review prior work, including installing pav...
PART 4 OF 4 ENDS [01:58:34]
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April 21, 2022
BY EMAIL ONLY
Zeke Nims, Chair
Winchester Conservation Commissioner
71 Mount Vernon Street
Town Hall
Winchester, MA 01890
Re:

10 Converse Place, Winchester, MA
DEP File Number: 346-0533

Dear Chairperson Nims:
Our office represents 10 Converse Place, LLC (the “LLC”), the owner of record of the
property at 10 Converse Place (the “Property”), Winchester, MA; and the applicant in the Notice
of Intent, DEP File Number 346-0533, filed in November 2021 (the “NOI”) for the Property,
seeking state and local wetlands permitting for large-scale, mixed-use, residential and
commercial redevelopment of the Property (the “Project”). As per the colloquy with the
Winchester Conservation Commission (the “Commission”) at the hearing conducted on April 12,
2022 (the “Hearing”), our office provides this letter in response to the legal position espoused in
the Notice of Intent Peer Review Letter of BSC Group, Inc. (“BSC”) dated March 4, 2022 (the
“BSC Peer Review”), as well as the oral presentation of Matt Burne, PWS (“Burne”) of BSC at
the Hearing.
As detailed herein, the interpretation of 310 CMR 10.58(5) advanced by BSC is legally
untenable. The Property and the Project indisputably qualify as a “[a] previously developed
riverfront area” and a “redevelopment” of a previously-disturbed site under the riverfront
protection regulations, according to their plain text and as construed by the only reported,
administrative-level judicial decision that counsel has been able to find on the question. Further,
as demonstrated by the formal written response prepared by Beals Associates, Inc. (“Beals”),
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filed herewith, the entire Property also qualifies as previously- and presently-disturbed, even if
the Commission were to adopt BSC’s legally-erroneous interpretation of 310 CMR 10.58(5).
Finally, 310 CMR 10.58(3) only imposes a rebuttable presumption that development
would have adverse impacts on the interests that the riverfront regulations are intended to
protect. If an applicant can demonstrate that a project will not in fact injure these interests
because of the nature of the relevant riverfront area, then, on this basis too, an applicant would
not need to show compliance with the performance standards contained in 310 CMR 10.58(4).
Therefore, even though the LLC and Beals believe that the Project meets the standards of 310
CMR 10.58(4), they are, here, inapplicable as a matter of law.
I.

LEGAL CONTEXT AND APPLICABLE LAW

“The purpose of the WPA is to protect wetlands in order to provide benefits to the
public.” Conservation Comm’n of Brockton v. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 81 Mass. App. Ct. 601, 607
(2012), citing Citizens for Responsible Envtl. Mgmt. v. Attleboro Mall, Inc., 400 Mass. 658, 669
(1987). The state Wetlands Protection Act, G. L. c. 131, § 40, as well as the wetlands regulations
promulgated by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (“Mass DEP”), 310
CMR §§ 10.00 et seq., do “not prohibit development in wetlands areas; [they] create[] a
procedure requiring [Mass DEP] to condition activities in certain areas so as to protect the act’s
statutory mandate.” Ten Local Citizen Group v. New Eng. Wind, LLC, 457 Mass. 222, 224
(2010), citing Citizens for Responsible Envtl. Mgt. v. Attleboro Mall, Inc., 400 Mass. 658, 669,
670 (1987). As such, “[t]he WPA is an ‘entirely “procedural”’ statute, which achieves these
goals by granting regulators the authority to condition certain activities on, among other things,
the permitting process.” Conservation Comm’n of Brockton, supra, quoting Citizens for
Responsible Envtl. Mgmt. v. Attleboro Mall, supra. “The wetlands regulations identify and cover
certain ‘resource areas,’ including” the riverfront area at issue here. Ten Local Citizen Group,
supra. See 310 CMR 10.58. “For activity in a resource area, the applicant must comply with
certain ‘performance standards’ for that particular resource (here [riverfront area]).” Ten Local
Citizen Group, supra at 224-225.
Recognizing Mass DEP’s “‘experience, technical competence, and specialized
knowledge . . . , as well as . . . the discretionary authority conferred upon it[,]’” Ten Local
Citizen Group, 457 at 228, quoting Friends & Fishers of the Edgartown Great Pond, Inc. v.
Department of Envtl. Protection, 446 Mass. 830, 836 (2006); Massachusetts courts “‘ordinarily
accord an agency's interpretation of its own regulation[s] considerable deference.’” Ten Local
Citizen Group, supra, quoting Warcewicz v. Department of Envtl. Protection, 410 Mass. 548,
550 (1991). “However, this principle is deference, not abdication, and courts will not hesitate to
overrule agency interpretations when those interpretations are arbitrary, unreasonable, or
inconsistent with the plain terms of the regulation itself.” Warcewicz, supra. In serving this
essential role in administrative law, the courts of the Commonwealth “‘interpret a regulation in
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the same manner as a statute . . .’” Ten Local Citizen Group, supra at 229, quoting Warcewicz,
supra, citing Hellman v. Board of Registration in Med., 404 Mass. 800, 803 (1989). Thus, the
courts “‘accord the words of a regulation their usual and ordinary meaning.’” Ten Local Citizen
Group, supra, quoting Warcewicz, supra.
“Under traditional rules of construction, a regulation ‘should be read as a whole to
produce an internal consistency.’ Telesetsky v. Wight, 395 Mass. 868, 873, 482 N.E. 2d 818, 821
(1985). ‘General statutory language must yield to that which is more specific’ in order to arrive
at that internal consistency. Risk Mgmt. Foundation of the Harvard Medical Insts. v.
Commissioner of Ins., 407 Mass. 498, 505, 554 N.E. 2d 843, 847 (1990). Furthermore, ‘it is a
common tenet of statutory construction that, whenever possible, no provision of a legislative
enactment should be treated as superfluous.’ Casa Loma, Inc. v. Alcoholic Beverages Control
Commission, 377 Mass. 231, 234, 385 N.E. 2d 976, 978 (1979).” In re Matter of Town of
Rockport Dept. of Public Works, Docket No. 2003-018, Docket No. DEP-05-307 File No.
007475, File No. 62-308 Rockport, 2008 DALA LEXIS 142, at *17-*18 (Sept. 24, 2008).
Applying these principles, BSC’s position about the meaning and effect of 310 CMR 10.58(5) is
unsustainable.
II.

THE PLAIN MEANING OF 310 CMR 10.58(5) DOES NOT REQUIRE 100%
OF A REDEVELOPMENT SITE TO BE DISTURBED TO BE EXEMPT
FROM 310 CMR 10.58(4).

As previously held by an administrative law judge, “[t]he language of 310 CMR 10.58
(5) is unambiguous and I need not look beyond it. See Matter of Avery Dennison Corp., Docket
No. 95-092, Decision and Order on Motion to Take Depositions, at 9-10, 3 DEPR, 193, 195
(October 4, 1996) (‘plain meaning’ principle of statutory construction applies to interpretation of
DEP regulation). A redevelopment project is exempt from the standards in 310 CMR 10.58
(4)(c) and (d). The ‘no significant adverse impact’ standard, consequently, does not apply to a
redevelopment project. Instead, such a project is subject to the criteria set forth at 310 CMR
10.58 (5)(a)-(e).” In re Matter of Conroy Dev. Corp., Docket No. DEP-04-758 File No. 059-0904
Quincy, 2005 DALA LEXIS 18, at *3-*4 (May 4, 2005). Simply put, Subsection (5) exempts
projects from Subsection (4)’s performance standards, and imposes a different set of lessonerous performance standards found in Subsection (5)(a)-(e). See In the Matter of Algonquin
Gas Transmission LLC, OADR Docket No. WET-2016-025, File No. SE 81-1170, 2019 MA
ENV LEXIS 106, at *35 (Oct. 16, 2019) (“310 CMR 10.58(5) specifically exempts projects in a
previously developed RFA from the requirement to conduct an alternatives analysis
(‘Notwithstanding the provisions of 310 CMR 10.58(4)....’)”).
The question arises, however, what is a redevelopment site and what is redevelopment?
The first sentences of the regulation answer these questions, and answer them in a manner that
forecloses the interpretation offered by BSC. The express and explicit, plain meaning of the
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regulation also establishes that the Property is a redevelopment site, and the Project a form of
“redevelopment” favored by 310 CMR 10.58(5), exempting the LLC’s NOI from having to show
compliance with 310 CMR 10.54(4). And, this is the interpretation provided by the sole reported,
full decision, from an administrative law judge, that counsel was able to find on the question—a
true persuasive authority, in contradistinction to the documents supplied by BSC that have no
precedential effect whatever.
According to 310 CMR 10.58(5), “[n]otwithstanding the provisions of 310 CMR
10.58(4)(c) and (d), the issuing authority may allow work to redevelop a previously developed
riverfront area, provided the proposed work improves existing conditions. Redevelopment means
replacement, rehabilitation or expansion of existing structures, improvement of existing roads, or
reuse of degraded or previously developed areas. A previously developed riverfront area contains
areas degraded prior to August 7, 1996 by impervious surfaces from existing structures or
pavement, absence of topsoil, junkyards, or abandoned dumping grounds.” Plainly, facially, the
Project at the Property seeks the “replacement . . . of [an] existing structure[]” and the “reuse of
degraded or previously developed areas[.]” There is no controversy over this aspect of the
project; only over whether the Property constitutes “[a] previously developed riverfront area” per
the regulation.
However, this controversy is misplaced. It is, likewise, facially self-apparent that the
Property “contains areas degraded prior to August 7, 1996 by impervious surfaces from existing
structures or pavement, absence of topsoil, junkyards, or abandoned dumping grounds.” 310
CMR 10.58(5) (emphases added). The Property is improved by a structure and paved parking
area that were developed prior to August 7, 1996. On a broader level, drawing the temporal
frame out, and as we all know, the Property has had impervious structures and surfaces likely
stretching back to the late 17th Century when the Mill Pond was first dammed and the area
developed. In sum, in a literal sense, from a common-sense perspective, is there really any
question that the Project would comprise the redevelopment of previously-developed land?
In an attempt to have the Commission ignore what it can see with its own eyes, both with
respect to the plain text of 310 CMR 10.58(5) and at the Property today, BSC posits that the
quoted provision of the regulation requires that (A) 100% of the square footage of a “[a]
previously developed riverfront area” be comprised of “degraded” “areas,” i.e. “impervious
surfaces from existing structures or pavement, absence of topsoil, junkyards, or abandoned
dumping grounds”; and (B) that these areas, comprising the whole site, must have been
“degraded prior to August 7, 1996” and be “degraded” today. For this proposition, BSC relies on
three (3) unpublished first-tier administrative-level documents, which have no precedential
value. Indeed, these documents are not even decisions issued by Mass DEP administrative law
judges, let alone from the Massachusetts Judiciary.
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These decisional and quasi-decisional documents (two out of the three are mere requests
for information) concern different properties, different applicants, different projects and different
riverfront resource areas than presently at issue. It is unclear how BSC came to possess these
documents, since they are not generally available through searches on Lexis and Westlaw.
Regardless, just as this Commission’s orders of conditions decisions would have no precedential
effect in these proceedings, so too do these documents not govern the law, here, today. It is, thus,
unclear why these documents, which facially contradict the plain text of 310 CMR 10.58(5),
should inform, let alone control, how the Commission construes and applies the law.
Based on the binding authorities cited above, and as a fundamental principle of
administrative law, Mass DEP is bound by its own regulations that it promulgates, and its
regulations are to be accorded their plain, lexical meanings. “[W]here [a] statutory term is not
defined, ‘it must be understood in accordance with its generally accepted plain meaning[.]’” Ten
Local Citizen Group, 457 Mass. at 229, quoting Allen v. Boston Redevelopment Auth., 450
Mass. 242, 256 (2007). Courts do “not enlarge language of [a] regulation unless ‘its object and
plain meaning require it[.]’” Ten Local Citizen Group, supra, quoting Canton v. Commissioner
of the Mass. Highway Dep’t, 455 Mass. 783, 789 (2010). The interpretation propounded by BSC
runs afoul of these basic canons of construction.
Again, the relevant sentence of the regulation states that “[a] previously developed
riverfront area contains areas degraded prior to August 7, 1996 by impervious surfaces from
existing structures or pavement, absence of topsoil, junkyards, or abandoned dumping grounds.”
(Emphases added.) Nowhere does 310 CMR 10.58(5) state that, to be a redevelopment area, a
project site both must have been “degraded prior to August 7, 1996” and must be “degraded
today.” Such an interpretation would require adding language to the regulation that is not there.
And, Massachusetts courts do “not enlarge language of regulation[s] . . . ’” Ten Local Citizen
Group, 457 Mass. at 229, quoting Canton, 455 Mass. at 789. The regulation’s reference to
“areas” is also to the exclusion of the whole redevelopment site being required to be
“degraded[.]”
The term “areas” denotes parts of a whole, not the whole itself. The Oxford online
dictionary defines “area,” as a “part of a place, town, etc., or a region of a country or the world.”
See https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/us/definition/ english/area#:~:text=%
E2%80%8B,a%20country%20or%20the%20world (emphasis added). If its intent had been to
impose the requirement on an applicant to show that 100% of a redevelopment site be
previously-developed and “degraded” to benefit from loosened performance standards, then
Mass DEP could have said so. It did not, and it would be inappropriate for the Commission to
add to, or substitute language for that actually contained in, the regulation. See Rowley v. Mass
Elec. Co., 438 Mass. 798, 802 (2003) (“[t]here is nothing in the statutory language itself that
suggests that its effect is limited only to instruments that describe the real estate conveyed as
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bounded by a ‘way’ or other similar linear monument. If that was the legislative intent, the
wording of the statute could have easily reflected it. It does not”) (footnote omitted).
Elsewhere in 310 CMR 10.58(5), Mass DEP’s intent in this regard is also made manifest.
Subsection (5)(e), for instance, provides that “[t]he area of proposed work shall not exceed the
amount of degraded area, provided that the proposed work may alter up to 10% if the degraded
area is less than 10% of the riverfront area, except in accordance with 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) or
(g).” This provision would make little practical or logical sense, if, to qualify as a “[a] previously
developed riverfront area[,]” the whole project site would need to be “degraded.” Again,
“[u]nder traditional rules of construction, a regulation ‘should be read as a whole to produce an
internal consistency.’ Telesetsky v. Wight, 395 Mass. 868, 873, 482 N.E. 2d 818, 821 (1985). . .
Furthermore, ‘it is a common tenet of statutory construction that, whenever possible, no
provision of a legislative enactment should be treated as superfluous.’ Casa Loma, Inc. v.
Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission, 377 Mass. 231, 234, 385 N.E. 2d 976, 978 (1979).”
In re Matter of Town of Rockport Dept. of Public Works, Docket No. 2003-018, Docket No.
DEP-05-307 File No. 007475, File No. 62-308 Rockport, 2008 DALA LEXIS 142, at *17-*18
(Sept. 24, 2008). Yet, BSC does not read 310 CMR 10.58(5) as a whole, and would read out of
the regulation Subsection (5)(e) altogether.
Finally, and casting serious doubt on BSC’s claim that its interpretation has been the
widely-held understanding of the regulation within Mass DEP, historically, the one decision
issued by a Mass DEP administrative law judge to pass on this question applied the regulation in
the precise manner posited in this letter. See In the Matter of Algonquin Gas Transmission LLC,
OADR Docket No. WET-2016-025, File No. SE 81-1170, 2019 MA ENV LEXIS 106, at *32*37 (Oct. 16, 2019) (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1). In that case, “[o]f the
14,160 square feet of jurisdictional RFA within the Project Workspace depicted on the Plan of
Record, approximately 10,200 square feet are within the existing M&R Station.” Id. at *32. 1
“MassDEP determined that the Riverfront Area at the Project site was a previously developed
area and met the regulatory description of degraded area in 310 CMR 10.58(5).” Id. “The
Petitioner[,]” like BSC here, “contend[ed] that the NOI did not include information to indicate
the area is previously developed; but even if the area is previously developed, it does not meet
the definition of ‘degraded’ as used in the regulation.” Id.
The administrative law judge quoted the same provisions of 310 CMR 10.58(5) analyzed
above, concerning what comprises “redevelopment” and a “[a] previously developed riverfront
area” pursuant to the regulation. See id. at *36. Then, after reciting and reviewing the evidence
that the applicable “10,200 square feet[,]” comprising the “existing M&R Station[,]” “within the
“Within the RFA, [the applicant] propose[d] to install portions of the proposed underground
and aboveground suction and discharge piping that will connect the compressor station to the I10 system at the M&R Station.” Id.

1
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Project Workspace” had been historically “degraded” per the regulation, the administrative law
judge held that “an overwhelmingly preponderance of the evidence discussed above supports a
finding that the RFA at the site is a previously developed RFA that was degraded prior to August
7, 1996, within the meaning of 310 CMR 10.58(5).” Id. at * 32, *36. In other words, the
administrative law judge’s analysis under 310 CMR 10.58(5) is identical to the position espoused
in this letter. The regulation only requires that some areas of a project site have been historically
“degraded,” and requires no showing of present-day degradation.
Far from being the established internal interpretation at Mass DEP, BSC advances a
construction of the operative regulation that is belied by the only judicial treatment of the
question. For these reasons, respectfully, BSC is patently wrong about the pre-qualification
requirements for a redevelopment site under 310 CMR 10.58(5). The Property is a “[a]
previously developed riverfront area” and the Project qualifies as “redevelopment.” 310 CMR
10.58(4) is, thus, simply inapplicable.
III.

EVEN IF IT HAD BEEN RIGHT, BSC IGNORED THE ONLY SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD THAT THE WHOLE PROPERTY HAS BEEN
AND IS DISTURBED AND DEGRADED, AND THAT NO PROTECTED
RIVERFRONT INTERESTS ARE THREATENED BY THE PROJECT.

Finally, the Commission should note that BSC’s conclusion—that the Project must comply
with the performance standards set forth in 310 CMR 10.58(4)—does not necessarily follow from
its legal premise—that 100% of the Property must be “degraded” for the LLC to be relieved of this
regulatory requirement. BSC, in conclusory fashion, assumes, because there is lawn at the
Property, that it is not “degraded” in the location of the lawn. However, as part of the literal NOI
filing materials that BSC contractually committed to reviewing, Beals provided publicly created
and available soil maps for the Property. Those materials denote that the Property consists entirely
of filled land, in the areas where there are not structures and pavement for the parking lot. Likewise,
the test pits that LLC has had dug have disclosed only non-naturally occurring topsoil, such as
pieces of pottery and other refuse included below the surface of the existing grass. In sum, there is
no naturally-occurring topsoil at locus.2 The whole Property has been and is “degraded” even if
this were the applicable legal standard. It is wholly unclear what substantial evidence BSC has
relied upon in assuming that the Property is partially undisturbed.

2

Note, 310 CMR 10.58(5) does not define “topsoil” for the purposes of the meaning of the phrase “the absence of
topsoil.” As detailed in the Beals response filed herewith, from a technical soil-science perspective, “topsoil” is to be
distinguished from “fill[.]” “Topsoil” means naturally-occurring “surface soil usually including the organic layer in
which plants have their roots[,]” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/topsoil; which the WPA’s regulations
and the Winchester Wetlands Bylaw favor because of its benefits for wetlands ecology. In contrast, “fill” is not
naturally occurring, is not comprised of indigenous organic materials, is generally injurious to wetlands ecology and,
thus, is disfavored by wetlands laws.
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Moreover, 310 CMR 10.58(3) imposes only a rebuttable presumption that a riverfront area
“is significant to protect the private or public water supply; to protect the groundwater; to provide
flood control; to prevent storm damage; to prevent pollution; to protect land containing shellfish;
to protect wildlife habitat; and to protect fisheries.” “The presumption is rebuttable and may be
overcome by a clear showing that the riverfront area does not play a role in the protection of one
or more of these interests. In the event that the presumption is deemed to have been overcome as
to the protection of all the interests, the issuing authority shall make a written determination to this
effect, setting forth its grounds on Form 6. Where the applicant provides information that the
riverfront area at the site of the activity does not play a role in the protection of an interest, the
issuing authority may determine that the presumption for that interest has been rebutted and the
presumption of significance is partially overcome.” Id.
Again, the riverfront area at issue, here, fronts on the Mill Pond and the relevant town
center area of Winchester, fronting on the Mill Pond, has been developed since the late 17th
Century. Therefore, it is an open question why BSC has assumed that the relevant riverfront area
is significant to the protection of the above-quoted interests, and/or failed to identify the rebuttable
nature of the presumption as another route through which the Project may be permitted as
proposed.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the Property is a “previously developed riverfront area”, the
Project comprises the “redevelopment” of the same and, therefore, the LLC’s NOI is not subject
to 310 CMR 10.58(4)’s performance standards. This is so regardless of whether the Commission
were to adopt BSC’s erroneous interpretation of 310 CMR 10.58(5), because 100% of the Property
has been and is disturbed and “degraded”. Nevertheless, and setting these realities aside, BSC’s
contention that the 310 CMR 10.58(4) performance standards automatically apply is incorrect. The
relevant riverfront area has been disturbed and developed (and redeveloped) since the late 17th
Century, and is obviously not “significant to protect the private or public water supply; to protect
the groundwater; to provide flood control; to prevent storm damage; to prevent pollution; to protect
land containing shellfish; to protect wildlife habitat; and to protect fisheries.”
Sincerely,
/s/ Nicholas P. Shapiro
Nicholas P. Shapiro
NPS/hs
Cc:
Client
Arthur P. Kreiger, Esq.
Mina S. Makarious, Esq.
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In the Matter of Algonquin Gas Transmission LLC
Core Terms
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Panel: Jane A Rothchild, Presiding Officer

Opinion

RECOMMENDED FINAL DECISION [*1]
I. INTRODUCTION
In this appeal, The Town of Weymouth Conservation Commission ("the Petitioner" or "the Commission")
challenges a Superseding Order of Conditions ("SOC") that the Southeast Regional Office of the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection ("MassDEP" or "the Department") issued to Algonquin Gas Transmission,
LLC ("Algonquin") on September 7, 2016 pursuant to the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act, G.L. c. 131, § 40
("MWPA"), and the Wetlands Regulations, 310 CMR 10.00 et seq. ("the Wetlands Regulations"). The SOC
authorized Algonquin's construction of a natural gas compressor station, an auxiliary building, associated auxiliary
structures, pipelines, site work, and a stormwater management system ("the Project") at 6 & 50 Bridge Street in
Weymouth. On October 12, 2016 a group of citizens ("Intervenors" or "Intervenor Group") filed a Motion to
Intervene in the appeal to Protect the Environment pursuant to 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)5 and M.G.L. c 30A, § 10A. The
Intervenors support the Commission's position.
I conducted an evidentiary adjudicatory hearing over the course of four days ("Hearing") on August 9, 10 and 14,
2018 and June 4, 2019 at which witnesses who had filed testimony in advance of the Hearing were available for
cross-examination. [*2] After reviewing the administrative record, I recommend that MassDEP's Commissioner
issue a Final Decision affirming the SOC, as modified by the draft Final Order of Conditions attached to MassDEP's
Closing Brief, which reflects changes based on evidence presented during the Hearing, including a revised Plan of
Record. I also recommend that a new Special Condition be added that prohibits alterations of, and requires
maintenance of, the restoration area in the Riverfront Area, as a continuing condition.
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II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A. The Proceedings
On February 22, 2016, Algonquin submitted its Notice of Intent ("NOI") for the Project to the Commission. On June
15, 2016, the Commission issued an Order of Conditions denying approval for the Project. On June 29, 2016,
Algonquin filed its Request for an SOC with MassDEP. On September 7, 2016, MassDEP issued the SOC
approving the Project's proposed activities within the Project Workspace. On September 21, 2016, the Commission
filed a Notice of Claim ("Appeal Notice") with the Office of Appeals and Dispute Resolution ("OADR"), challenging
the SOC. On October 12, 2016, the Intervenor Group moved to intervene, which I allowed on October 17, 2016. On
October 28, 2016, MassDEP [*3] filed a Motion to Stay the proceedings in the appeal pending the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's ("FERC") issuance of a Certificate and a determination that the Commission's denial of
the Project under Weymouth's local wetlands bylaw was preempted by the Natural Gas Act. The proceedings were
stayed until February 2, 2018. The Commission filed a motion for summary decision on February 26, 2018, arguing
that changes to the delineation of the portion of the Riverfront Area that is exempt due to waterways licensing under
G.L. c. 91 and the Waterways Regulations required Algonquin to file a new NOI for the Project. The changes arose
from the Department's request in the related waterways licensing proceedings that Algonquin adopt its presumptive
Chapter 91 jurisdictional lines on its waterways license plans. I denied the Commission's motion on April 20, 2018.
On May 7, 2019, while this Recommended Final Decision ("RFD") was pending and over the objection of
Algonquin, I allowed the Commission's motion to admit a Notice of Audit Findings/Notice of Noncompliance
("NOAF/NON") issued to Algonquin by MassDEP's Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup ("BWSC") to be part of the
administrative record [*4] in this appeal. The NOAF/NON rejected Algonquin's characterization of fill at the Project
site as "Historic Fill" as that term is defined in the BWSC regulations at 310 CMR 40.000. I afforded Algonquin and
the Commission the opportunity to submit supplemental testimony from witnesses on the issue of the impact of the
NOAF on Issue 4 regarding the stormwater management system proposed as part of the Project. I conducted a
half-day hearing on June 4, 2019 on this issue.
B. The Petitioner's and Intervenors' Claims
In issuing the SOC, MassDEP determined that the Project will not adversely affect the interests of the MWPA
within the Weymouth Fore River Designated Port Area ("DPA"). 1 MassDEP also determined that the Project meets
the requirements for Redevelopment within [*5] Previously Developed Riverfront Area in 310 CMR 10.58(5).
The Petitioner disputes the Department's determination that the Project impacts only degraded Riverfront Areas
and resource areas within the DPA that are not significant to the interests of the WPA. Notice of Claim ("NOC") at
p.2, P A.1; NOC at p.4, PP B-E (affected resource areas should include Land Under a River, Land Under a River
that Underlies an Anadromous Fish Run, Coastal Beach, Land Containing Shellfish, Land Subject to Coastal Storm
Flowage, and Coastal Bank); Petitioner's Pre-Hearing Statement at 4. The Petitioner claims that the SOC failed to
address recently discovered soil and groundwater contamination at the property, and that the stormwater
management design for the Project fails to comply with the applicable regulations. NOC at 7. The Petitioner
disputes that the Project can be adequately conditioned to protect the interests of the MWPA and to ensure
compliance with 310 CMR 10.58(5), Redevelopment within Previously Developed Riverfront Area. The Commission
seeks a Final Order of Conditions denying the Project.
The Intervenors' Motion for Intervention to Protect the Environment pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A, Section 10A
supported the claims of the Petitioner, alleging that the Project poses a threat to the environment of the Fore River
Basin. They alleged that the Project site is a former dumping ground for coal ash from the historic Boston Edison

1

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts established ten DPAs to promote and protect water-dependent industrial uses. "State
policy seeks to preserve and enhance the capacity of the DPAs to accommodate water-dependent industrial uses and prevent
significant impairment by non-industrial or non-water-dependent types of development, which have a far greater range of siting
options." https://www.mass.gov/service-details/czm-port-and-harbor-planning-program-designated-port-areas
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Plant, and the compressor station will disrupt arsenic, asbestos, and PCBs alleged to be present in the ground.
They also asserted claims relating to air pollution and health impacts, which I later determined are not within the
scope of the MWPA. They seek to have the wetlands permit denied.
III. WITNESSES 2
The following witnesses submitted pre-filed testimony on behalf of the Town of Weymouth Conservation
Commission:
Kevin D. Trainer. Mr. Trainer is a senior geologist and Licensed Site Professional ("LSP") 3 at GeoInsight, Inc.
He has a Bachelor of Arts degree in geology and a Master of Science in geology, and has worked as a
geologist and environmental consultant for approximately 25 years. Trainer PFT at PP 1-2.
Thomas G. Hughes. Mr. Hughes is the principal of Hughes Environmental Consulting. He holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in biology and a Master of Arts degree in Public Policy and Management. Mr. Hughes has
served as the Conservation Agent for the City of Amesbury and as a Natural Resources Planner for the Town
of Concord, MA. His employment has also included service for the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection as a wetlands permitting specialist and as the supervisor for Southern Maine licensing and
enforcement in the Bureau of Solid Waste Management. Additionally, he was a Policy Coordinator for Waste
Prevention for MassDEP. He was a member of the Salisbury Conservation Commission for five years. Mr.
Hughes has 13 years of experience performing wetlands evaluations in Massachusetts, including wetland
delineations, Riverfront Area determinations, wetlands permitting, flood map revisions, review of stormwater
management plans, and peer review of wetlands notices of intent. Hughes PFT at PP 1-3.
David J.P. Foss. Mr. Foss is a Senior Vice-President and Principal Hydrogeologist at Wilcox & Barton, Inc.,
and environmental consulting and civil engineering firm. He has worked as a hydrogeologist and environmental
consultant for approximately 25 years, mostly focusing on assessment and remediation of contaminated waste
sites. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Geology and a Master of Science degree in Geology and
Geophysics. He is a Certified Professional Geologist and a Licensed Site Professional. Foss PFT at PP 1-3.

The following witnesses submitted pre-filed testimony on behalf of the Intervenors:
Dr. Curtis Nordgaard, M.D. Dr. Nordgaard is a pediatrician with a practice in Dorchester, MA. Tr. 1 at 138:2-4.
He holds graduate research degrees in biology and psychology, and a medical degree. Nordgaard PFT at p. 1,
first paragraph.
Becky Haugh. Ms. Haugh is a member of the Weymouth Town Council. She holds a bachelor's degree in
economics. Haugh PFT at p. 1, first paragraph.
Linda DiAngelo. Ms. DiAngelo has served as the President of the Back River Watershed Association since
2012, and has been involved with the Association since 1999. She has been a resident of North Weymouth for
59 years. DiAngelo PFT at p. 1, first paragraph.
Frank Singleton. Mr. Singleton is a resident of Weymouth and currently serves on the city's Conservation
Commission. He holds an undergraduate degree in biology and a Master's Degree in environmental health. He
has fifty years of environmental code enforcement experience, including as Director of Environmental Health
2

Throughout this RFD, the witnesses' Pre-Filed Direct Testimony will be referred to as "[Witness] PFT at P "; Pre-Filed Rebuttal
Testimony will be referred to as "[Witness] PFR at P ". The Hearing Transcript will be referred to as "Tr. [day] at page:line"
3

An LSP is a "Hazardous Waste Site cleanup professional", which is defined in M.G.L. c. 21A, § 19 as "an individual who, [*6]
by reason of appropriate education, training, and experience, is qualified, as attested by being licensed by the board, to render
waste site cleanup activity opinions that can be relied on as sufficient to protect public health, safety, welfare, and the
environment."
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for the Greenwich, Connecticut Health Department; Director of Health for the Chelsea, Massachusetts
Department of Health; and Director of Health for the Lowell, Massachusetts Health Department. Singleton PFT
at p. 1, first paragraph.
Laura West. Ms. West holds a Bachelor of Science degree in biochemistry and has pursued graduate level
work in organic chemistry. She is employed by the Novartis Institutes of BioMedical research as a medicinal
chemist. West PFT at p. 1, paragraphs 1-3.
Rachel Wencek. Ms. Wencek has a degree in Marine Science with a concentration in biology. She is
employed as a part-time seasonal research technician collecting data on recreational fisheries. She volunteers
as a herring counter on the south shore of Massachusetts. Wencek PFT at p. 1, first paragraph.

The following witnesses submitted pre-filed testimony on behalf of the Applicant:
Richard C. Paquette, Jr. Mr. Paquette holds a Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Biology and a Master of Science
in Environmental studies. He has been employed at TRC Environmental Corporation since 2002; he is
currently a Senior Project Manager. For the Atlantic Bridge Project, his work has included planning and
executing biological resource surveys, analyzing environmental constraints, agency consultation, permit
application preparation, and mitigation development. He has extensive experience permitting natural gas
projects under the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act in both coastal and inland areas. Paquette PFT at
PP 1-3.
Mark A. Costa. Mr. Costa is a water resources and civil engineer with Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. ("VHB").
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Civil/Environmental Engineering and is a registered professional civil
engineer in Massachusetts with 11 years of professional experience. He focuses on hydrology, hydraulics,
stormwater management, and climate change for a wide range of land development, energy, and
transportation improvements projects. For the compressor station project he is responsible for the grading,
stormwater management and erosion control design. Costa PFT at PP 1-3.
Kelley Race. Ms. Race holds Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees in Geology, and completed
post-graduate studies in hydrogeology. She has been an LSP since 1994, and served multiple terms on the
Board of Registration of Hazardous Waste Site Cleanup Professionals ("LSP Board"). 4 She also is a
Professional Geologist licensed by the State of New Hampshire. Ms. Race was employed by TRC
Environmental Services, Inc. from 2011 to 2018, where her role was as a Brownfields Program Manager. Race
PFT at PP 1-2.
James Doherty. Mr. Doherty is a Senior Project Manager and Technical Specialist at TRC Environmental
Services, Inc.. He has 27 years of experience in hydrogeological investigation and remediation of contaminated
sites. He holds a Bachelor of Science, a Master of Science in Hydrogeology, and a PhD in Civil and
Environmental Engineering. He is a Licensed Site Professional and a licensed Professional Engineer. Doherty
PFT at PP 1-2.

The following witness submitted pre-filed testimony on behalf of the:
Daniel Gilmore. Mr. Gilmore is a biologist who has been employed by the Department since 1989. He [*7]
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in marine biology and has pursued graduate studies in coastal zone

4

The LSP Board was established by M.G.L. c 21A, § 19A. The LSP Board licenses LSPs, establishes rules of conduct for
LSPs, issues advisory rulings related to the rules of conduct, approves continuing education credits for LSPs, and exercises
disciplinary authority over LSPs. See 309 CMR 2.00, 309 CMR 3.00, 309 CMR 4.00, 309 CMR 5.00, 309 CMR 6.00, 309 CMR
7.00, 309 CMR 8.00 and 309 CMR 9.00 ( the LSP Board's regulations).
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management and environmental planning. He has been certified by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a
Soil Evaluator and by the State of New Hampshire as a Wetland Scientist. He works as an Environmental
Analyst in the Wetlands and Waterways Program, where his duties include administering and enforcing the
provisions of the MWPA. He was designated as a member of the Rivers Outreach and Education Team, and is
the Southeast Region's subject matter expert on the interpretation and implementation of the Riverfront Area
regulations.

IV. BACKGROUND
A. The Project and the Project Site
The proposed Project is located on a triangular peninsula (the "Site") within the Weymouth Fore River DPA. The
peninsula is surrounded on the north and west by the Weymouth Fore River, and on the east by Kings Cove.
Wetlands resource areas at the Site include Land Subject to Coastal Storm Flowage ("LSCSF"), 5 Riverfront Area
("RFA"), [*8] 6 and Coastal Bank. 7 A Massachusetts Water Resources Authority ("MWRA") sewage pumping
station is to the northeast, and the King's Cove conservation area, which borders King's Cove, is to the east.
Portions of the Project Workspace are located in LSCSF and RFA on the western side of the peninsula, and within
the 100-foot Buffer Zone 8 of Coastal Bank associated with the Fore River and King's Cove on the eastern side of
the peninsula. MassDEP Basic Documents 4, Request for SOC, Exhibit C (Algonquin's Notice of Intent Public
Hearing Presentation, April 6, 2016). Portions of the project site are a Disposal Site as defined by M.G.L. [*9] c.
21E and 310 CMR 40.000, the Massachusetts Contingency Plan ("MCP"). 9
The Project involves the construction and operation of a natural gas compressor station, auxiliary buildings,
associated [*10] accessory structures, pipelines, site work, an access road, stormwater management systems, and
temporary construction activities within the Project workspace shown on the Plan of Record. Fill will be added to the
Project site to raise the elevation of the compressor station five feet from the existing grade, and the Project site will
be extensively regraded. 10
The Plan of Record, as designated by Algonquin on May 2, 2018, consists of the plans identified on WPA Form 5,
Section A.8.a. to A.8.g in the SOC; Temporary Workspace Exhibit - RFA & Filled Tidelands Atlantic Bridge Project,
Rev. September 2016 (replacing an exhibit of the same name dated June 21, 2016 and identified in the SOC); and

5

"Land Subject to Coastal Storm Flowage" means land subject to any inundation caused by coastal storms up to and including
that caused by the 100-year storm, surge of record or storm of record, whichever is greater. 310 CMR 10.04.
6

"Riverfront Area" is the area of land between a river's mean annual high water line and a parallel line measured horizontally. It
may overlap other resource areas or their Buffer Zones. 310 CMR 10.58(2). The Riverfront Area does not have a Buffer Zone.
7

"Coastal Bank" means the seaward face or side of any elevated land form, other than a coastal dune, which lies at the
landward edge of a coastal beach, land subject to tidal action, or other wetlands. 310 CMR 10.30(2).
8

"Buffer Zone" means that area of land extending 100 feet horizontally outward from the boundary of any area specified in 310
CMR 10.02(1)(a).
9

"Disposal Site means any structure, well, pit, pond, lagoon, impoundment, ditch, landfill or other place or area, excluding
ambient air or surface water, where uncontrolled oil and/or hazardous material has come to be located as a result of any spilling,
leaking, pouring, abandoning, emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, discarding or otherwise
disposing of such oil and/or hazardous material. The term shall not include any site containing only oil or hazardous materials
which: are lead-based paint residues emanating from a point of original application of such paint; resulted from emissions from
the exhaust of an engine; are building materials still serving their original intended use or emanating from such use; or resulted
from release of source, byproduct or special nuclear material from a nuclear incident, as those terms are defined in 42 U.S.C. §
2014, if such release was subject to requirements with respect to financial protection established by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 42 U.S.C. § 2210." 310 CMR 40.0006.
10

MassDEP Basic Documents 1, Notice of Intent, p. 11; May 2016 Submittal plan set.
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Temporary Workspace Exhibit - RFA & Filled Tidelands Atlantic Bridge Project, Rev. March 8, 2018. In addition, of
particular relevance to the proceedings in this appeal are Plan Sheets WEYM-A-3002 (Overall Site Plan) and
WEYM-A-3005 (Grading, Drainage, Erosion Control and Utility Plan).
V. ISSUES FOR RESOLUTION IN THE APPEAL 11
As a result of the parties' positions at the Pre-Hearing Conference and their Pre-Hearing Statements, the Issues
for Resolution at the Hearing were the following:
1. Whether Project activities within Buffer Zone to the Coastal Bank will alter any wetland resource area.;
2. Whether the Project meets the Performance Standards for DPA at 310 CMR 10.26;
3. Whether the Project meets the criteria for redevelopment within a previously developed Riverfront Area at 310
CMR 10.58(5); and
4. Whether the Project meets the Stormwater Management Standards at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k) - (q).
a. Whether the SOC adequately addresses the Property's status as a Disposal Site pursuant to M.G.L. c. 21E and
310 CMR 40.000, the Massachusetts Contingency Plan.
VI. BURDEN OF PROOF AT THE HEARING & STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Wetlands Permit Appeal Regulations at 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j), as well as the requirements of the MWPA and
the Wetlands Regulations, govern resolution of the Petitioner's and Intervenors' [*13] appeal of the SOC. Under
310 CMR 10.05(7)(j), a party challenging the SOC has the burden of proof on all Issues for Resolution in the
Appeal. See 310 CMR 10.03(2); 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)2.b.iii; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)2.b.v; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.a;
310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.b.
The Petitioner and Intervenors were required to "produce [at the Hearing] at least some credible evidence from a
competent source in support of [their] position[.]" See 310 CMR 10.03(2); 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)2.b.iv; 310 CMR
10.05(7)(j)2.b.v; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.a; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.b. They were required to present "credible
evidence from a competent source in support of each claim of factual error [made against the Department],

11

n11 In its appeal and pre-hearing statement, Weymouth alleged claims relating to air pollution, the risk of explosion,
noise, [*11] vibrations and increased lighting. I determined that those claims were beyond the scope of this wetlands
proceeding. Weymouth moved to amend the Pre-hearing Conference Report & Order to include the following issue:
Whether the Applicant's proposed Project meets the Performance Standards for Land Under the Ocean, Coastal Beach,
Land Containing Shellfish, Land Under Any River, and Land Under Rivers that Underlie an Anadromous Fish Run.
Town of Weymouth Conservation Commission's Motion to Amend the Pre-Screening/Pre-Hearing Conference Report and Order,
November 4, 2016, at p. 1. The Town asserted that impacts on the adjacent wetlands resource areas from deposition of
contaminants released to the air, natural gas explosions, and stormwater runoff fall within the scope of the MWPA; that the
MWPA requires consideration of low probability events such as explosions; and that 310 CMR 10.24(2) mandates the
Department to consider adverse impacts to nearby resource areas.
The Department and the Applicant objected to the Town's Motion; the Ten Residents Group supported it. I denied the Motion to
Amend verbally on November 21, 2016, while meeting with the parties for oral argument on the Motion to Stay. I denied the
Motion for the same reasons I excluded this issue originally:
(1) the Town's allegations of impacts from [*12] air emissions and explosions do not fall within the scope of a wetlands permit
appeal and (2) resource areas outside of the Project site are not within the scope of the SOC, which focused on the impacts
from activities and alterations of resource areas for which the Applicant sought approval. See Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection's Opposition to the Town of Weymouth Conservation Commission's Motion to Amend PreScreening/Pre-Hearing Conference Report and Order, November 14, 2016; see also Applicant's Objection to ConComm's
Motion to Amend Pre-Screening/Pre-Hearing Conference Report and Order, November 16, 2016.
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including any relevant expert report(s), plan(s), or photograph(s)." 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.c. "A 'competent source' is
a witness who has sufficient expertise to render testimony on the technical issues on appeal." In the Matter of City
of Pittsfield Airport Commission, OADR Docket No. 2010-041, Recommended Final Decision (August 11, 2010),
2010 MA ENV LEXIS 89, at 36-37, adopted by Final Decision (August 19, 2010), 2010 MA ENV LEXIS 31. Whether
the witness has such expertise depends "[on] whether the witness has sufficient education, training, experience and
familiarity with the subject matter of the testimony." Commonwealth v. Cheromcka, 66 Mass. App. Ct. 771, 786
(2006) (internal quotations omitted); see e.g. In the Matter of Carulli, Docket No. 2005-214, Recommended Final
Decision (August 10, 2006)(dismissing claims regarding flood control, wetlands replication, and vernal pools for
failure to provide supporting evidence from competent source), adopted by Final Decision (October [*14] 25, 2006);
In the Matter of Indian Summer Trust, Docket No. 2001-142, Recommended Final Decision (May 4, 2004)
(insufficient evidence from competent source showing that interests under MWPA were not protected), adopted by
Final Decision (June 23, 2004); In the Matter of Robert Siegrist, Docket No. 2002-132, Recommended Final
Decision (April 30, 2003) (insufficient evidence from competent source to show wetlands delineation was incorrect
and work was not properly conditioned), adopted by Final Decision (May 9, 2003); Pittsfield Airport Commission,
supra, 2010 MA ENV LEXIS 89, at 36-39 (petitioner's failure to submit expert testimony in appeal challenging
Department's Commissioner's issuance of 401 Water Quality Certification Variance to Pittsfield Airport Commission
fatal to petitioner's claims in appeal because Variance was "detailed and technical . . . requiring expert testimony on
issues . . . implicated by the Variance," including . . . (1) wetland replication, restoration, and enhancement, (2)
mitigation of environmental impacts to streams, and (3) stormwater discharge and treatment[,] [and (4)] . . . runway
safety and design").
The relevancy, admissibility, and weight of evidence that the parties sought to introduce in the Hearing is governed
by G.L. c. 30A, § 11(2) and 310 CMR 1.01(13)(h)(1). Under G.L. c. 30A, § 11(2):
[u]nless otherwise provided by any law, [*15] agencies need not observe the rules of evidence observed by
courts, but shall observe the rules of privilege recognized by law. Evidence may be admitted and given
probative effect only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable persons are accustomed to rely in the
conduct of serious affairs. Agencies may exclude unduly repetitious evidence, whether offered on direct
examination or cross-examination of witnesses.
Under 310 CMR 1.01(13)(h), "[t]he weight to be attached to any evidence in the record will rest within the sound
discretion of the Presiding Officer. . . ."
My review of the evidence is de novo. In the Matter of John Soursourian, OADR Docket No. WET-2013-028,
Recommended Final Decision (2014), 2014 MA ENV LEXIS 49, at 34-36, adopted as Final Decision, 2014 MA ENV
LEXIS 47 (2014). "Hence, if during the pendency of an administrative appeal, '[the Department] becomes
convinced' based on a different legal interpretation of applicable regulatory standards, new evidence, or error in its
prior determination, 'that the interests of [MWPA] require it to take a different position from one that it had adopted
previously [in issuing the SOC],' the Department is authorized to, and should change its position." Id. Additionally,
"[t]he Presiding Officer [responsible for adjudicating the administrative appeal] is not bound by MassDEP's
prior [*16] orders or statements [in the case], and instead is responsible ... for independently adjudicating [the]
appea[l] and [issuing a Recommended Final Decision] to MassDEP's Commissioner that is consistent with and in
the best interest of the [MWPA, the Wetlands] Regulations, and MassDEP's policies and practices." Soursourian,
2014 MA ENV LEXIS 49, at 36; see also Matter of Francis P. and Debra A. Zarette, Trustees of Farm View Realty
Trust, 2018 MA ENV LEXIS 7, Recommended Final Decision (February 20, 2018), adopted by Final Decision
March 1, 2018).
VII. STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The MWPA and the Wetlands Regulations have as their purpose the protection of wetlands and the regulation of
activities affecting wetlands areas in a manner that promotes the following interests:
(1) protection of public and private water supply;
(2) protection of ground water supply;
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(3) flood control;
(4) storm damage prevention;
(5) prevention of pollution;
(6) protection of land containing shellfish;
(7) protection of fisheries; and
(8) protection of wildlife habitat.
M.G.L. c. 131, § 40; 310 CMR 10.01(2). In the Matter of Gary Vecchione, OADR Docket No. WET-2014-008,
Recommended Final Decision (August 28, 2014), 2014 MA ENV LEXIS 76, at 6-7, adopted as Final Decision
(September 23, 2014), 2014 MA ENV LEXIS 77; In the Matter of Webster Ventures, LLC, OADR Docket No. WET2014-016 ("Webster Ventures I"), Recommended Final Decision (February 27, 2015), 2015 MA ENV LEXIS 14, at
10-11, adopted as Final Decision (March 26, 2015), 2015 MA ENV LEXIS 10; In the Matter of Elite Home Builders,
LLC, OADR Docket No. WET-2015-010, Recommended Final Decision (November 25, 2015), adopted as Final
Decision (December 17, 2015), 22 DEPR 202,204 (2015); In the Matter of Sunset City, Inc., OADR Docket No.
WET-2016-016, Recommended Final Decision (March 31, 2017), 2017 MA ENV LEXIS 35, at 9-10, adopted as
Final Decision (April 21, 2017), 2017 MA ENV LEXIS 33.
The MWPA prohibits any person from removing, filling, dredging or altering any wetlands resource area, as
specified in the statute, unless that person [*17] has filed a notice of an intention to conduct such work, and until
such person has received a permit to do the work. M.G.L. c. 131, § 40. "Any activity proposed or undertaken within
[a protected wetlands] area[,] ... which will remove, dredge or alter that area, is subject to Regulation under [the
MWPA and the Wetlands Regulations] and requires the filing of a Notice of Intent ("NOI")" with the permit issuing
authority. 310 CMR 10.02(2)(a). A party must also file an NOI for "[a]ny activity ... proposed or undertaken within
100 feet of [any protected wetlands] " described as "the Buffer Zone" by the Regulations, "which, in the judgment of
the [permit] issuing authority, will alter [any protected wetlands] ." 310 CMR 10.02(2)(b). 12 After reviewing a project,
the permitting authority, whether it is the local conservation commission or the Department, is required to impose
conditions on the project so that it meets the Performance Standards contained in 310 CMR 10.21 through 10.60
and the Stormwater Management Standards provided in 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k) through (q), in order to protect the
interests of the MWPA. See 310 CMR 10.05(6)(b) and 310 CMR 10.05(7)(i).
VIII. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
A. The Project Will Not Alter The Coastal Bank
The Project includes activities within the 100-foot Buffer Zone to Coastal Bank. The Buffer Zone areas are
depicted on Paquette Supplemental Testimony Exhibit 1, Page 2; see also Applicant's Hearing Exhibit 2 (mark-up

12

"Alter" means to change the condition of any Area Subject to Protection under M.G.L. c. 131, § 40. Examples of alterations
include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) the changing of pre-existing drainage characteristics, flushing characteristics, salinity distribution, sedimentation patterns,
flow patterns and flood retention areas;
(b) the lowering of the water level or water table;
(c) the destruction of vegetation;
(d) the changing of water temperature, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and other physical, biological [*18] or chemical
characteristics of the receiving water.
Provided, that when the provisions of 310 CMR 10.03(6) and 10.05(3) or 333 CMR 11.03(9) have been met, the application of
herbicides in the Buffer Zone in accordance with such plans as are required by the Department of Food and Agriculture pursuant
to 333 CMR 11.00: Right of Way Management, effective July 10, 1987, is not an alteration of any Area Subject to Protection
under M.G.L. c. 131, § 40. 310 CMR 10.04
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of Plan Sheet WEYM-A-3002). In Area A, within the existing Metering & Regulating Station, these activities are
limited to construction worker foot traffic associated with connecting the compressor station to the existing pipeline
system (marked on the Exhibit as "Temporary Project Workspace"). Paquette PFT at P 13; Tr. 2 at 44:18-46:5. In
Area B on the eastern side of the peninsula near King's Cove, the proposed work includes temporary construction
activity, an internal service road, a portion of the perimeter fence, a very small section of the compressor station
courtyard, minimal site grading, storm drainage activities designed to direct runoff away from King's Cove Park and
the Coastal Bank, and proposed landscaping. Paquette PFT at P 14. This area is shown on Paquette PFT Ex. 3,
Photo 10, dated May 15, 2018. In Area C, project work includes installation of a 1-inch diameter water line and a 6inch diameter sewer line from the compressor station to tie-in locations within the existing site access road and
Bridge Street. Paquette PFT at P 15. No project activities are proposed on any Coastal Bank.
The Petitioner asserts two challenges to the SOC. First, it asserts that the Coastal Bank delineation relied upon in
the SOC is incorrect, and, accordingly, the SOC cannot be affirmed. Second, it asserts that the Project is likely to
alter the Coastal Bank and does not meet the Performance Standards for the resource area. Petitioner's Closing
Brief at 20, 22 and 23-24.
1. The Coastal Bank at the Site Has Been Correctly Delineated
The Petitioner's wetlands expert, Mr. Hughes, took issue with Algonquin's delineation of the Coastal Bank at the
Project site, in particular Area B, at King's Cove. There is no dispute that Algonquin did not delineate the
boundaries of the Coastal Bank at the Project site according to MassDEP's policy for delineating Coastal Banks,
Policy 92-1 ("the Policy") prior to the time it filed its NOI with the Petitioner. Rather, Mr. Paquette delineated the top
of Coastal Bank at Area B based on his field observations "because the top of the Coastal Bank was evident based
on a clear break in slope, which is generally consistent with the 100-year flood zone boundary for the eastern edge
of the peninsula." Paquette Supplemental PFT at P 2; Paquette PFT at P 10. Mr. Hughes correctly noted the
importance of understanding existing site conditions in order to evaluate the potential impacts of a project. Hughes
PFT at P 6. He opined that the information presented by Algonquin in its NOI supporting materials was incomplete
and inaccurate. Id. Specifically, he noted that in addition to Algonquin's delineation being inconsistent with the
Policy, Algonquin had described the entire Coastal Bank along King's Cove as being armored with rip rap, thereby
not appearing to supply sediment to Coastal Beaches, Coastal Dunes, or Barrier Beaches. In fact, a portion of the
Coastal Bank is not armored and is eroding. Hughes PFT at PP 7-8; Hughes PFT Ex. 3 (photographs of King's
Cove shoreline). Hughes noted that portions of the unarmored section of the Coastal Bank are significantly eroded,
yet neither the NOI nor the Existing Conditions Plan acknowledged this fact. Id. at P 9.
Mr. Hughes determined the slope of the Coastal Bank in this area using Plan Sheet WEYM-A-3005 (which had
been referenced by Mr. Paquette in his PFT) and applying the Policy. He concluded that the top of Coastal Bank is
generally ten to fifteen feet landward of where Mr. Paquette located it. Hughes PFR at P 2, Hughes PFR Ex. 2. The
consequence is that the square footage of Buffer Zone presented in the NOI and the SOC is inaccurate. Tr. 1 at
162:10-12. "...[W]here the resource boundaries are is fundamental and foundational in reviewing the effects of the
project." Tr. 1 at 162:16-18.
In response to Mr. Hughes's testimony, Mr. Paquette offered Supplemental Testimony on this issue of the Coastal
Bank delineation. Mr. Paquette performed a new delineation by strictly applying the Policy's desktop contour
guidelines to topographic elevations based on project-generated field survey data supplemented by 2016 USGS
LIDAR Data where needed. Paquette SPFT at P 3. 13 Mr. Paquette generated and reviewed eleven Coastal Bank
cross-sections and applied the policy's standard "B" to cross-sections 1 through 10 and standard "C" to crosssection 11. Id. He found that the delineation resulting from this new analysis was generally consistent with his
original delineation, with a few exceptions, as follows. Only one area of Coastal Bank showed small differences

13

LIDAR, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that uses light in [*19] the form of a
pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the Earth. These light pulses--combined with other data recorded by the
airborne system-- generate precise, three-dimensional information about the shape of the Earth and its surface characteristics.
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/lidar.html.
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from his initial delineation based on his field observations. Paquette SPFT at P 4; Paquette SPFT Ex. 1, crosssections 4-6. His new delineation differed from his initial delineation by 9-12 feet based on cross-sections 4-6, but
Mr. Paquette concluded that the difference is immaterial and did not change his opinion that the Project does not
include any construction or related activity in any area of Coastal Bank and will not affect any Coastal Bank.
Paquette SPFT at P 5; Paquette SPFT Ex. 1, pp. 3-4. MassDEP does not dispute the new delineation and
recommends that it be accepted. MassDEP's Closing Brief at p. 7. MassDEP concurs with Algonquin that the new
delineation does not make a difference to the substantive analysis of impacts to the Coastal Bank because the
Project remains a Buffer Zone project. Id.
On cross-examination at the Hearing, Mr. Hughes did not concede that the difference was immaterial. His point
was that the delineation used and approved in the SOC was inaccurate. Tr. 1 at 166:20-24. He acknowledged that
he did not have enough information to confirm the accuracy of the revised delineation done by Mr. Paquette. Tr. 1
at 158:16-20.
Based on the foregoing, I find that Mr. Paquette's revised Coastal Bank delineation is accurate. Because my
review is de novo, I am not reliant on what Algonquin presented to MassDEP in its request for the SOC. I base my
determination on the evidence presented at the Hearing. Mr. Paquette performed his delineation in accordance with
DEP Policy 92-1's desktop contour guidelines based on project-generated field survey data, supplemented by 2016
USGS LIDAR Data where needed, and he verified his results in the field. The revised plan [*20] showing the
correct delineation, attached to Mr. Paquette's Supplemental Testimony as Ex. 1, should be incorporated into a
Final Order of Conditions for the Project, if approved.
2. The Project activities within the Buffer Zone to the Coastal Bank will not alter any wetland resource areas.
As noted above, no Project activities are proposed on any Coastal Bank. The Petitioner and Intervenors claim that
the Project's activities in the Buffer Zone do not meet the Performance Standards for Coastal Bank. The Petitioner
asserts that the activities in the Buffer Zone to the Coastal Bank will cause alteration of the Coastal Bank by
increasing erosion of the unarmored section. They further assert that Project activities in the Buffer Zone are likely
to cause alteration of Land Under Water. Petitioner's Memorandum of Law at p. 7. Algonquin and MassDEP dispute
these claims and assert that they are speculative and unsupported by credible evidence.
The Wetlands Regulations pertaining to coastal wetlands are found at 310 CMR 10.21 through 10.37. These
Regulations are "intended to ensure that development along the coastline is located, designed, built and maintained
in a manner that protects the public interests in the coastal resources listed in M.G.L. c. 131, § 40." 310 CMR 10.21.
The Wetlands Regulations provide the following with respect [*21] to Coastal Bank.
Coastal Banks. A Coastal Bank is the seaward face or side of any elevated landform, other than a coastal dune,
which lies at the landward edge of a coastal beach, land subject to tidal action, or other wetland. 310 CMR 10.30(2).
A particular Coastal Bank may serve both as a sediment source and as a buffer, or it may serve only one role. 310
CMR 10.30(1). Coastal Banks are likely to be significant to storm damage prevention and flood control. Coastal
Banks that supply sediment to Coastal Beaches, Coastal Dunes, and Barrier Beaches are per se significant to
storm damage prevention and flood control. 310 CMR 10.30(1)(emphasis added). These Coastal Banks, composed
of unconsolidated sediment and exposed to vigorous wave action, serve as a major continuous source of sediment
for beaches, dunes, and barrier beaches (as well as other land forms caused by coastal processes). The supply of
sediment is removed from the Coastal Banks by wave action, and this removal takes place in response to beach
and sea conditions. It is a naturally occurring process necessary to the continued existence of Coastal Beaches,
Coastal Dunes, and Barrier Beaches which, in turn, dissipate storm wave energy, thus protecting structures of
coastal wetlands landward of [*22] them from storm damage and flooding. 310 CMR 10.30(1).
Coastal Banks, because of their height and stability, may act as a buffer or natural wall, which protects upland
areas from storm damage and flooding. While erosion caused by wave action is an integral part of shoreline
processes and furnishes important sediment to down drift landforms, erosion of a Coastal Bank by wind and rain
runoff, which plays only a minor role in beach nourishment, should not be increased unnecessarily. Therefore,
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disturbances to a Coastal Bank which reduce its natural resistance to wind and rain erosion cause cuts and gullys
in the Coastal Bank, increase the risk of its collapse, increase the danger to structures at the top of the Coastal
Bank and decrease its value as a buffer. 310 CMR 10.30(1).
The Performance Standards for a Coastal Bank determined to be a sediment source are found at 310 CMR
10.30(3)-(5). As applicable, they provide: 14
310 CMR 10.30(3):
No new bulkhead, revetment, seawall, groin or other coastal engineering structure shall be permitted on such
a coastal bank except that such a coastal engineering structure shall be permitted when required [*23] to
prevent storm damage to buildings constructed prior to the effective date of 310 CMR 10.21 through 10.37 or
constructed pursuant to a Notice of Intent filed prior to the effective date of 310 CMR 10.21 through 10.37
(August 10, 1978), including reconstructions of such buildings subsequent to the effective date of 310 CMR
10.21 through 10.37, provided that the following requirements are met:
(a) a coastal engineering structure or a modification thereto shall be designed and constructed so as to
minimize, using best available measures, adverse effects on adjacent or nearby coastal beaches due to
changes in wave action, and
(b) the applicant demonstrates that no method of protecting the building other than the proposed coastal
engineering structure is feasible.
(c) protective planting designed to reduce erosion may be permitted.
310 CMR 10.30(4):
Any project on a coastal bank or within 100 feet landward of the top of a coastal bank, other than a structure
permitted by 310 CMR 10.30(3), shall not have an adverse effect due to wave action on the movement of
sediment from the coastal bank to coastal beaches or land subject to tidal action.
The Performance Standards for a Coastal Bank determined to be a vertical buffer are found at 310 CMR 10.30(6)(8). Only [*24] subsection (6) is applicable to the Project and it provides that:
Any project on such a coastal bank or within 100 feet landward of the top of such coastal bank shall have no
adverse effects on the stability of the coastal bank.

Mr. Hughes testified in support of the Petitioner's claim that the Project does not meet the Performance Standards
for Coastal Bank. First, he noted that a portion of the Coastal Bank adjacent to the Project site is collapsing,
apparently as the result of recent storms. Hughes PFT at P 10. He observed that between two site visits in
November 2016 and April 2018, approximately 5 to 10 feet of Coastal Bank had been undercut and collapsed onto
the beach. Id. He opined that "the loss of such a significant portion of the buffer zone in a short period of time
raises questions as to how stable the construction site is and the safety of the station, particularly in light of sea
level rise and the increasing intensity of coastal storms." Id. (emphasis added). He further opined that if left
unabated, this erosion will result in the top of Coastal Bank migrating landward towards the proposed facility, and
Algonquin will likely "seek to add additional shoreline armoring in the future." Id. at P 11. Such armoring would
adversely affect the movement of sediment and is strongly disfavored by the Wetlands Protection Regulations. Id.
In his opinion, this would result in a violation of 310 CMR 10.30(4) because the armoring would adversely affect the
movement of sediment. In his opinion "there was no justification for siting a new facility within the buffer zone of an
eroding Coastal Bank that will require it to construct a new coastal engineering structure." Tr. 1 at 239:4-7.
310 CMR 10.30(3) prohibits new coastal engineering structures. 15 Mr. Hughes noted that the NOI for the Project
and Algonquin's SOC Request were both silent on the eroding Coastal Bank because Algonquin mistakenly

14

310 CMR 10.30(5) does not apply to the project because no buildings are proposed within the Buffer Zone to Coastal Bank.

15

Algonquin did not propose any coastal engineering structures on the Coastal Bank and the SOC did not approve any.
Algonquin does not own the property where the revetment Mr. Hughes discusses exists.
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showed the entire Coastal Bank as armored. As a result, there was no assessment of the erosion. "...[T]o site the
compressor station without further understanding the cause of the erosion and how that erosion will likely progress
with sea level rise and hurricane inundation is imprudent and will likely require future armoring of the [Coastal]
[B]ank or relocation of the facility. The prohibition for new coastal engineering structures should prevent facilities
that will likely require a new engineering structure from being approved, and approving such a facility [*25] is
contradictory to the language of 310 CMR 10.30(5). Hughes PFR at P 4; see also Tr. 1 at 192-197.
Mr. Hughes also testified that the Project will change the drainage features at the site. Currently, water that slowly
infiltrates over a flat area has created a condition in which the plants on the Coastal Bank grow and live. According
to Mr. Hughes, the Project will change the groundwater dynamics by directing water into stormwater basins and the
Project's stormwater management system. Tr. 1 at 176-181. Noting the industrial history of the Project site and the
presence of contamination, Mr. Hughes asserted that the infiltration of stormwater runoff in a basin, rather than in a
manner spread out across the site, risks creation of a new gradient within the groundwater, which risks creating a
flow through groundwater that could lead to adverse consequences from any mobile contaminants that may be
present. Hughes PFT at P 14.
Although the Intervenors filed testimony from six witnesses, none of them presented testimony addressing the
Performance Standards for Coastal Bank or how the Project fails to comply with them.
Mr. Paquette testified for Algonquin that the unarmored section of the Coastal Bank in Area B is composed of a
steep vertical slope with exposed historic fill material including rocks, clinkers and pieces of concrete. The top of the
Coastal Bank in this area is well-vegetated with shrubs and trees. Paquette PFT at P 10; Paquette PFT Ex. 3,
Photos 7 and 8. He stated that the Project complies with 310 CMR 10.30(3) because Algonquin is not proposing
any coastal engineering structure on any Coastal Bank. Id. at P 12. He testified that the Project complies with 310
CMR 10.30(4) because there is no work proposed on any Coastal Bank and the work in the Buffer Zone is
approximately 30-40 feet from Area B at its closest point and is separated from the Coastal Bank by the King's
Cove Park. Id. In his opinion, the Project will not have any adverse effects on the stability of the Coastal Bank, and
therefore complies with 310 CMR 10.30(6). Id. He based this opinion on the location of the Project work area, the
construction work space, and the location of the facilities being proposed in relation to the Coastal Bank. Tr. 2 at
21:2-6. He acknowledged that he is not an engineer and did not do any calculations to evaluate the amount of
loading from the facility on the stability of the Coastal Bank. He based his opinion on his professional experience
permitting projects. Tr. 2 at 21:7-24. It is Mr. Paquette's opinion that the compressor station and the associated
work "is simply too far away from the unarmored sections of the Coastal Bank to have any adverse effect on storm
damage prevention or flood control." Paquette PFT at P 16.
He also testified that the King's Cove Coastal bank area is effectively isolated from any on-site compressor station
construction activities due to the presence of the elevated King's Cove Park. As well, the SOC requires
implementation of erosion and siltation controls during construction around excavated and disturbed areas within
the Project Workspace to ensure soils are not transported offsite during rain events pursuant to the NOI erosion
control plan and the Atlantic Bridge Project Erosion and Sediment Control Plan. Paquette PFT at P 19.
For MassDEP, Mr. Gilmore testified that none of the project activities are on the Coastal Bank. The erosion control
barrier between the proposed construction and the wetland resource areas is intended to contain sediments
generated by the construction and prevent them from reaching or impacting the adjacent resource areas. In his
opinion, the Project activities will not have an adverse effect on the movement of sediment from the Coastal Bank to
the Coastal Beach or LSCSF, and the Project meets the Performance Standards at 310 CMR 10.30(4). Gilmore
PFT at P 10.
In his opinion, the Project meets the Performance Standards at 310 CMR 10.30(6) because the distance of Project
activities from the top of the Coastal Bank, the existence of the stone revetment along the face of the Coastal Bank
proximal to the construction activities, and the existing pedestrian walkway will prevent the proposed construction
activities from having an adverse effect on the stability of the Coastal Bank.
Id.;
see also Applicant's
Hearing [*26] Exhibit 1 (mark-up showing area of erosion relative to Buffer Zone). Excepting the alteration to DPA
resource area, it is Mr. Gilmore's opinion that the project activities in the Buffer Zone to the Coastal Bank will not
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alter any wetlands resource areas. As the basis for this opinion, he cites the site topography and the existing
revetment; the limited scope of work in the Buffer Zone; and the proposed erosion control barrier. Id.
Findings
A preponderance of the credible evidence discussed above supports a finding that the Project will not alter Coastal
Bank and complies with the applicable Performance Standards. I make these findings for the following reasons.
First, Algonquin is not proposing any activity on the Coastal Bank and therefore 310 CMR 10.30(3) does not apply
to the project. Second, Mr. Hughes's testimony that the Project may require armoring of the Coastal Bank in the
future, on property Algonquin does not own, as the result of ongoing erosion on the Coastal Bank, does not bring
the Project within the scope of this regulation, is speculative, and therefore insufficient to support the Petitioner's
claim. In the Matter of Sawmill Development Corporation, OADR Docket No. 2014-016, Recommended Final
Decision (June 26, 2015), 2015 MA ENV LEXIS 63, at 84, adopted as Final Decision (July 7, 2015), 2015 MA ENV
LEXIS 62 (petitioners' expert testimony "that pharmaceuticals, [*27] toxins, and other potentially hazardous
material would be discharged from effluent generated by . . . proposed [privately owned wastewater treatment
facility] . . . was speculative in nature and not reliable"). "Speculation, even by an expert witness, is not 'proof from a
competent source.' Matter of Wannie, 2 DEPR at 205-06 (testimony by petitioners' wetland scientist that an area
"may" qualify as isolated land subject to flooding "if" it contained the requisite water volume amounted to
speculation and failed to sustain burden of going forward) ." In the Matter of Hoosac Wind Project (enXco, Inc.,
2007 MA ENV LEXIS 8, Ruling on Motion for Partial Directed Decision (March 7, 2007); Sawmill, supra. Mr.
Paquette's testimony demonstrates that the erosion occurring on the unarmored section of the Coastal Bank is too
distant from the project activities to be affected by the Project. Third, as described in the Coastal Manual 16 at p. 341, the factors that influence the susceptibility of a Coastal Bank to erode, collapse or fail depends on "factors such
as the type and proximity of the [P]roject to the top of the [Coastal] [B]ank, and the composition and characteristics
of the [Coastal] [B]ank." Here, the activities that will be within the Buffer Zone to the eroding Coastal Bank (in the
vicinity of Area B) are limited to temporary construction activity, an internal service road, a portion of the perimeter
fence, a very small section of the compressor station courtyard, minimal site grading, storm drainage activities
designed to direct runoff away from King's Cove Park and the Coastal Bank, and proposed landscaping. Paquette
PFT at P 14. Notably, no building or other large structure will be located in the Buffer Zone. Mr. Hughes failed to
offer persuasive testimony that the activities proposed will affect the stability of the Coastal Bank by exceeding its
load-bearing capacity. Fourth, Mr. Hughes's testimony that stormwater runoff may impact the Coastal Bank is
unsupported by data or analysis. In sum, I find that the weight of the evidence supports a finding that the Project will
not alter the Coastal Bank.
B. The Project Meets the Performance Standards for DPA
The Project site is within the Weymouth Fore River DPA. As such, it is required to comply with the regulation at
310 CMR 10.26. MassDEP concluded that the Performance Standards for DPA were met because none of the
Project construction activities will occur in Land Under the Ocean ("LUO"), and the project would not adversely
affect the interests of the MWPA. MassDEP Basic Documents, SOC; MassDEP Memorandum of Law at p. 5. The
Petitioner avers that the Project does not comply with this regulation because the Project has not been designed
using best practical measures to minimize adverse effects on marine fisheries [*28] caused by changes in water
quality. Petitioner's Memorandum of Law at p. 8. The Petitioner further asserts that the Project does not use any
measures to address the eroding Coastal Bank in King's Cove.
Id. Additionally, the Petitioner argues that
contamination from the site will adversely affect fish populations because the stormwater system allegedly does not
comply with the Stormwater Standards and is likely to pollute nearby surface waters. Petitioner's Closing Brief at
pp. 25-26.
The regulations at 310 CMR 10.26 provide, in pertinent part, that

16

"Applying the Massachusetts Coastal Wetlands Regulation: A Practical Manual for Conservation Commissions to Protect the
Storm Damage Prevention and Flood Control Functions of Coastal Resource Areas", published by MassDEP and the
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management (August 7, 2017).
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Land under the ocean in designated port areas is likely to be significant to marine fisheries, storm damage
prevention and flood control. In designated port areas, salt marshes, coastal dunes, land under salt ponds,
coastal beaches, tidal flats, barrier beaches, rocky intertidal shores and land containing shellfish are not likely
to be significant to marine fisheries, storm damage prevention or flood control.
310 CMR 10.26(1). When a proposed project in a DPA is on LUO which is determined to be significant to marine
fisheries, the following factors are critical to the protection of such interests: (a) water circulation and (b) water
quality. Id. 310 CMR 10.26(3) provides that [*29] projects shall be designed and constructed, using best practical
measures, so as to minimize adverse effects on marine fisheries caused by changes in:
(a) water circulation;
(b) water quality, including, but not limited to, other than natural fluctuations in the level of dissolved oxygen,
temperature or turbidity, or the addition of pollutants.
(4) Projects shall be designed and constructed, using the best practical measures, so as to minimize, adverse
effects on storm damage prevention or flood control caused by changes in such land's ability to provide support
for adjacent coastal banks or adjacent coastal engineering structures.

Mr. Hughes testified that the Project has the potential to adversely affect LUO in at least three ways. First, he
explains that the Project directs most stormwater into an infiltration basin with an overflow outlet into an existing
stormwater outfall. In his opinion, the NOI does not clearly describe how the changes to the existing discharge will
affect fresh water/salt water mixing at the outfall. A change in freshwater flow rates, duration of flow, or temperature
in this discharge are likely to result in a change to the ecology of the area near the outfall, adversely affecting
marine fisheries. Hughes PFT at P 17. Second, he opines that underground piping that will be used to connect the
compressor station to existing piping at the site will presumably use a permeable bedding material, and is likely to
provide a conduit for groundwater to the Fore River from the contaminated compressor station site. Id. at P 18.
Third, concentrating stormwater infiltration into one discrete area on site, i.e. the stormwater basin, while the
remaining areas see a reduction in infiltration due to impervious cover and slopes, "will likely create a groundwater
gradient towards Kings Cove, through a contaminated site. Should this occur, there could eventually be an impact
on the water quality and fisheries in Kings Cove." Id. at P 19. In Mr. Hughes's opinion, the project has not been
designed using best practical measures and the infiltration of stormwater into fill is certainly not the best practical
measure. Id. at P 20. At the Hearing, Mr. Hughes reiterated his opinion that "the [P]roject has a potential of
indirectly affecting [LUO]." Tr. 1 at 209:7-9. Mr. Hughes and Mr. Trainer also opined that the marine fisheries may
be contaminated by the metals and PAHs at the site leaching into groundwater. Hughes PFT at PP 37, 38; Trainer
PFT at PP 30-32.
The Intervenors presented testimony from Ms. West, Ms. DiAngelo and Ms. Wencek. Ms. West's testimony
concerned runoff from the existing contamination and emissions of pollutants from the compressor station. She did
not state how the Project will change the runoff, and her testimony regarding impacts from air pollution is outside
the scope of this wetlands proceeding. While Ms. DiAngelo offered testimony about characteristics of the Fore River
Watershed and the Fore River Estuary, she did not offer facts or an opinion relevant to the issues for [*30]
resolution in this appeal, or probative of any issue. While Ms. Wencek's testimony provides information about the
river and the fish populations present, she focused on impacts from potential gas leaks and fumes, which are not
within the scope of this appeal. I conclude that none of this testimony is relevant to the issue, and does not satisfy
the Intervenors' burden of proof.
Mr. Paquette testified that the Project involves no dredging, filling, removing or altering LUO, and no construction
activities are proposed within LUO or any other coastal resource area identified in 310 CMR 10.26(1). Paquette
PFT at P 20. Therefore, the Project's activities will not change water circulation or water quality. Paquette PFT at P
16. To rebut Mr. Hughes's contention that a change in stormwater discharge could result in a change in the ecology
near the outfall, Mr. Costa testified that the outfall is an estuary which is already subject to salt and fresh water
mixing, and changes in peak flow rates and volumes of water passing in and out of the Weymouth Fore River.
Costa PFT at P 54. Mr. Costa also concluded that during a 100-year 24-hour rainfall event, the project will result in
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a reduction in runoff volume to the river of 0.23 acre-feet. Id. In his opinion, the change in volume and flow rate
resulting from the Project will be de minimis and will not affect the ecology of the river. Costa PFT at PP 54-55.
While Mr. Costa admitted that he is not an expert on the effects of stormwater runoff on marine fisheries, Tr. 2 at
143:91-12, he stated at the Hearing that because the volume of water that is changing from pre-construction to
post-construction is so small - one-one-thousandth of a percent in a 100-year storm - he can reliably conclude that
there will be no impact. Tr. 2 at 145-146. Mr. Costa testified that the stormwater system was designed to avoid
anticipated adverse impacts on marine fisheries. Costa PFT at PP 54-57. This design constitutes "best practical
measures. Id. at P 54.
In response to the Petitioner's testimony that marine fisheries may be contaminated by groundwater leaching
though the contaminated materials at the site, Ms. Race testified that groundwater samples collected showed
detections of metals well below applicable MCP criteria. Race PFT at P 44. The sampling also showed that no
Extractable Petroleum Hydrocarbons ("EPH") 17 or Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) 18 were present
above detection limits in the samples analyzed, indicating EPH and PAHs were not present in the groundwater
samples analyzed. Ms. Race concluded that the results show that the compounds are not leaching into
groundwater, and if the groundwater is not contaminated then the fish or wildlife would not actually have impacts.
Tr. 2 at 11-16.
Mr. Costa refuted Mr. Hughes's contention that pipe bedding may serve as a preferential conduit for groundwater
from the Project to the river by noting that the existing subsurface soils are highly permeable and infiltration rates
are significant. He based this conclusion on on-site borings, test pits and permeability testing done by Algonquin.
Costa PFT at P 57. "A geotechnical engineer completed on-site permeability testing which estimated infiltration
rates of 15 inches per hour to 100 inches per hour." Id., citing MassDEP Basic Documents 2 - Response to
Weymouth Conservation Commission, Attachment 2, Appendix C.
Mr. Gilmore testified that proposed construction activities will not occur within LUO of the DPA. "The majority of
the proposed activities...will be undertaken within the upland portion of the DPA, and will not impact [LUO]." Gilmore
PFT at P 12.The proposed construction activities will not change water circulation or water quality, and will not
change the land's ability to provide support for adjacent coastal banks or coastal engineering structures. Id. Based
on these observations, in his opinion, the project meets the DPA Performance Standards. Id.
Findings
I find that the Petitioners have not met their burden of proof because the testimony provided by Mr. Hughes is
speculative and based on assumptions, and not grounded in scientific facts. In addition, a preponderance of the
evidence, discussed above, demonstrates that the proposed Project complies with the DPA Performance
Standards. Mr. Hughes did not refute Mr. Costa's conclusion that runoff volume during a 100-year 24-hour rainfall
event will be de minimis. Neither Mr. Hughes nor Mr. Trainer rebutted Ms. Race's testimony that contaminants at
the site are not leaching into the groundwater, and therefore there will be no impacts on the fisheries. Mr. Hughes's
presumption that the bedding material for piping will create a preferential conduit for groundwater that could result in
an impact on water quality and fisheries was not only speculative, but was amply rebutted by the testimony of Mr.
Costa regarding the highly permeable nature of the existing soils. Mr. Costa's testimony that the project design
constitutes "best practical measures" was not effectively challenged in rebuttal testimony [*32] or on crossexamination. The evidence supports a finding that the Project minimizes adverse effects on marine fisheries caused

17

EPH are defined as collective fractions of hydrocarbon compounds eluting from n-nonane to n-hexatriacontane, excluding
Target PAH Analytes. EPH is comprised of C9through C18Aliphatic Hydrocarbons, C19through C36Aliphatic Hydrocarbons, and
C11through
C22Aromatic
Hydrocarbons.3.11.
See
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/12/21/MassDEP%20EPH%20Method%20-%20May%202004%20v1.1.pdf
18

PAHs are ubiquitous and consistently present in the environment and are typically formed during the incomplete burning of
organic material including wood, coal, oil, gasoline and garbage. PAHs are also found in crude oil, coal [*31] tar, creosote and
asphalt. See https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/08/xl/backtu.pdf
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by changes in water circulation and water quality, and has been designed using best practical measures. I find,
therefore, that it meets the Performance Standards for DPA.
C. The Project meets the criteria for development within a previously developed
310 CMR 10.58(5).

Riverfront Area within

Of the 14,160 square feet of jurisdictional RFA within the Project Workspace depicted on the Plan of Record,
approximately 10,200 square feet are within the existing M&R Station. The remaining 3,960 square feet are outside
of the fenced metering station. Paquette PFT PP 22-23. Within the RFA, Algonquin proposes to install portions of
the proposed underground and aboveground suction and discharge piping that will connect the compressor station
to the I-10 system at the M&R Station. Paquette PFT at P 23. MassDEP determined that the Riverfront Area at the
Project site was a previously developed area and met the regulatory description of degraded area in 310 CMR
10.58(5). Special Condition 8 of the SOC requires Algonquin to loam and seed 4,870 square feet of previously
developed RFA outside of the existing M&R Station. MassDEP Basic Document 5, SOC.
The Petitioner contends that the NOI did not include information to indicate the area is previously developed; but
even if the area is previously developed, it does not meet the definition of "degraded" as used in the regulation. The
Petitioner further contends that the Project work does not comply with the regulation because Algonquin did not
provide an alternatives analysis; the work will not be an improvement over existing conditions; the work does not
meet the Stormwater Standards; Algonquin has not demonstrated compliance with 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) or (g); and
the SOC lacks a required condition related to a Certificate of Compliance required by 310 CMR 10.58(5)(h). Hughes
PFT at PP 25-33. The Intervenors allege that the Project will not be an improvement over existing conditions and
assert, for the first time, in their Closing Brief, that the Riverfront Area setback was incorrectly calculated. I address
this last claim as a threshold matter.
1. The Delineation of RFA was Done Correctly.
310 CMR 10.58(2)(c) states: "When a river flows into coastal waters or an embayment, the river shall end at the
mouth of coastal river line as delineated on the current mouth of coastal river map series maintained by the
Department" (emphasis added). The Intervenors [*33] argue in their memoranda of law that the end of the river
should be measured from each of the four sides of a box shown on Intervenors' Hearing Exhibit 1, [one of two
Mouth of River maps developed by MassDEP] and if done in this fashion, the King's Cove Park and part of the
compressor station construction would fall within the RFA. Intervenors' Supplemental Memorandum of Law at p. 3.
The Intervenors spent considerable time at the Hearing trying to make this point. Tr. 3 at 56-88. Their argument is
without merit, and not supported by the record, and they presented no actual evidence from a wetlands expert to
dispute the delineation of the RFA.
To begin, some background on the Mouth of River Maps:
"On March 1, 2005, DEP published the Massachusetts Mouth of Coastal River Maps. These maps identify the
Mouth Of The River (MOR) for coastal rivers in order to provide a clear, consistent, and predictable means of
locating all river mouths in the Commonwealth. The MOR lines represent the limit of Riverfront Area jurisdiction
under the Wetlands Protection Act. Land upstream of the MOR lines includes Riverfront Areas subject to the
protections afforded by the wetlands regulations; any land [*34] seaward of the MOR line is not subject to
jurisdiction as a Riverfront Area but remains subject to other inland and coastal provisions of the Wetlands
Protection Act."
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/wetlands-maps-mouth-of-coastal-river. The maps represent the final Mouth of
River maps for each community, and a set of two maps was developed for each community. One map shows the
Mouth of RiverArea and the other shows the Mouth of River Line. Intervenors Hearing Exhibit 1 is the map
showing the Mouth of River Area for the Weymouth Fore River. Intervenors Hearing Exhibit 2 is the other half of the
set, showing the Mouth of River Line. There can be no doubt that the maps were produced as a set and are to be
read as a set, with one showing the area in which the Mouth of River Line is, and the other showing the actual
Mouth of River Line. The cross-examination testimony of Mr. Paquette and Mr. Gilmore at the Hearing serves to
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confirm this reality. Mr. Gilmore stated that "the other four lines [on Exhibit 1]...have, as you said, no real relevance
to the delineation of the mouth of the coastal river, other than to serve as a locus map so that someone can work
their way down to find out where [*35] the specific mouth of coastal river is." Tr. 3 at 81:18-23. The Intervenors
have failed to offer any evidence to support their proposed interpretation of the mouth of river coastal maps. The
testimony of Mr. Paquette and Mr. Gilmore and maps themselves make plain that Algonquin's delineation of
Riverfront Area, adopted by the SOC, is correct.
2. The RFA Was Previously Developed
MassDEP determined that the Project work in this area is authorized by 310 CMR 10.58(5), which provides that
"[n]otwithstanding the [Performance Standards for activities in Riverfront Area in] 310 CMR 10.58(4)(c) and (d), the
[Department] may allow work to redevelop a previously developed Riverfront Area, provided the proposed work
improves existing conditions." 310 CMR 10.58(5) defines "redevelopment" as "[the] replacement, rehabilitation[,] or
expansion of existing structures, improvement of existing roads, or reuse of degraded or previously developed
areas." The regulation also provides that "[a] previously developed Riverfront Area contains areas degraded prior to
August 7, 1996 by impervious surfaces from existing structures or pavement, absence of topsoil, junkyards, or
abandoned dumping grounds." 310 CMR 10.58(5).
Mr. Hughes faulted Algonquin for not including in its NOI information to support its assertion that the RFA was
previously developed. Hughes PFT at P 25. As discussed below, the administrative record in this appeal now
supports such a finding. Mr. Hughes conceded that even if the jurisdictional RFA was previously developed, in his
evaluation it is not degraded. He based this opinion on his observations during a site visit on April 18, 2018. Id. at
P 26; Hughes PFT Ex. 4 (Photographs of RFA). He observed in the RFA only limited structures and pavement.
Much of the area consisted of a thin layer of gravel over a dark soil and some areas of grassy vegetation growing
through the gravel at the edges along fencing. In his opinion, dark colored soils are typically consistent with an
organic content, which would be considered topsoil in the context of the regulation. Id. Therefore, in his opinion,
the area does not meet the definition of degraded in 310 CMR 10.58(5). Id.
Mr. Gilmore testified that the MassGIS 1995 1m GrayScale OrthoPhoto attached to his PFT as Exhibit 2 clearly
shows that the site was previously developed and degraded prior to August 7, 1996. The photograph shows that the
site appears to be a gravel parking area with a component of the petroleum storage tank distribution system located
on it. Gilmore PFT at P 13. Based on this photograph, his review of the June 21, 2016 Temporary Workspace Plan
[now superseded by the Plan of Record] and his site inspection, Mr. Gilmore concluded that the RFA was a
previously developed area and met the regulatory definition of degraded area in 310 CMR 10.58(5). Id. at P 14.
Gilmore Ex. 3 provides an overlay of the current Temporary Workspace Plan and the MassGIS 1995 1m GrayScale
OrthoPhoto, and shows that the jurisdictional RFA is developed and degraded. 19 Exhibit 3 appears to depict
portions of the gravel parking area with storage units or trailers and vehicles in the RFA. Id. As a result of these
observations, Mr. Gilmore opined that the RFA meets the criteria for redevelopment within a previously developed
RFA in 310 CMR 10.58(5). Id. at P 15. Mr. Gilmore also testified, without challenge, that the entire Site is located
within a DPA, and DPAs are portions of developed harbors where the land forms have been greatly altered from
their natural shape. Gilmore PFD at P18. MassDEP argues that this supports its position that the RFA at the site
within the DPA is previously developed and degraded. MassDEP's Closing Brief at p. 12.
Algonquin also offered evidence to support MassDEP's finding, through the testimony of Mr. Paquette and Ms.
Race. The portion of the Riverfront Area located within the proposed Project Workspace occupies an area that was
historically used for coal unloading, staging, and transfer from barges in the Fore River to Edgar Station located
south of Bridge Street. Paquette PFT at P P 25-27, Paquette Ex. 6 (EDR Aerial Photo Decade Package of 6 & 50
Bridge Street, North Weymouth); Race PFT at PP10-11. Edgar Station was a coal-fired electric generation facility
commissioned in 1925. Paquette PFT P26; Race PFT P10. The Sanborn Fire Insurance Map 20 from 1927

19

A portion of the RFA is within Chapter 91 jurisdiction, and not subject to [*36] regulation pursuant to 310 CMR 10.58(6)(i).

20

Paquette Exhibit 7 indicates that "[t]he Sanborn Library is the largest, most complete collection of fire insurance maps."
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indicates that significant land filling took place at the M&R Station site between the Weymouth Fore River and
King's Cove at this time. Paquette PFT P26; Paquette Ex. 7 (Certified Sanborn Map Report); Race PFT P11. Coal
staging and storage facility is documented at the site through at least 1962, and coal storage appears to have
continued until at least 1969 in the vicinity of the M&R Station and Riverfront Area at the site. Paquette PFT P26.
Notwithstanding Mr. Hughes observations during his site visit, an overwhelmingly preponderance of the evidence
discussed above supports a finding that the RFA at the site is a previously developed RFA that was degraded prior
to August 7, 1996, within the meaning of 310 CMR 10.58(5).
3. An Alternatives Analysis Was Not Required
Mr. Hughes testifies that the work in the RFA does not meet the Performance Standards because Algonquin did
not submit an alternatives analysis with its NOI and supplemental materials, citing to 310 CMR 10.58(4). Hughes
PFT at P 27. 310 CMR 10.58(4)(c), part of the General Performance Standard for work in a RFA, requires an
applicant to demonstrate that there are no practicable and substantially equivalent economic alternative to the
proposed project with less adverse effects on the statutory interests of the MWPA. This claim is without merit for the
following reasons. First, 310 CMR 10.58(5) specifically exempts projects in a previously developed RFA from the
requirement to conduct an alternatives analysis ("Notwithstanding the provisions of 310 CMR 10.58(4)...."). Second,
Algonquin did submit an Alternatives Analysis with its NOI. See MassDEP Basic Document 1, Notice of Intent,
Attachment A, Project Narrative at p. 3, Section 1.2.
4. The Project Will Improve Existing Conditions.
310 CMR 10.58(5) allows the work in the previously developed RFA "provided the proposed work improves
existing conditions." 310 CMR 10.58(5)(a) requires that "[a]t a minimum, proposed work shall result in an
improvement over existing conditions of the capacity of the [RFA] to protect the [statutory interests]." In this area,
Algonquin proposes to permanently install above-ground and below-ground piping. As noted above, Special
Condition 8 of the SOC requires Algonquin to loam and seed 4,870 square feet of temporary workspace; that area
is currently gravel. Gilmore PFT at P 18.
The Petitioner contends this standard is not met because there will be permanent alterations of the RFA. In Mr.
Hughes's opinion, the temporary impacts within the RFA described in the NOI and SOC are not temporary. "A
temporary impact is a disturbance that does not constitute an alteration because it is fully restored to the preexisting condition." Hughes PFT at P 29. In his view, the impacts are the installation of the suction and discharge
pipes and the bedding material around them. Since those pipes and bedding materials will not be removed, in Mr.
Hughes's opinion they constitute permanent alterations of the RFA. Id. at P 30.
Mr. Hughes also questions the restoration requirement of Special Condition 8. First, Special Condition 8 refers to a
Plan that is no longer the Plan of Record, and the area of restoration required by the SOC is now mostly or fully
within the area subject to c. 91 jurisdiction. Hughes PFR at P 19. He questions MassDEP's authority to require
restoration in that area, but even if MassDEP has the authority, he believes it should not be allowed under 310
CMR 10.58(f) since that area of the site is not subject to the RFA Performance Standards, but is within c. 91
jurisdiction. Finally, he does not believe that restoring an area that contains topsoil and which will likely vegetate on
its own if left undisturbed will not result in a net improvement over existing conditions. Id.
At the Hearing and in his PFT/PFR, Mr. Gilmore addressed these contentions and persuasively explained why the
Performance Standard was met. The Plan of Record dated September 2016 depicts an area of jurisdictional RFA
that is larger and in a different location than the jurisdictional RFA in the June 2016 Plan referenced in the SOC.
14,160 square feet of jurisdictional RFA are within the proposed Project area. Mr. Gilmore determined after
reviewing aerial [*37] photographs that the physical characteristics of the newly defined jurisdictional RFA were not
significantly different from the previously defined jurisdictional RFA. He determined that the jurisdictional RFA on
the September 2016 Plan is significant to the same statutory interests of storm damage prevention, flood control,
pollution prevention and protection of fisheries as that depicted on the SOC Plan. Mr. Gilmore does not believe
there will be any permanent change to the RFA because once the pipes are install below-ground, the area of
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installation will be backfilled and restored to its current condition of either parking area or gravel driveway parking
area. The above-ground piping will be above the surface of the ground. Therefore, in his opinion, the permanent
installation of piping is "not going to affect the ability of the area to provide storm damage prevention or flood
control, it's not going to affect fisheries resources, and it's not going to affect the ability of the area to prevent
pollution." Tr. 3 at 26:2-13; see also Tr. 3 at 22-26. In his opinion, the impact from this work will be no different
from a temporary disturbance of the RFA. Because Mr. Gilmore explained that the [*38] area of installation will be
backfilled and restored to its current condition of either parking area or gravel driveway parking area, I find, based
on this testimony that the proposed work will not constitute an alteration of the RFA.
Mr. Gilmore stated that the RFA Redevelopment Performance Standards do not specify to what extent a project
shall result in an improvement over existing conditions, but in his opinion, loaming and seeding 4,870 square feet of
an area that is currently gravel will result in an improvement. Gilmore PFR at P 18. He explained that the
requirement to loam and seed was not mitigation proposed by Algonquin, but MassDEP's requirement for improving
the area. Tr. 3 at 28:23-24 - 29:1-2. He believes that the required volume of restoration is adequate given the
existing conditions in the area with the M&R Station, associated equipment, and a parking lot, and MassDEP is
unlikely to require additional mitigation in the form of loaming and seeding in the RFA. PFT at P 17. Even with the
increase in jurisdictional RFA, Mr. Gilmore believes that what is required by Special Condition 8 is adequate. Tr. 3
at 30:11-12. Although he believes a Final Order of Conditions approved in this proceeding could incorporate a
Special Condition requiring a greater area of restoration, he noted, as do I, that there is no testimony to support a
different requirement. Tr. 3 at 30:1-11.
I found Mr. Gilmore to be a credible witness, based on this more than 30 years of experience implementing the
MWPA. He persuasively refuted Mr. Hughes's testimony, both in his PFR and at the Hearing. I find, therefore, that a
preponderance of the evidence supports a finding that the Project will improve existing conditions in the RFA.
5. The proposed Project provides stormwater management according to MassDEP's stormwater standards.
Mr. Hughes testified that the Project does not meet the requirement of 310 CMR 10.58(5)(b) because infiltration of
stormwater at a disposal site as defined by the MCP does not meet the stormwater standards. Hughes PFT at P 31.
310 CMR 10.58(5) requires that work to redevelop previously developed RFA shall provide stormwater
management in accordance with the Stormwater Standards. 310 CMR 10.58(5)(b). Because I have found that the
Project does meet the Stormwater Standards, see below at Section D, I find that this requirement in 10.58(5)(b) has
been met.
6. 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) and (g) do not apply to the Project.
Mr. Hughes asserts that Algonquin has not provided any evidence that the proposed work in the RFA complies
with 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) and (g), as required by 310 CMR 10.58(5)(d). Hughes PFT at P 32. Algonquin did not
propose either mitigation or restoration in its NOI, which is what these provisions address. The restoration in
Special Condition 8 is being imposed on the Project by MassDEP, not proposed by Algonquin. Therefore, these
provisions do not apply.
7. 310 CMR 10.58(5)(h) Can be Implemented, if Required, When MassDEP Issues
for the proposed Project

a Certificate of Compliance

Similar to 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) and (g), this provision does not apply to the proposed work. The language of the
regulation states that it applies to "projects under 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f) or (g)." Notwithstanding its inapplicability to
Algonquin's mandated restoration, I recommend that the Final Order of Conditions include an additional special
condition consistent with this provision. Mr. Gilmore agreed with Mr. Hughes that there should be a continuing
condition required in the Certificate of Compliance for the Project. Gilmore PFR at P 19.
D. The Project meets the applicable Stormwater Standards
As noted above, storm damage prevention and flood control are among the statutory interests of the MWPA, [*39]
and the Wetlands Regulations are intended to protect these interests. "Stormwater runoff from rainfall and snow
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melt 'represents the single largest source responsible for water quality impairments in the Commonwealth's rivers,
lakes, ponds, and marine waters."' Elite Home Builders, supra, 22 DEPR at 205, citing, MassDEP Stormwater
Handbook (2008) ("Stormwater Handbook"), Vol. I, ch. 1, p. 1. "New and existing development typically adds
impervious surfaces and, if not properly managed, may alter natural drainage features, increase peak discharge
rates and volumes, reduce recharge to wetlands and streams, and increase the discharge of pollutants to wetlands
and water bodies." Id. As a result, the Department has adopted Stormwater Regulations as part of the Wetlands
Regulations at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k)-(6)(q) to "address water quality (pollutants) and water quantity (flooding, low
base flow and recharge) by establishing standards that require the implementation of a wide variety of stormwater
management strategies[,] ... includ[ing] environmentally sensitive site design and low impact development [("LID")]
techniques to minimize impervious surface and land disturbance, source control and pollution prevention, structural
[stormwater Best Management Practices ("BMPs")], construction period erosion and sedimentation control, and the
long-term operation and maintenance of stormwater management systems." Id. The Department's stormwater
regulations at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k) provide in pertinent part that:
[e]xcept as expressly provided, stormwater runoff from all industrial, commercial, institutional, office,
residential and transportation projects that are subject to regulation under [the MWPA] including site
preparation, construction, and redevelopment and all point source stormwater discharges from said projects
within [a wetlands] Area Subject to Protection under [the MWPA] or within the Buffer Zone shall be provided
with stormwater best management practices to attenuate pollutants and to provide a setback from the receiving
waters and wetlands in accordance with the [10] Stormwater Management Standards as [set forth in 310 CMR
10.05(6)(k)1-(k)10 and] further defined and specified in the [MassDEP] Stormwater Handbook.

To manage stormwater at the compressor station site, Algonquin has proposed a stormwater management system
that will include deep sump hooded catch basins, sediment forebays, and a stormwater infiltration basin that will
provide 44% pretreatment prior to infiltration and 89% Total Suspended Solids ("TSS") removal of stormwater runoff
from all proposed impervious surfaces. Costa PFT at P 6. The stormwater management system is required to
comply with the ten stormwater management standards in the regulation. To demonstrate compliance with the
standards, Algonquin submitted with its NOI a Stormwater Design and Mitigation Report prepared by VHB, dated
February 18, 2016. MassDEP Basic Documents 1, NOI, Attachment H. Algonquin subsequently revised the
February 18, 2016 Stormwater Report in response to the Petitioner's request, to include a revised specification for
oil/debris to a non-metal product; increase the inspection schedule of BMPs from annually to quarterly; and update
the hydraulic calculations to include the abutting MWRA parcel. Costa PFT at P 5. The revised Stormwater Report,
dated April 19, 2016, was submitted to the Petitioner. MassDEP Basic Documents 2, response to Weymouth
Conservation Commission, Attachment 2. The Stormwater Report includes the MassDEP checklist for Stormwater
Report; a Stormwater Report Narrative; Demonstration of Compliance with MassDEP Stormwater Management
Standards; computations and supporting information, figures, tables and appendices. Id.
The Petitioner and the Intervenors contend that the stormwater management system fails to comply with
Stormwater Management Standards 3 and 5; they presented no evidence related to any of the other eight
Standards and therefore [*40] I find, as a matter of law, that Algonquin's proposed Stormwater Management
System, as documented in the Stormwater Report, complies with Stormwater Management Standards 1, 2, 4, and
6-10. See 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.b. and 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.c.ii. The Petitioner and the Intervenors had the
burden of proving that the proposed Stormwater Management System does not comply with these standards. See
310 CMR 10.03(2); 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)2.b.iii; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)2.b.v; 310 CMR 10.05(7)(j)3.a; 310 CMR
10.05(7)(j)3.b. As discussed below, they have not met their burden. On the other hand, the evidence presented by
Algonquin and MassDEP demonstrates compliance with these Standards.
1. The proposed Project's Stormwater Management System Complies with 310 CMR10.05(6)(k)(3)
Standard 3 at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k)(3) provides:
Loss of annual recharge to ground water shall be eliminated or minimized through the use of infiltration
measures including environmentally sensitive site design, low impact development techniques, stormwater best
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management practices and good operation and maintenance. At a minimum, the annual recharge from the
post-development site shall approximate the annual recharge from the pre-development conditions based on
soil type. This Standard is met when the stormwater management system is designed to infiltrate the required
recharge volume as [*41] determined in accordance with the Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook.
The MassDEP Hydrology Handbook for Conservation Commissioners, § 8.3 (2002) further explains.
The development of sites generally involves the creation of impervious surfaces such as roofs and
pavements. These surfaces reduce the amount of water that can infiltrate into the ground. The goal of this
standard is to address the adverse impacts that result from the loss of natural infiltration. Reduced infiltration
results in the loss of water available for recharge to groundwater. Reduced recharge can potentially result in
lower local and regional groundwater levels, thus affecting wetland resource areas. Maintaining local and
regional groundwater levels has become a critical issue in many areas of Massachusetts.
The Stormwater Handbook, V. 1, Ch. 1, pp. 5-6 describes the intent of this standard as follows:
The intent of this standard is to ensure that the infiltration volume of precipitation into the ground under postdevelopment conditions is at least as much as the infiltration volume under pre-development conditions.
Standard 3 requires the restoration of recharge, using infiltration measures and careful site [*42] design.
Through judicious use of low impact development techniques and other approaches that minimize impervious
surfaces and mimic natural conditions, new developments can approximate pre-development recharge for most
storms.

Mr. Hughes testified that data from the six test pits within the proposed area of the infiltration basin all show fill
underlying a layer of loam. Three of the test pits document the presence of slag within the fill. None of the six test
pits extended past the fill. In addition, the soil investigations regarding the petroleum release reported in 2016 found
a pool of petroleum-saturated soil at the Site in the vicinity of the proposed infiltration basin. Hughes PFT at P 40;
see also Trainer PFT, Ex. 2 Figures 2 through 4C. In Mr. Hughes's opinion, siting an infiltration basin in these
conditions is clearly not "in accordance with the Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook." Id at P 41. The Stormwater
Handbook, Volume 2, Chapter 2 at p. 90 states "Never locate infiltration basins above fill." Mr. Hughes stated that
"[t]he NOI submission from May 10, 2016 states that '[c]oal, coal ash, coal slag, and clinkers have been identified in
soil beneath the property ranging up to depths 0-25 feet below existing grade.' This is supported by the test pit
results noted above. Since the test pits do not confirm the extent of fill below the basin, and since the surrounding
area into which infiltrated water will travel consists of solid waste, fill, and hazardous chemicals, the design does not
conform to Standard 3." Id. at P 42.
In response, Mr. Costa testified that Standard 3 requires projects to infiltrate stormwater. Costa PFT at P 22. Mr.
Costa is responsible for the grading, stormwater management and erosion control design for the proposed Project.
According to Mr. Costa, the United States Environmental Protection Agency has reported that infiltration basins
such as that being proposed have the highest pollutant removal rates of any stormwater Best Management Practice
("BMP"). Id. at P 23. Mr. Costa originally testified, based on the opinion of Ms. Race that the fill at the site was
"Historic Fill" as defined by the Massachusetts Contingency Plan, 310 CMR 40.000, and not solid waste or
hazardous waste, that it was common to place infiltrating stormwater BMPs in fill. Id. at PP 24-25. In such a
circumstance, the guidance in Volume 3, Chapter 1, Standard 3 of the Stormwater Handbook requires conducting a
soil textural analysis of the fill and the underlying parent materials, and Algonquin conducted such an analysis. Id.
at P 27-31. Boring logs consistently noted a clay layer at approximately 20 feet below ground surface, which is
below the seasonal high and observed groundwater levels. Based on this fact, Mr. Costa opined that "stormwater
will not flow through that layer and therefore it should not be part of the stormwater basin's hydrologic analysis." Id.
at P31. Based on this, he concluded that the stormwater management design complies with Standard 3 because
the system was conservatively designed using the half of the field-tested in-situ permeability rate in the most
restrictive soil layer prior to discharge of stormwater to groundwater. Id.
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Mr. Gilmore concurred with Mr. Costa that the proposed Project complied with Standard 3 because the recharge
calculations in Appendix C of the Stormwater Report "demonstrate that the post-development volume of recharge is
more than four times the total required recharge volume for the project site." Gilmore PFT at P 20.
Subsequent to the August, 2018 Hearing, MassDEP's Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup ("BWSC") conducted an
audit of Algonquin's response actions at the project site. See Notice of Audit Findings/Notice of Noncompliance
("NOAF/NON"), Release Tracking Nos. 4-0026230 and 4-0026243, April 16, 2019. BWSC disagreed with
Algonquin's conclusion that the fill material at the site was "Historic Fill". BWSC determined that the fill material
originated from operations or activities at the location of emplacement and was a manufacturing waste. BWSC also
determined that Algonquin had not evaluated the extent of light non-aqueous phase liquid ("LNAPL") west of two
monitoring wells. The Petitioner moved to admit the NOAF/NON as part of the administrative record in this case,
relevant to the issue of stormwater. As noted above at page 3, the parties submitted additional testimony on this
issue and I conducted an additional half-day Hearing.
The NOAF/NON did not change Mr. Costa's [*43] opinion that the stormwater management system proposed for
the Project complies with Standard 3. First, he noted that the Stormwater Handbook requires compliance with the
standard only to the "maximum extent practicable", including at locations where an area classified as contaminated
is present at or adjacent to the proposed recharge location. Costa Supplemental PFT ("SPFT") at PP 6, 7. For such
sites, the Stormwater Management Standards require a soils assessment and a mounding analysis to evaluate the
viability of infiltration. He reiterated the pollutant reduction benefits of infiltration in reducing discharge of TSS,
phosphorus, metals, and other chemical components of stormwater flow into surface waters, and stated that
infiltrating Stormwater BMPs are preferred and commonly placed into fill materials, "subject to appropriate
evaluation as required by the Stormwater Handbook." Id. at P 8.
Because of the LNAPL and certain contaminants in fill at the Project site, Algonquin is required to replace the
annual stormwater recharge volume using infiltration measures only to the "maximum extent practicable", meaning
Algonquin must make all reasonable efforts to meet the Standard. Id. at P 9. A mounding [*44] analysis Mr. Costa
conducted in June, 2018 (Costa PFT Ex. 2), indicated that the groundwater mound created by the recharge from
the proposed basin may, under certain circumstances, extend laterally over the area of LNAPL. Id. at P 12.
Algonquin's environmental consultant, TRC Environmental, Inc. ("TRC"), used the mounding analysis to evaluate
whether the LNAPL would migrate as a result of the mounding, and concluded that the groundwater mound will not
mobilize the LNAPL, estimating the distance of potential LNAPL migration as less than one inch. Id. at P 13. TRC
also conducted a leachability evaluation of arsenic, PAHs and other metals, and concluded that they do not readily
leach from soil to groundwater. Id. at P 14. Based on these evaluations, Mr. Costa concluded that the proposed
stormwater infiltration basin is properly designed in accordance with Standard 3 because it meets all design
parameters for infiltration basins, and infiltration of the required recharge volume will not cause or contribute to
groundwater contamination. Id. at P 15.
On the basis of Mr. Costa's testimony, and in the absence of any opposing testimony from an expert with
comparable experience designing stormwater management systems, I find [*45] that a preponderance of the
evidence demonstrates compliance with Stormwater Standard 3 because the stormwater management system is
designed to infiltrate the required recharge volume as determined in accordance with the Stormwater Handbook.
2. The proposed Project's Stormwater Management System Complies with 310 CMR10.05(6)(k)(5)
Stormwater Management Standard 5 at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k)5 provides in relevant part that:
[f]or land uses with higher potential pollutant loads, source control and pollution prevention shall be
implemented in accordance with the Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook to eliminate or reduce the
discharge of stormwater runoff from such land uses to the maximum extent practicable ...
(emphasis supplied). The Wetlands Regulations at 310 CMR 10.04 define "land uses with higher potential
pollutant loads" or " LUHPPL" as including "a disposal site." The Stormwater Management Handbook at Volume 1,
Chapter 1, Page 12 states that this means "disposal site" as defined in M.G.L. c.21E and the MCP. The Handbook
also provides that "a stormwater discharge from a [ LUHPPL$] ... requires treatment by the specific structural
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BMPs determined by MassDEP to be suitable for treating discharges from such use," and that "[l]ike all
stormwater [*46] discharges, stormwater discharges from [ LUHPPL] require the use of a treatment train that
provides 80% TSS removal prior to discharge." Id., at p. 13. The Handbook requires that "this treatment train ...
provide for at least 44% TSS removal prior to discharge to the infiltration BMP and shall also be designed to treat
1.0 inch of runoff times the total impervious area at the post-development site. " Id.
The Petitioner and the Intervenors assert that the Project site is a LUHPPL. The Petitioner asserts this to be the
case because the Project site is a "disposal site." 21 The Intervenors assert it to be the case because the Project
operations will require above-ground storage tanks to store hazardous materials. Algonquin argued in its Closing
Brief that "neither the proposed land use as a natural gas compressor station, nor the Historic Fill in which the
infiltration basin will be sited, qualify the Project as a LUHPPL. In light of the NOAF/NON's determination that the
site does not contain "Historic Fill", but is a "disposal site", I find that the evidence supports a finding that the Project
site could be designated as LUHHPL.
Whether the Project site is designated as a LUHPPL or not makes little difference in the determination of this issue
because the evidence supports a finding that the stormwater management system complies with Standard 5.
Although Mr. Hughes [*48] opined that siting a stormwater infiltration basin in contaminated soil violates the
standard, Mr. Costa persuasively testified that the stormwater management system was conservatively designed
and will meet all LUHPPL requirements, because it:
1) Provides stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) of at least 44% TSS removal prior to discharge
to the infiltration BMP [Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook - Volume 1, Chapter 1, Page 14];
2) Implements a source control program - Quarterly inspections and maintenance, as necessary, for each
stormwater BMP [Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook - Volume 1, Chapter 1, Page 14];
3) Treats a water quality volume of 1.0 inch of runoff multiplied by the total impervious area at the postdevelopment site [Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook - Volume 1, Chapter 1, Page 14];
4) Provides a treatment train of appropriate pretreatment devices including deep sump hooded catchbasins
and sediment forebays [Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook - Volume 1, Chapter 1, Page 14]; and
5) Provides a proposed BMP that is selected from the Stormwater Standards Volume 1, Chapter 1, Standard
5 Table - Infiltration Basin and designed in accordance with the [*49] specifications and sizing methodologies
in the Handbook. [Massachusetts Stormwater Handbook - Volume 1, Chapter 1, Page 14]
Costa PFT at P 51. Based on this detailed and specific testimony about how the system is designed to meet the
LUHPPL requirements, I find that the Project complies with Stormwater Standard 5 at 310 CMR 10.05(6)(k)(5).
E. The SOC adequately addressed the proposed Project site's status as a Disposal Site 22
As discussed above, the characterization of the fill as "Historic Fill" or otherwise does not make a difference to the
Project's compliance with the Stormwater Management Standards. A preponderance of the evidence demonstrates
that Algonquin's stormwater management system complies with those standards. By requiring compliance with

21

310 CMR 40.006 defines "Disposal Site" as any structure, well, pit, pond, lagoon, impoundment, ditch, landfill or other place
or area, excluding ambient air or surface water, where uncontrolled oil and/or hazardous material has come to be located as a
result of any spilling, leaking, pouring, abandoning, emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping,
discarding or otherwise disposing of such oil and/or hazardous material. The term shall not include any site containing only oil or
hazardous materials which: are lead-based paint residues emanating from a point of original application of such paint; resulted
from emissions [*47] from the exhaust of an engine; are building materials still serving their original intended use or emanating
from such use; or resulted from release of source, byproduct or special nuclear material from a nuclear incident, as those terms
are defined in 42 U.S.C. § 2014, if such release was subject to requirements with respect to financial protection established by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under 42 U.S.C. § 2210.
22

This issue improperly characterized the entire property now owned by Algonquin as a "disposal site"; that was incorrect. Only
portions of the property are considered "disposal sites" within the meaning of M.G.L. c. 21E and the MCP.
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those standards, the Wetlands Regulations account for the existing site conditions. Specific questions of
compliance with the MCP are beyond the scope of a wetlands proceeding. Further, MassDEP's issuance of the
NOAF/NON demonstrates that the Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup is addressing compliance with the MCP, and can
likewise be expected to address any 21E-related issues that arise during construction of the proposed Project.
Because the SOC contains General Condition 3, which requires compliance with [*50] other applicable laws and
regulations, including G.L. c. 21E and the MCP, I find that the SOC adequately addresses the Project site's status
as a "disposal site."
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, I find that MassDEP properly issued the SOC. I recommend that MassDEP's
Commissioner issue a Final Decision affirming this Recommended Final Decision and approving the Final Order of
Conditions attached to MassDEP's Closing Brief, and recommend the addition of a new Special Condition that
prohibits alterations of, and requires maintenance of, the restoration area in the Riverfront Area, as a continuing
condition.
Date: October 16, 2019
THE OFFICE OF APPEALS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
MA Environmental Administrative Decisions
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Memorandum

To:

Winchester Conservation Commission

From:

Lawrence M. Beals
Beals Associates, Inc.

Reference:

Response to Peer Review
Notice of Intent
10 Converse Place, DEP File Number 346-0553

Date:

April 20, 2022

The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to a peer review report prepared by BSC and
dated March 4, 2022. The peer review report was presented to the Conservation Commission
during continued Public Hearing #7 on April 12, 2022.
On behalf of Ad Meliora and the design team, we offer this memorandum to respond to comments
contained in the peer review report. We are addressing the peer review comments in the order
in which they are contained in the report. Some of the comments are numbered and some are
not. For the Commissioners’ reference, we have included a copy of each comment from the
report to which we are responding and the BSC comment is italicized and underlined. We are
not responding to the peer review description of the scope of the review, the list of materials
reviewed, or the Existing Conditions description.
In addition to this memorandum, the Owner’s legal counsel, Nicholas Shapiro, is responding to
the peer review comments pertaining to legal interpretations of 310 CMR 10.58 as well as other
decisions that the peer review considered, so this memorandum is intended to supplement his
letter and vice versa.
Our response begins with the Riverfront Area section of the peer review report.
The Applicant provided photographs of soil pits that demonstrate the presence of topsoil with an
A Horizon within the lawn area. BSC did not observe the soil profile during its site visit.
This comment by BSC is inconsistent with the information provided in the Notice of Intent. The
test pit logs and the photographs demonstrate that the site is a filled site and there is no A Horizon
created by natural soil forming processes.
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Later in this memorandum we will review the history of the property and how it has been
developed, altered, and degraded over the past few centuries. As a result, there is no naturally
occurring soil remaining at the surface of the site. As evidenced by the empirical data collect from
on-site test pit explorations performed by our office as well as other geotechnical borings, the site
has been stripped, developed, partially demolished, and filled. Consequently, the site is a filled
site and there is no A Horizon created by natural soil forming processes.
The topsoil fill that was placed on the property subsequent to the demolition of the buildings that
previously occupied the property does not constitute an A Horizon because it is fill resulting from
site construction activities. This type of dark brown loamy material is commonly called loam or
topsoil but it is not a naturally occurring soil. In contrast to fill placed on a site, a soil is formed by
natural processes and a soil is a natural unit on the landscape, characterized by position, size,
slope, profile, and other natural features. A soil horizon is defined by the Soil Survey Staff (SCSUSDA) as “a layer of soil, approximately parallel to the soil surface, with characteristics produced
by soil-forming processes”.
All of the test pits and test borings conducted on the property indicated that the soil profile
consisted of imported loam fill placed on top of granular fill. Below the fill, naturally occurring soil,
comprising a C horizon, was encountered at a depth ranging from 6 feet to 8 feet below grade.
In other words, there is 6 to 8 feet of fill across the site. Below are the test pit logs from the site
that describe the materials encountered across the site:

Geotechnical test borings encountered similar conditions on the property.
To illustrate the nature of the fill on the property, a photograph of a test pit is shown below. The
dark brown/black surface material is imported loamy fill. The white material, below the dark brown
fill appeared to be fly ash that may have been residual from the power plant operation, and the
lower coarse material is fill. None of the test pits exhibited either A or B Horizons and the only
evidence of naturally occurring soil was the stratified C Horizon parent material located below the
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fill. The in-place fill, ranging in depth-below-grade of 75 inches to 103” inches is simply fill and it
cannot be characterized as a naturally occurring soil horizon, and particularly not an A Horizon.
Other test pit photographs are available from our office that document the degradation of the site
by previous uses and activities. All of the test pits and geotechnical borings encountered fill and
buried debris across the property resulting from the filling activities on the site subsequent to the
demolition of the church and the power plant.
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The observed soil characteristics are further corroborated by information published by the US
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). The NRCS prepares
soil surveys that contain information intended for land use planning in the survey areas. The
surveys highlight soil limitations that affect various land uses and provide information about the
properties the soils in the survey areas.
Below is a portion of the Middlesex County Soil Survey for the 10 Converse Place property.

NRCS Map Unit 603 Urban Land
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In its proposal, the BSC scope included a review of the NRCS information but the results of that
review are not included in the peer review report. We ask that BSC describe its findings.
All of the 10 Converse Place property is identified by the NRCS with the Map Unit Symbol 603
and that map unit name is Urban Land, wet substratum. The NRCS has identified this area as
Urban Land because it is disturbed, developed and degraded. Urban land is characterized as
areas that are influenced by land use history and disturbance, geography and geology, extent of
impervious surfaces, and the nature of human-transported or “fill” materials.
According to 310 CMR 10.58(5), degraded riverfront areas are “areas degraded prior to August
7, 1996 by impervious surfaces from existing structures or pavement, absence of topsoil,
junkyards, or abandoned dumping grounds.”
The area was first developed in the 17th Century and in the 1800’s and 1900’s the site was
developed with a laundry facility, power plant, a church, and the appurtenant site improvements
including driveways, parking lots, and walkways. Subsequently, the church and the power plant
were demolished and the site was regraded with fill. Therefore, the property was degraded prior
to August 7, 1996 (please see the photos below).
BSC notes that the VHB Stormwater Management peer review letter (VHB, 11/29/2021) states
that the project is not considered a redevelopment under Standard 7 of the Massachusetts
Stormwater Standards (Comment 5) because it will result in an increase in the impervious surface
on the site.
The statement by VHB is correct, in terms of Stormwater Standards, and it has been resolved in
subsequent reviews and correspondence with VHB. However, it is important to clarify that the
site is not considered a “redevelopment” under Standard 7 of the Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards which is separate, distinct, and unrelated to the term “redevelopment” as used int the
Wetlands Protection Act. The BSC paraphrase of the VHB comment is only a portion of the full
VHB comment, which excluded the positive aspect of the comment by VHB. Inserted below is
the full comment from VHB and the response by our office. We have emphasized, with a bold
highlighted font, the VHB comment that was not included in the BSC paraphrase.

VHB Comment #5: The Stormwater Management Report indicates that the project is considered a
redevelopment project for the purposes of Standard 7 of the Massachusetts Stormwater Standards,
but that the project has been designed to meet all of the Massachusetts Stormwater Standards.
As the project results in an increase in impervious area (from 59.1% impervious under predevelopment conditions to 85.8% impervious under post-development conditions), the project is not
considered a redevelopment. As a result, the Applicant should revise the narrative and DEP Checklist
for Stormwater Report accordingly.
BAI Response #5: Our office agrees with this comment. The narrative and checklist have been
updated accordingly.
We resubmitted the narrative and check list to VHB and below is the exchange pertinent to
Comment # 5.
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Comment #5: The Applicant has revised the Stormwater Management Report to address the
comment.
Response #5: Complete.
When the term “redevelopment” is used in the MA Stormwater Standards, it allows a
“redevelopment” project to comply with the stormwater standards to the maximum extent
practicable. However, the 10 Converse storm water design meets or exceeds the far more
stringent MA Stormwater Standards so the redevelopment status is irrelevant.
Comment 1: Based on the foregoing, BSC finds that the northern portion of the Site that is
maintained as lawn is not presently degraded and therefore work in that portion of the site must
be revised to meet the performance standards at 310 CMR 10.58(4).
As evidenced by the soil information presented above, the property has been developed and used
since the 1600’s and through the centuries of use, the site has been degraded. Because of its
central location within Winchester Center, it is documented that the property has been intensively
developed since the late 19th century. According to the Crawford Memorial United Methodist
Church’s website, “In 1875, ground was broken for the first Methodist Church in Winchester. The
wooden building was dedicated June 1, 1876 and stood on the corner of what is now Mount
Vernon Street and Converse Place.” This building is also visible in aerial photography from 1938
and 1955, but was demolished between 1955 and 1963. Since then, the portion of the property
along Mt. Vernon Street has been mostly lawn, and it appears that the site has had its current
configuration since at least 1978.

Methodist Church located on the property - 1875
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Laundry Building, Power Plant and Church 1946
The BSC comment indicates that a portion of the site is maintained as a lawn and is therefore,
not degraded. When assessing degradation, it is important to assess the material below the
ground surface as we have done in the previous pages. The presence of lawn does not mitigate
prior degradation and in fact, both the MA Wetlands Protection Act (WPA) and the Winchester
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Conservation Commission Policy discourage lawns in buffer zones. The WPA describes minor
activities that are not subject to regulation such as plantings of native species of trees, shrubs, or
groundcover, but this section of the Act specifically states “but excluding turf lawns”. Apparently,
the Act was structured to regulate turf lawns in buffer zones presumably to assess the potential
impacts that a turf lawn may have on the adjacent resource area. To establish a lawn in a buffer
zone is not a minor activity and it would require the filing of a Notice of Intent. The creation of a
turf lawn is regulated to minimize its impact on the Interests of the Wetlands Protection Act.
The concern with turf lawns is also addressed in the Winchester Conservation Commission
Policies on the 25’ Buffer to Wetlands and Waterways (2.27.07). The policy specifically states:
“the objective of these policies is to maintain and restore a 25’ Buffer of trees, shrubs and
herbaceous plants (excluding turf lawns) native to Middlesex County next to freshwater wetlands,
lakes, ponds, rivers and streams.
The presence of a turf lawn, on imported fill, further illustrates that the 10 Converse Place property
has been, and is currently, degraded.

Comment 2: Accordingly, the Applicant should provide an alternatives analysis in accordance
with 310 CMR 10.58(4)(c) “geared towards reconfiguring the site layout…so that as much as the
project as feasible is located outside of the riverfront area,” (Information Request, DEP File #219642, November 16, 1999).
We believe that the reference to (4) is mistaken and we do not fall under that provision. However,
an alternatives analysis in accordance with 310 CMR 10.58(4)(c) was provided in the Notice of
Intent submitted in November 2021 and a copy of the Notice of Intent was provided to BSC for
review.

Comment 3: The aerial extent of the presently degraded portion of the riverfront area on the site
should be calculated. In meeting requirements at 310 CMR 10.58(4)(d), the Commission may
allow alteration of up to 5000 square feet or 10% of the lot, whichever is greater, but the presently
degraded portion may be subtracted from the overall calculation.
Again, the reference to (4) is incorrect but the aerial extent of the presently degraded portion of
the riverfront area on the site was calculated and those data were presented in the Notice of Intent
submitted in November 2021 and a copy of the Notice of Intent was provided to BSC for review.

Comment 4: The criteria at 310 CMR 10.58(4)(d)1.a. requires a 100 foot wide area of undisturbed
vegetation to be provided. In the absence of natural vegetation, as is the case on this Site,
“existing vegetative cover shall be preserved or extended to the maximum extent feasible to
approximate a 100 foot wide corridor of natural vegetation.”
The entire site is degraded and the project qualifies as a redevelopment of a previously-disturbed
site under the riverfront protection regulations. This issue was addressed in the Notice of Intent
submitted in November 2021 and was provided to BSC for review.
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Comment 5: Work within presently degraded Riverfront Area should meet the criteria established
at 310 CMR 10.58(5).
As documented in the Notice of Intent submitted in November 2021, the proposed work within
presently degraded Riverfront Area does meet the criteria established in 310 CMR 10.58(5). We
ask BSC, based on its review of the NOI, where we do not meet these standards.

Comment 6: In VHB's Comment #7, they defer to the Conservation Commission with regard to
using a composite TSS removal rate. A composite TSS removal rate allows some portions of a
site to achieve TSS removals lower than 80% so long as other portions exceed 80% removal and
a weighted average removal rate of at least 80% Is achieved for the total site. This methodology
Is typical Industry practice for compliance with Stormwater Standard 4 and, as mentioned In
VHB's review, Is also acceptable to the Town's Engineering Department. It Is our opinion that a
composite TSS removal calculation Is acceptable.
We agree with BSC that a composite TSS removal calculation is acceptable.

Comment 7: The Applicant's response to VHB's Comment #11 Indicates that Standard 1
calculations were Inadvertently left out of the original Stormwater Report but have been Included
In the revised report. The updated Stormwater Report provided to BSC did not Include any
calculations specific to Stormwater Standard 1. We recommend that these calculations be
provided. Specifically, we recommend that rip-rap sizing calculations be performed that verify the
suitability of the rip-rap pipe outlet protection Into the Mill Pond. While this pipe does not
experience any discharge during any design storm analyzed, larger storm events and/or multiday storm events could result in discharge from this pipe. As the discharge Is effectively a direct
discharge to the Mill Pond, It Is critically Important to ensure that erosion will not occur on the
slope leading Into the Pond.
The outlet structure has been relocated onto the 10 Converse property and it is proposed in a
level area. As a result of relocating the outlet structure away from the pond embankment, there
is no need for rip rap and therefore, there is no need for rip rap calculations.

Comment 8: To the extent that the Applicant demonstrates compliance with the Riverfront Area
criteria as discussed above, it is BSC’s opinion that the project protects the eight interests of the
WPA and those same interests as they are protected under the Winchester Wetlands Protection
Bylaw. BSC also finds that the public’s interest in recreation protected under the Bylaw is
adequately protected by this proposal.
We agree with BSC that the project protects the Eight Interests of the Wetland Protection Act and
those same interests in the Winchester Wetlands By-law. We also agree that the public’s interest
in recreation, protected under the Bylaw, is adequately protected.
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Comment 9: BSC agrees with the conclusion that views of and across the Aberjona River and
Mill Pond, its bank and vegetation along the bank and within the adjoining land area will be
diminished in some quantity from Mount Vernon Street relative to such visual access under
current conditions.
We ask that BSC provide the full text of the conclusion with which it agrees, and its source. The
comment above does not correctly cite the Winchester Wetlands By-law Section 3. Jurisdiction.
The full text is included below and the By-law simply states: to…Mill Pond. The word “across”
was added to the above comment but it is not included in the By-law. In addition, the By-law does
not include the language contained in the BSC comment such as “its bank and vegetation along
the bank and within the adjoining land area”.

Below is a copy of a viewshed analysis quantifying the change in the viewshed between existing
and proposed conditions that was previously presented to the Conservation Commission.
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The comment by BSC is partially correct. The proposed development will cause a loss of a view
of the water from Mount Vernon Street of 502 sf. However, under the proposed conditions, the
site has been designed with a gain in the view of the water of 4,641 sf. It is important to note that
the small loss of the water view occurs on along Mount Vernon Street but the area of gain is
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directly adjacent to Mill Pond where the view is significantly superior to the limited view from Mount
Vernon Street.
It is important to note that the Developer has further committed to dedicating this area as public
open space.

Comment 10: BSC recommends that the Applicant provide a quantified analysis of the impacts
of the proposed project to the public interest of access to the natural scenery of the Mill Pond and
Aberjona River protected by the Bylaw and describe how the project complies with the Bylaw.
The viewshed analysis included above provides a quantified analysis of the impacts of the
proposed project on the public interest of the natural scenery of the Mill Pond and Aberjona River
protected by the Bylaw. The project complies with the Bylaw because the view is greatly improved
both in terms of the quantity of the view but more importantly, the quality of the view.

Comment 11: BSC recommends that the Applicant evaluate the proposed plantings within the
25’ Buffer Zone on the site and demonstrate how the project will conform to the requirements of
the Bylaw.
The 25’ Buffer Zone extends onto only minor portions of the 10 Converse property. Landscaping
plans have been presented and discussed with the Conservation Commission illustrating a variety
of options for landscaping in this area. We understand that the treatment of the 25’ buffer zone
is a policy and it is not contained within the Wetland By-law. The policy states that its objective
is to maintain and restore a 25’ buffer of trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants native to Middlesex
County. We will work with the Commission to implement any suggestions that the Commissioners
may have regarding recommended species to be planted within the 25’ buffer zone located on
the 10 Converse property.

Comment 12: BSC recommends that the Applicant measure the height of the tree to be removed
and provide documentation that the landscape plan includes tree and/or shrub plantings that are
in compliance with the Tree Replacement Policy for the project as proposed.
We are unaware of the tree referenced by BSC. Of course, we will provide the information
outlined in Comment 12 to the Commission, if we need to remove a tree.

